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CHRONOLOGY 

Name:    Anton G. (Gerrit) Winkel is the name he used throughout the majority of his life, including 

 official military, Civil Service records and passports.  His Dutch birth certificate lists his name as 

 Gerrit Roelof Antonie Winkel.  Anton was used starting at a young age to save confusion 

 between the name of his older brother, Geert, and his own, Gerrit.  He was called Tone later 

 by most of his acquaintances throughout his life. 

 

1902 Born at Alphen on the Rhine in the Netherlands on October 4.  His parents were Hendrik 

 and Everdina Cornelia Van Ojen Winkel.  They joined The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 

 Saints on November 12, 1904, and immigrated to Utah in April, 1906. 

1906-07   Lived in Poplar Grove in Salt Lake City, Utah. 

1907-10   Lived on 33rd South 2nd West in Salt Lake City, Utah. 

1910-12   Lived in Monroe, Utah. 

1912-25   Lived in Richfield, Utah. 

1921 Served in the Army Field Artillery at Fort Douglas for six weeks 

1921  Attended Utah State Agricultural College for one winter term. 

1925-28  Served an L.D.S. Mission to Netherlands.  

 Worked on ranches and farms around Richfield before and after his mission. 

1931 Married Clella Luke in the Mesa Arizona Temple on May 28. 

1931-37 In Logan, Utah, at Utah State Agricultural College.  He supported his family by working for the 

 Forest Service (at Big Smoky, Idaho), hauling coal for 50 cents per load, working odd jobs for 

 professors, making and selling spudnuts, and other jobs. 

1932 Cleve, his son, was born on March 20. 

1934 Verlene, his daughter, was born on January 12. 

1937 Gary, his son, was born on February 9. 

1937 Graduated from USAC, took two Civil Service exams (an animal husbandry exam and a Junior 

 Range Examiner exam), and accepted a job in Dubois, Idaho, at the USDA Sheep Experiment 

 Station for $1,260/year. 

1938 Transferred to Moscow, Idaho (one month). 

1938-39   The family moved to Pocatello, Idaho, where he worked for the Soil Conservation Service for 

 13 months. 

1939 Transferred to Pendleton, Oregon. 

1939-41   Transferred to Stanfield, Oregon. 

1940 Bob, his son, was born on June 13. 
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1941-44   Transferred to Baker, Oregon. 

1944 Kendel, his son, was born on February 5. 

1944-54   Transferred to Redmond, Oregon.  Lived in three different homes and acreages. 

1945 He and Clella helped start the Redmond Branch in their home and he served as Branch 

 President for six years, from May 21, 1945 to July 22, 1951; Clella was Branch Clerk. 

1945      Hendrik Winkel, his father, died on July 30 in the hospital at Payson, Utah, following a car 

 accident.  He is buried in Richfield Cemetery, Richfield, Utah. 

1947 Tonetta, his daughter, was born on January 14. 

1950 Ron, his son, was born on February 12. 

1954-58   Transferred to LaGrande, Oregon. 

1958-59   Transferred to Maupin, Oregon, to a hillside ranch above the Deschutes River (50 miles from 

 The Dalles, Oregon). 

1959-68   Transferred to Vale, Oregon, to an 80 acre farm. 

1965 Retired from Soil Conservation Service – August 5, 1965 

1965     Everdina Van Ojen Winkel, his mother, died on October 26 in Junction, Utah.  She is buried in  

  Richfield Cemetery, Richfield, Utah. 

1968      Sold the farm in Vale and moved to Mapleton, Utah. 

1972-73  Served an L.D.S. Mission in Bermuda with Clella (March 12, 1972 to June, 1973). 

1978-86   Lived at 3200 Navajo Lane, Provo, Utah.  Served in Provo Temple ten and a half years. 

1981 Celebrated 50th wedding anniversary with an open house and program. 

1981 Clella, his wife, died August 26.  She was buried August 29 in the Provo Cemetery, Provo, Utah 

1982 Married Maria Dittrich Aidukaitis on December 21* 

1986 Moved to 2195 North 650 East, Provo, Utah. 

1992 Anton died on February 29, in Provo, Utah, of Parkinson’s disease. 

 Buried March 7, in the Provo City Cemetery, Provo, Utah. 

 

    *   *   *    *    *    *     *     *     *     * 

*Note:  Maria moved back to Porto Alegre, Brazil, after Anton’s death. 

     Birth – December 25, 1915, in Porto Alegre, Brazil. 

 Death – March 25, 2009, in Porto Alegre, Brazil. 
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LIFE EXPERIENCES OF ANTON GERRIT WINKEL 

 

 

 

Testimony of Anton Gerrit Winkel 

 The Gospel has been restored in its fullness.  Heavenly 

messengers have visited the earth as was predicted.  The Savior has 

lived among men, died, and brought immortality to enlighten mankind.  

This I know, that he is and was the Christ as he operated under the 

guidance of His Father.  We have the most complete scripture to guide 

us today. 

 

 

My Wife, Clella Luke   

 I first saw a picture of Clella when my sister Dena sent it to me 

when I was on a mission in the Netherlands.  I was a District President 

and she looked good to me.  So I wrote her a card and said, “You are in 

Dutch and so am I.”  We wrote to each other occasionally.  She was a 

talented girl.  She could play the piano, ride a horse, and milk a cow.  

Her aunts paid a lot of attention to her as she was one of the older 

grandchildren.  She soon sang in church, school and elsewhere.  As she 

went to college, she took the lead in operas and then taught school for 

two years until we were married on May 28, 1931. 

 Things were tough as I went to school at the USAC in Logan.  

My father did not believe in schooling.  He said, “I went to school until I 

was 11 and I made it after only finishing the fifth grade.  We both went to school and Clella adapted 

herself very well.  Later she taught seminary which added a great experience to her life.  We paid our 

debts as we went along.  Clella’s parents ran a small farm in Kingston and they furnished a shoulder of a 

pig occasionally.  This was all we received above what I earned. 

 When I was a branch president, she was my secretary and branch clerk.  She wrote many songs 

and operas which the church presented.  We had a good audience from the town of Redmond.  This 

helped our building fund grow and we soon had our church paid for.  There are now two wards in 

Redmond (1988)*.  We had three children when I graduated from college.  Clella passed away in 1981.  

She bore a strong testimony of the church. 

 

*[Editor’s Note: As of January 2016, there is a Redmond Oregon Stake with 5 wards and 3 branches.] 
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My Wife, Maria Dittrich Aidukaitis 

 I married Maria Dittrich on December 21, 1982.  She is a 

good homemaker, cook and housewife.  She is thrifty, ambitious and 

takes care of the house.  She is liked by all next of kin.  She is 

unselfish and respected by all who know her.  She is dependable 

and a good church worker.  She often reminds me of my mother 

who was also a great leader in church service. 

 

Dad and Mother's Conversion and Immigration 

I was born of goodly parents on October 4, 1902, at Alphen on the Rhine River in the 

Netherlands.  I was the second child of Hendrik Winkel and Everdina Cornelia Van Ojen Winkel.  They 

said I weighed 12 pounds at birth and was an instrument baby.  

Father ran a freight wagon (a one horse outfit) and often gave a ride to two young missionaries 

as they were tracting along the way.  Father brought these two young men home one evening.  Mother 

resented this and commented, "What do they as unschooled youngsters know about the Gospel?  

Besides they speak such a broken tongue that it is difficult to understand them."  Mother had been one 

of the local minister's best students and had memorized a great number of scriptures under the 

leadership of a man schooled in the ministry.  Father often talked with these two boys about child 

baptism which to him was a question.  Father again invited them in for the evening.  Mother became 

indignant and planned an evening to put an end to this nonsense.  So mother had it planned to invite 

their clergyman to come to their house and had father invite the missionaries to come also.  Of course 

mother figured that the young boys would not show up.  This was to be 7:00 P.M., and at a quarter to 

seven the young Elders arrived.  Mother thought they were stupid not knowing what was coming up for 

the evening. At seven the clergyman arrived.  

Most protestant clergymen would rather avoid the Mormon missionary.  He is schooled in the 

Nicene Creed and is not ready to defend himself.  The protestant religion protested against the Catholics 

and this is all they are ready to defend. 

Father had been talking to the missionaries and could see the common sense in not baptizing a 

small infant, and that faith should precede baptism.  This made sense to him. 

The clergyman was introduced to these young youthful boys with their new Gospel.  The boys 

were apparently unafraid and so was mother.  The boys soon asked some questions to the minister.  The 

question of baptism for an infant, the method, and what is the purpose of this?  The clergyman replied, 

"It is to put the child on record, and the mode of baptism is by sprinkling."  One of the missionaries 

asked, "Is this in the Bible?"  The minister said, "No, it is in our catechism."  My mother said, "What?  

Then why do we baptize children?"  This was the great beginning of mother's investigation. 

The next morning Mother took Geert and I to Leiden a city just 20 minutes away.  There lived an 

L.D.S. family who had formerly lived in Alphen on the Rhine, but while there were persecuted until they 

finally found work in Leiden.  Here mother with her two young children spent the day with the lady 

looking up scripture to prove or disapprove the question which caused the investigation.  Her clergyman 
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had told mother, "If you join that church you certainly will be lost."  Mother was not trying to join any 

church, she just wanted to know the answer to the question that her clergyman could not satisfy.  She 

continued the investigation which led to the conversion.  They were baptized on the 12th of November 

1904.  All hell broke out after their baptism.  It was said:  "Did you join that rotten group of people who 

were kicked out of the United States?"  Father replied, “Who me?" Mother responded and said, "Yes, 

and I would like to tell you about it."  "Oh," was the answer, "I don't want to know anything about that 

putrid mess of people who were not wanted wherever they went and finally they settled themselves in 

the wasteland west of the then United States." 

Their next of kin turned against them.  For them to forsake the old Protestant Church and break 

the long time tradition that had been in the family all these years, this is certainly like treason.  This 

bond, which never had been broken in the family, was now intolerable.  Mother was anxious to tell 

parents, brothers, and sisters about the step she had taken.  They all turned her down except her father 

and mother.  Grandfather could see some truth in the ideas Mother brought forth but these were soon 

squelched by the others in the family.    

Unrest prevailed in father's family and they now had three children.  They lived in Apeldoorn, 

Rotterdam and Alphen-on-the-Rhine, having settled in the Bakery business.  They sold out and left for 

Utah. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Hendrik and Everdina Winkel with sons, Anton, Geert and Thys (left to right) 

Father was seasick the whole ten day trip on the Atlantic Ocean.  Mother had her three boys to 

take care of on 3rd class tickets. 

I well remember the three day trip across the U.S. as the Negro porters would put their hands in 

our faces as they could see that we were afraid.  It was our first experience with colored people. 
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  We landed in Salt Lake City and no one was there to greet us.  There we were and none of us 

could speak English.  Finally the depot agent found out we were Dutch and he called some Dutch people 

which helped us out and we stayed there for the night.  The next day Dad rented an unpainted 1/2 of a 

duplex where we stayed for two months.  In the other half of the building there was a family of girls our 

age.  Geert and I played with them. 

Dad soon found a place to buy, a salt grass flat, where Dad built a two-room house.  It was called 

Poplar Grove.  The house was Dad's first and I suppose he was learning fast.  Building paper was used as 

sheeting on the inside of the studs and regular siding was used on the outside.  Dad worked fast and 

hard and soon in two months we moved in. 

I was now 3 ½ and could not say a word.  I was tongue tied, so they took me to the Doctor and I 

had my tongue cut, but I still couldn't talk, so Dad cut my tongue some more.  I wish now they had done 

some more cutting. 

Dad met Pete Timmerman who had five acres on 33rd south, and interested Dad in buying out 

there in his neighborhood, so Dad sold out and bought five acres of slough, salt and wire grass.  Dad 

planted fruit trees and garden but the alkali was too much for him; the water table was on the surface in 

the spring. 

 

The Barn Burned to the Ground 

It happened in Salt Lake City in my early childhood when father and we boys came home from 

Sunday School.  Pete's barn had burned to the ground.  This was his livelihood.  His six cows, 35 chickens 

and two pigs were burned.  There we stood looking at the smoldering debris.  Father and Pete were 

talking it over while we boys looked on. 

Pete and his little family had emigrated from Holland a few years before we did and had 

purchased five acres of land on 33rd south, which was mostly salt grass.  However, they did have 

irrigation water.  My father had also settled on five acres south of Pete's but it was less desirable, wire 

grass and slough.  Pete was making his land more productive.  Both men were converts from Holland. 

Pete Timerman's children were in Sunday School and were a little older than we were.  Pete and 

his wife stayed home.  They did not speak the new language and neither could read or write.  As Pete 

was looking out the window of their two room house that morning he called to his wife to come.  

There they saw their barn in flames and Pete said:  "There goes my tithing.  The Lord giveth and 

the Lord taketh away.  Blessed be the name of the Lord."  No insurance in those days. 

The following morning came a knock at the door.  There stood the Elder's quorum president and 

he said, "Bro. Timerman, we have come to build you a new barn."  Pete said, "I haven't any money."  

"That's all taken care of in our Elder's fund.  You are an Elder and we have come to help you."  Pete 

looked and there he saw three loads of lumber, a scraper and 11 men.  "What kind of a barn do you 

want?"  "Just like the old one, except two feet longer," he said. 

Immediately they began to move the debris and by evening the frame work was all constructed.  

Saturday evening came and the barn was all finished and the Elder quorum president invited Pete to 
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Priesthood meeting.  Pete now could not refuse, so he and his boys went to priesthood meeting 

together.  Pete surprised himself that he could understand what went on in the class, so he continued to 

go each Sunday. 

Pete's neighbor gave him a two year old heifer.  The Bishop who ran a dairy, gave him a cow.  A 

man who he did not know gave him two small pigs.  Another man gave Pete ten chickens.  A load of hay 

was delivered from the tithing yard.  Pete was now humbled and almost speechless. 

Many years passed and Pete's oldest son Jake got a job in the bank while yet in his teens.  One 

Sunday Pete received a letter from the Bishop.  This he took home and gave it to his son to read.  It said:  

"Brother Timerman, you have been called to serve as an L.D.S. missionary to your native land the 

Netherlands."  Immediately Pete replied:  "Is that Bishop crazy?  Give me that letter."  And away he 

went walking to the Bishop's house.  He met the Bishop and told him that he could not leave his family 

because they needed him.  The children now were seven in number and he just could not leave and 

besides he said:  "I can't read or write."  The Bishop replied:  "Bro. Timerman, take the letter home and 

place it in the center of the table where the condiment holder stands, and at the end of each day as you 

kneel in family prayer have each one of your family express themselves as they lead in family prayer and 

in two weeks’ time the Lord will give you the answer." 

During the two weeks Pete's neighbor came over and said:  "Pete, I heard you have been called 

on a mission."  Pete replied:  "Huh?"  "If you want I'll do your chores for you and see to it that your 

family is taken care of with vegetables, milk, eggs and meat while you are away."  The next day Jake 

said:  "Dad, I'll send you five dollars a month if you go on a mission."  This was followed by Fred, the next 

son who had just received a job as a street car conductor.  "I'll send you five dollars too."  Well, Pete 

now began to think and took the letter back to the Bishop and said:  "My family don't need me, Bishop.  

I'm not so important as I thought." 

A ward party was held and enough funds were gathered to put Pete into the mission field.   

Now as I was called on a mission I met Brother Timerman as he was nearing the end of his 

mission and I heard him relate his story of the turning point in his life when the barn burned to the 

ground.  This man had a great sense of humor.  Not knowing how to read or write he took advantage of 

this by selecting the clergy and school teachers as his choice contacts and he was clever enough to have 

these men read to him to put over the point he was trying to make. 

He himself had memorized many scriptures and would quote to his contacts where they could 

find them.  He would have them read Amos 3:7, Revelations 14:6-7, Matthew 17; then he would take 

them to Romans 6:3-4, John 3:5, Isaiah 29:13-14, etc.  He would then tell them of his conversion of the 

divinity of this latter-day work, and finish with I Cor. 1:27.  His own appearance typified, along with his 

speech and dress, an unlearned ambassador of the living God.  He was a wonderful missionary in his 

own way and had a solid knowledge of the Gospel which influenced many people, some of whom joined 

the church.  I went tracting with him and his letters were written by members of the church to his wife 

and family. 
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An Answer to Prayer 

 When I was in the first grade in school I came home one February afternoon.  As I approached 

my Mother she noticed I had lost my rubber.  A rubber is a small light (overshoe) which we do not see 

nowadays.  She said:  "You have lost your rubber."  I looked down and sure enough I had.  My shoes had 

ragged toes and needed oil too.  She said:  "We'll go back and find it."  Our family was very poor.  We 

had just emigrated from the Netherlands.  The ground was muddy except where the salt and wire grass 

gave better footing.  There were no sidewalks or gravel roads, so we meandered a good deal as our 

travel was by foot.  This was in Salt Lake beyond 33rd south and second west, in 1907.  Father had 

purchased five acres of slough, wire and salt grass. 

Mother put on her overcoat and we walked toward the school.  She said:  "Did you come 

through the empty lot?"  I said, "Yes."  The empty lot was one-fourth of a S.L. city block.  This was full of 

cow and people tracks, mud three to five inches deep.  As we approached this area my mother started 

to hunt for the rubber, mud and tracks everywhere.  The days in February were short and it started to 

get dark.  She could not find the rubber so she took me by the hand and we walked to the fence nearby 

and she said:  "Stand here."  She then kneeled down and petitioned her Heavenly Father to help her find 

that which was lost. She had done what she could and with the darkness coming on she needed help.  As 

she arose she said:  "Stand here and I'll go and get the rubber."  I thought, "That's great, then we can go 

home."  I stood and watched her walk straight out from where we were about 150 feet, picked up the 

rubber, came back to me and cleaned my shoe, put on my rubber and we walked back home rejoicing. 

 

The Winkel’s Move to Monroe, Utah 

 After five years in Salt Lake, we then moved to Monroe, Utah.  Brother Wilkins moved us with 

his three horses pulling two wagons with dump boards.  I rode with Wilkins and the family rode an 

express wagon pulled by a blue pony that Bishop Eldrege had given to Dad.  This little horse was broke 

to go double and now had to pull single.  This caused a lot of commotion.  She would balk and stall and 

this wasted a lot of time, but when she did go she went on the dead run and we had to hang on.  It took 

us five days to go to Monroe as Wilkins horses walked all the way.  The first night was spent in the 

Jordan narrows. 

The people in Monroe were very friendly.  We stayed or slept on the Tuson lawn the first night, 

and then rented a log cabin the next day.  Father had much to learn about irrigated farming.  I, of all the 

boys, enjoyed the farm the most.  We had a sow that gave birth to 13 little pigs.  Because I was Dad's 

best worker he gave me the runt of the litter.  I penned this little pig by himself and he soon died.  What 

did I know about taking care of him?  The next year Dad had a bakery up town as he knew now that he 

was not a farmer.  I, in the meantime, got a job driving a team all summer for Andrew Yergerson, which I 

enjoyed very much.  In the winter he had a band of sheep and I would walk out there while Andrew 

would go to town for supplies.  All I had to do was to walk around the band as they were eating hay, 

with his two dogs at my side and I could see coyotes sitting nearby watching.  This job paid me 50 cents 

a day.  I was now in the second grade. 

One day as I was driving a load of hay Leon Dalton wanted to ride to town with me.  It was now 

almost dark and so he climbed up on the wagon with me.  He was about my age.  The boss's lunch 
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bucket was there and so we got some newspaper and hay leaves together (alfalfa) and we rolled 

ourselves a cigarette and smoked on the way to town in the dark.  My first smoke.  I suppose it was very 

poorly rolled and we could have set the load of hay on fire, but luck was with us. 

On another occasion I was thinning beets on the Johnson farm.  Mr. Johnson was emphasizing 

the angle to do good work and he was saying that he would fire us if we would not do a good job.  I did 

not at the time know what he meant as I was not acquainted with the wide use of the word, so I thought 

he was going to make a big bon fire at the bottom of the field.  I thought he was going to set the place 

on fire.   

I remember one summer day we boys were up to the Monroe hot springs.  There was a slough 

next to the building and the manager said if you boys will get all the empty pop bottles out of the slough 

I'll let you go in the plunge free.  So we waded in, got our feet wet and soon had the job done.  I ran 

home to ask mother if I could go in and she consented.  When I got back, some of the boys were getting 

out, so I went in and enjoyed the warm water.  I was seven years old. 

Geert and I rode a raw-boned blue pinto pony up Monroe canyon.  Several of the Monroe men 

were working up there building road.  We stayed up there and ate with the crew and then we got on our 

horse and rode back.  I was in front and really got two sore blisters on my rear end.  We did not have a 

saddle. 

We now as a family were becoming acclimated, and mother thought she would never leave 

Monroe. 

Mother and father went to church and always took us kids along.  We boys and the bishop's 

children were the only youth that went to sacrament meeting.  I used to think that the speakers spoke 

for 1 ½ hours.  I still remember that on the pulpit was 2-3 glasses to drink from and a pitcher of water for 

the speakers.  After our dinner meal father would read a chapter out of the Bible in Dutch.  Then us boys 

were turned loose and away we went running to get into some kind of game or activity.  I remember 

once I left the church and ran home to change clothes.  I ran through an empty lot and ran through 

cockle burrs and tore my stocking over half way around.  The tear was beyond repair. 

On the 4th of July I was allowed according to my folks that I could spend 10 cents for the day.  

This was my first 4th of July celebration in my life.  There were a lot of things going on at the school 

square.  They were running races according to their age.  I stepped forward and ran with the seven year 

olds.  I came in first or second each time.  The reward was a ticket for those who were first and second.  

I soon had several tickets, and I could now buy an ice cream cone, a bar of candy, or some gum.  I did 

not go home for lunch because I did not get hungry.  This really was a good deal, I thought.  On the 24th 

of July they also had a similar thing going on, and I also won some more popcorn, etc. 

 

Monroe Hot Springs 

Monroe hot springs had a good plunge, however, the slope near the deep end was sudden like, 

and the moss was always present and caused the floor to be slick.  Dad and us older boys of the family 

drove to Monroe for a swim.  Geert never learned to swim and as we were all in the water Geert had his 

arms out on the horizontal and he was gradually getting into deeper water.  He was enjoying the 
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temperature in the pool.  I was watching him and saying to myself, “Here's where Geert will learn to 

swim.”  He was now gasping for breath and did not holler "Help".  I was the only one watching him so I 

finally told Dad to grab Geert as he was close by and Dad grabbed him and swam him to shallower 

water. 

 

Bees 

Some of the boys, when we lived in Monroe, came over after school and Geert and I and these 

boys started to throw rocks at the bee stands.  These bee hives belonged to the landlord from whom we 

rented the house and lot.  We were successful in knocking over several hives and the bees were all upset 

with our enjoyment. 

When Mother saw what we had done she was very disturbed and took immediate action and 

without saying anything to us she ran out to the hives and put them back where they belonged.  Then 

she ran into the house, got the large dishpan and placed it under the hydrant and turned on the water.  

She began to comb the bees out of her long wavy hair.  The bees were also in her neck which was wide 

open.  Her sleeves were short and the bees were all over her and I suppose possibly 200 bees stung her 

face, head and body. 

She didn't have time to scold us as she was so busy trying to get rid of the bees.  We boys looked 

on and I believe we received the message that we had done the wrong thing. 

The next day mother was a pitiful sight to see.  The lumps on her head, ears, neck were all 

puffed up and her eyes were almost shut from the swelling.  Her loose clothing had given the bees 

access to crawl and was she a sight to see.  I know how I felt and the school chums soon left. 

 

The Winkel’s Move to Richfield, Utah 

In 1911, we moved to Richfield.  I was in the 4th grade.  There were over 64 pupils in the 

schoolroom.  Carry Nielson was an orphan, and she wore the same dress each day.  Everyone liked her, 

she was sharp in school, at recess she would play with boys and girls.  I remember at Valentine's Day at 

school I put four valentines in the school class box which I had made myself.  I happened to be the best 

drawer in the room so I did not sign them.  She was the girl I was most fond of.  As she got older she got 

pretty heavy as she had a job keeping house for the McIntyre’s and apparently did not go out much. 

I was a poor marble player and soon got out of the game.  I played tops, wrestled and ran races, 

also played ball.  We played marbles with the Indian boys who played with us at recess.  These boys did 

not go to school.  When the bell would ring, these boys would grab the dokes and they knew that we 

would not chase, and that is how they would win a few marbles. 
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Excerpts from My Father’s Life 

 A certain man came into father’s store and said, “Winkel, I haven’t worked all winter and I have 

a wife and four children.”  Father replied, “I’ll fix you up.”  He gave the man six loaves of bread, a sack of 

cinnamon rolls, and some canned goods.  Father said, “When that is gone come back and we’ll see.”  

The man said, “Thanks, Winkel,” and he left the store. 

 On another occasion a man came in and wanted to sell father a load of hay.  The two of them 

bargained, the hay was delivered and was taken out in trade.  Father knew this man needed food and 

gave him more than he had coming.  This was also in the winter when times were rough for some 

people. 

 Some men were talking in front of father’s store and one said:  “I’ll bet I can get change from a 

20 dollar bill out of this two dollar bill from Winkel.”  So they waited outside the store while one went in.  

This man bought 35 cents worth of food and placed the two dollar bill on the counter.  Father took the 

bill and opened the till placing the two dollars in the place where other greenbacks were and then 

counted out a 1.65 and gave the change to him over the counter.  The man said:  “Winkel, that was a 20 

dollar bill I gave you.”  Father immediately invited him to look into the cash register which was still open 

there was the two dollar bill on top.  Father also pulled his pockets inside out and invited him to come 

behind the counter, which he would not do.  He demanded 19.65 of change or he would call the police.  

This man still persisted with his loud mouth to 20 dollar change so father gave him the 19.65 change and 

he quieted down.  I followed him to the outside of the store where the three other men were curiously 

waiting.  They laughed and went down the street.  This happened in my early youth. 

 Another man came in and asked father if he could sell him a load of firewood.  Father said he 

had enough wood for the winter.  The man insisted as he needed the money to buy food for his family, 

so after talking it over father said:  “I’ll buy the wood if you will take it out in trade.”  This was agreed 

upon and the wood was delivered and the food obtained. 

 Often when someone came in to buy some food and they brought a child along, father would 

give the child a cookie.  This would bring such folks into the store as the child would say, “Let’s go to 

Winkel’s Bakery and he’ll give me a cookie.”  This brought more business into the store and father 

profited thereby. 

 The Indians were good customers in the store, especially in the fall.  “Pineroot” (meaning Baker) 

is what they called him.  The Indians would generally spend most of their money as they earned it.  

Father always bought their pine nuts in the fall and would pay them in small change and small 

greenbacks as they had to divide this among themselves.  This in turn was also money for them to spend 

right now in the Bakery.  They would spend over half of it before leaving.  Charley Beutler always paid 

the Indians in small change as this is what they liked very much at the end of each day as they worked in 

his beet field.  Father often sold the Indians stale bread and buns at a cheaper price.  This made them 

think it was a bargain. 

 Father often employed most of his children which were ten in number.  I well remember when 

Fish Lake Tourist trade was booming and two of us, John and I, took a 12-hour night shift in July.  Four of 

the other boys helped father in the day time.  We rolled out 36,000 hamburger and hot dog rolls in one 

24-hour day.  This was all done by hand.  We would roll, divide with each hand, and keep the oven going 
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24 hours a day.  This was before the Salt Lake trucks started on the road and in the most busy time 

which was July.  In those days I also raised a ½ acre garden for the family, and later had a team of 

horses, hauling wood, hay, and coal for the bakery, etc.  We also butchered two hogs and one beef, and 

mother made head cheese, Balkenbrij, while father made worst or baloney. 

           

          Hendrik Winkel family in front of Winkel Bakery in Richfield, Utah, c. 1914. Anton by rear tire. 

 

Memories of my Mother 

I remember my mother when I used to have trouble in my sleep.  I would awaken in a sort of a 

nightmare, she would comfort me by the side of my bed.  I look back at it all and wonder if it wasn't my 

"over eating".  I always had a great appetite and now I try not to eat too much just before I retire for the 

night. 

She was a kind, thoughtful person, benevolent, virtuous. I helped her in her relief society work 

by driving the sedan to those people who needed assistance with something to eat.  She served as a 

relief society president for over 20 years.  She was the greatest person in my life.  I was better 

understood by her than the others in the family.  She would heat the wash water on the outside fire and 

also the boiler in the kitchen, doing the washing for 12 in the family plus the clothes from the bakery, at 

daylight hoe and pull weeds and feed those to the pigs, plus working in the church and going with Dad 

to a show Thursday evening. 
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Father’s Cat 

My Father ran a Bakery.  The storeroom was between the store and the bake-shop.  The brick 

oven was built onto the bake shop on the far end of the building.  The oven was of a small room size.  

The heat for the oven came from the furnace on the ground floor which was fed by lump coal each 

afternoon.  The small space on top of the oven under the eaves was open and warm.  This is where 

Father's cat had her kittens.  A dog could not enter this area. 

The cat was small in size and did an excellent job through the premises in controlling the mice 

problem.  Her world was father's property.  She was very independent and was a great asset for the 

business.   

Father would buy a car load of flour in 100 lbs. sacks, and we boys would haul this in from the 

depot and stack it in the store room clear up to the ceiling in tiers.  The tiers were spaced apart so a cat 

could go through. 

The store room was also used by the freight men in delivering produce to the rear of the store.  

Joe Rasmusson was delivering freight one day and had stopped in the alley with his load.  His large black 

dog was with him this time and came into the store room with Joe.  Immediately the air began to 

change.  Dad's cat had kittens to protect.  

She would leap from the top of the stacked flour and land on the dogs head, scratch and spit 

and then was gone again behind the stacked flour.  She repeated this again and again.  The dog was lost 

as it happened so fast.  Joe told his dog to go outside, which he did and laid under the truck using his 

paws to sooth his bleeding eyes and face. 

 

An Angel Lifted Me 

My older brother and I, when we were just kids, headed for the hills one October day.  We took 

with us a gunny sack as we intended to get pine nuts.  We were living in downtown Richfield and the 

hills were close by.  We did not take any food or water.  We were young and did not realize what we 

may need.  My older brother had many ideas and generally took the lead in many of the things we did 

together. 

As we walked in the hills we found that the squirrels and chipmunks had gathered the good nuts 

and left those that were wormy.  We soon became thirsty, as the day was sunny and warm, so we 

decided to walk to the north to the rim of cottonwood canyon.  As we approached we could see the 

water in the creek far below so we decided to go down the rough rocky steep terrain.  We soon stopped 

and my brother said:  "This is impossible," and we looked up the canyon side and noticed a gradual 

rocky slope to the west where it was possible to travel, no cliffs.  He said:  "I'm going up there to go 

down."  He was soon out of sight and I thought I could make it down the steep rocky places and be 

down to water before he could.  I could excel my older brother in physical endeavors, although he could 

talk much better than I could, so I accepted the challenge. 

As I proceeded to go I had to detour again and again, and soon I found myself in a bind.  I was on 

a slope of shaley sandy rock and below me a cliff some eighty feet straight down a hole eight feet wide.  

The loose shaley rock under my feet would move if I tried to go.  I became prostrate, hugging loose 
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footing and closing my eyes.  I was full of fear.  I prayed, a calmness came over me, then someone lifted 

me, turned me about and I walked to the east some 20 feet.  Not a rock moved under my feet, nor did I 

hear a sound.  I then sat down and thanked my Heavenly Father for the delivery from that dangerous 

place.  I sat there for some five minutes or more and said to myself:  "Let this be a lesson to you."  I then 

proceeded to go on down the canyon side with more careful confidence that I could make it, and I 

reached the creek water before my older brother did. 

My life was spared and I felt that I had protection.  I also have had other experiences where my 

life was in danger. 

 

Baseball Team 

 When I was in the sixth grade in school we had a great baseball team.  One Saturday we had 

planned a game with Central, a small town five miles south of Richfield where we lived.  This was in 

1912.  We walked this distance carrying our bats, balls and gloves.  Our equipment was meager.  We 

were on our own.  Part of the way we walked on the railroad track which was slow going.  The other 

travel was on the county road.  No wagons or buggies passed by.  We walked the whole distance of ten 

miles over and back.  The school in those days did not furnish any equipment. 

While we played the game with Central 6-7-8 grades we got beat.  Their school was small yet 

had the older boys which caused us to lose.  However, we felt alright about this.  I will always remember 

our pride and interest we had in our baseball team.  Who would today walk ten miles to play a game of 

ball?  How tired were we after walking so far? 

We made all or most of our own baseballs, mostly out of string wrapped around a small hard 

rubber ball, which often would start to unravel as time went on.  I played first baseman most of the time 

and also at times as catcher. 

 

Richfield Boy Scouts 

The first troop of Boy Scouts in Richfield was organized in about 1910.  Roy Chidister was the 

Scout Master.  Some of the first scouts were Sos Andelin, Leland Chidister, Phil Goldbranson.  We were 

called Town Scouts.  At this time there was no thought of a sponsoring organization.  I remember we 

cleaned the weeds out of the ball park and the city paid us 25 dollars. 

Sleeping bags were unheard of.  We would take a quilt, roll it up tight, and half hitch it with 

loops of small rope to hold it in place and then tie the ends together, and place the roll over our 

shoulders.  We did have knapsacks or packs which we carried on our backs.  We also had a staff which 

we carried as we would go on a hike. 

We all carried first aid kits and practiced how to use them.  We often practiced first aid in the 

scout room.  Our meeting place was the old academy hall which had two large rooms.  Here we drilled 

and had our weekly meetings.  We had a flag ceremony at the beginning of most of our meetings. 

We chopped wood for widows on Thanksgiving Day and also during the Christmas holidays. 
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Our annual hike was in August which lasted two weeks and it would take us 2 days to get there.  

We would go up into the Beaver ballies.  We were all on our own.  I remember we went to the fish pond 

and Mr. Ford let us have two old skinny horses which he intended for fish bait.  We obtained a wagon 

and harness from Reed Blomquist's father.  We all made our own grub boxes where each boy had his 

food, which was dried beans, rice, flour, canned milk, etc. 

The first day we traveled to Joe Town and the next day we reached our camp ground way up 

Fish Creek Canyon. 

The two horses we had we named Fish Bait and Crow Bait.  We boys including our scout master 

really knew nothing about horses, no baled hay or oats, but we did take hobbles along, and we boys 

would take turns of two-hour shifts to keep the horses above camp.  The horse feed was very scarce and 

these animals were continually trying to go down the road.  Chasing horses at night was a pain in the 

neck.  This took watching and listening and was a chore in the dark canyon at night. 

We caught many fish and at this time there was no limit.  

We all used willow fishing poles and a number 8 thread for a line.  The hooks we used were all 

plain and cost five cents a dozen.  The bait was grasshoppers, flies and grub worms. 

The following year we made truck carts from buggy wheels, 2x2s, 2x4s and scrap lumber.  I 

remember we used second hand nails which we would straighten.  Each patrol made one truck cart and 

six boys would pull and two would walk behind.  We had some of the parents pull us up to Clear Creek 

behind their cars and that's where we camped the first night. 

The next day each patrol pulled their own grub boxes and bedding on their two wheeled carts.  

We dressed in shorts with our oldest shoes as we had to ford the creek many times.  The secondary road 

was often very sideling putting all the weight on one wheel on the lower side, and we had one wheel 

smash to the ground breaking every spoke and we had no spare.  We rebuilt this wheel with green birch 

sticks the size of the spokes of the wheel.  These were tied on with bailing wire and served the purpose, 

although the wheel was now plenty heavy and lasted until we returned. 

In our scout room we dug out under the floor and made a storage room for vegetables which we 

raised in our gardens and gave this to the needy people of Richfield in the winter months. 

As time went on the Second Ward tried to feel us out about being our sponsoring organization.  

We and our scout master resented this as we were from several wards and we felt independent.  It 

made us feel like they were intruding on our program. 

Most of us had scout uniforms.  I grew out of mine and then I had shorts to wear. 

We learned a great deal about camping out, developing our resourcefulness.  Camporees, 

Jamborees were not heard of at this time. 

Scouting taught me to fly fish, make bread and prepare a meal without opening a tin can.  The 

experience prepared me toward the work that I was to do in the very near future. 
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Swimming in the Sevier River 

 The swimming holes for us Richfield boys were in the Sevier River.  We generally walked down 

to the river.  Twin Hole, Big Worley and Little Worley were the main places we would swim.  Later the 

new canal was built and just above town a cement or concrete dam was constructed.  We boys called 

this new swimming hole “Big Falls.”  This was now our new place to swim as the water backed up the 

canal for a distance for irrigating.  We would get in and swim down to where the water dropped over 

the falls, which would throw us underneath the bubbling water for quite a distance, then we would 

automatically surface and the water would carry us back on the sides into whirl pools and this is where 

the water was deep, and the whirls would grab my legs.  This was my first experience of a strong 

undercurrent grabbing my legs and pulling me under.  This was a challenge which I accepted.  I was 

stronger than most boys my age, and at this time I did not know that I was a “sinker.”  One boy drowned 

there.  My feet would hit the undercurrent and I fought this; however, I did not tell this to the others.  

They swam above this and I swam with my legs lower due to the fact that my body was denser than 

theirs or more dense than water.  This was a great sport for many of us. 

 

Wrestling 

"The Broken Coin" was a continued weekly movie that played each Tuesday night in Richfield, 

Utah in 1912.  The coin was in two pieces which, when brought together, told the place of a hidden 

treasure.  We boys went to the tin shop and had a coin made and then had it cut in two.  We chose sides 

and each side had half of the coin.  When in school we would show who had the broken coin.  At recess 

we would fight or scramble for the coin.  Our room had 64 students, mostly boys.  This happened in 

grade school and often we would come in to school all roughed up with hair, face and clothes in 

unpresentable condition.  This gave us exercise and soon we knew who was good or could excel in rough 

and tumbling wrestling. 

In Johns Valley a number of the men got the Ackinson boy and I together to have a rough and 

tumble match.  I had never heard of him before, but we were of the same age and size.  We were at our 

ranch and began to throw each other around in the dirt and grit of the yard.  Finally after some time we 

both were just nip and tuck and the men had us stop because we were bruising and hurting each other. 

When I was in the sixth grade I was considered the best wrestler of the two six grades and Bill 

Horn was known as the best of the seventh grades.  The boys had it planned that they would have us 

two wrestle on the Tabernacle lawn, so 30 of us met there and I pinned Bill.  Years later when I visited 

Bill where he was president of the Consolidated Freight Lines in Richfield he brought this to my 

attention.  I had forgotten all about it and Bill commented that he was surprised that a sixth grader 

could throw him down. 

When I grew older, Richfield had a Smoker every Friday night during the winter.  Jake Johnston 

was the undefeated ring leader and many of us local boys took part in this endeavor.  Four of us went to 

Bicknel for the 4th of July and boxed.  I was once a head liner in Richfield, and many such events were 

taking place at that time. 

When I went to school at Logan I wrestled with Dal Richins who weighed 235 and he 

represented the state college in the heavy weight class.  We were wrestling on the mat and I pinned 
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him.  This was embarrassing to him and from then on he wasn't very friendly with me.  This was done in 

practice and I had him where he couldn't move.  I weighed 175. 

George Nelson, the wrestling coach, often had us boys go in various parts of the valley putting 

on boxing and wrestling matches for advertising of the college activities. 

When in the Soil Conservation Service, we would often go to a five day conference and in our 

leisure time we sometimes would do some hand wrestling.  I downed all the boys and they would say:  

"Winkel milks cows by hand and that is why he is good at hand wrestling."  Later when in New York I was 

70 years old and the missionaries were doing some hand wrestling but they found they could not down 

a grandpa.  I suppose milking cows by hand would help a man have a better grip. 

 

Rooster Fight 

One day Glen Thorsen came over and saw my chickens.  The year before, I had hatched out a 

nice setting of white Wyandotte birds.  They were really beautiful.  One rooster and ten hens.  I had 

them running loose where they could roam through the orchard, the yard and corral. 

Glen said his uncle had "Game Cocks" so we decided that we would have a rooster fight.  He 

went over to his uncles and came back with a Game cock in his arms; we both sat on the pole fence as 

he turned the Game cock loose.  My rooster was a large bird, and well-built and came out to meet the 

intruder.  The hens all huddled together in the corner of the corral.  The fighting cock was small 

compared to the white bird.  However, my bird was only one year old, without experience and his spurs 

were just beginning to grow, while the fighting cock had spurs 2 ½ inches long and was quick and skillful. 

These two birds met each other without fear.  The large bird was fighting for his flock and had 

never seen a rooster, although he had heard many a neighbors’ bird crow.  But instinctively he was 

ready to take his place.  The game cock's objective was his life and the two met head on.  The game 

cock's beak was tough and this soon stood out as the two pecked at each other.  The large white bird's 

beak was tender yet had good weight from behind.  After a while the game cock's strategy turned the 

fight.  He placed his head down between the white bird's legs and was regaining his wind for the climax.  

The large bird kept on pecking away at his opponent, and drops of blood oozed from his pure 

white plumage.  As the white bird slowed down the game cock came into renewed action and the battle 

took a turn.  The large white bird fell over on his side and lay completely helpless from the exertion.  

Then the Game cock hopped on top of his victim, flapped his wings and "crowed". 

The big bird did not know enough to rest during the fight, but if he had, the spurs of the small 

cock could have scored his head.  He really lacked age and experience and fought until he dropped.  

About 15 minutes later he regained composure and walked over to his flock. 

 

Snakes 

Joseph Smith tells this experience of May 26, 1834.  In pitching my tent we found three prairie 

rattlesnakes, which the brethren were about to kill.  But I said, "Let them alone--don't hurt them!  How 

will the serpent ever lose its venom, while the servants of God possess the same disposition and 
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continue to make war upon it?  Man must become harmless before the brute creation, and when men 

lose their vicious disposition and cease to destroy the animal race, the lion and the lamb can dwell 

together, and the sucking child can play with the serpent in safety."  The brethren took the serpents 

carefully on sticks and carried them across the creek.  I exhorted the brethren not to kill a serpent, bird, 

or an animal of any kind during our journey unless it became necessary in order to preserve ourselves 

from hunger.  (May 26, 1834) D.H.C. 2:71.  

  While galloping my horse one evening I had a rattle snake on my fore finger.  I was a young 

teenager and had killed this snake to make me a hat band for my hat.  The small snake had only 4 rattles 

and I was careful not to injure the hide.  I had tanned hides before and I thought the snake was dead.  It 

was now getting dark and suddenly the snake came to and started to wrap himself around my finger.  I 

immediately threw him off and kept on galloping as it was too dark to pick him up again. 

While on a botany trip east of Logan, Utah, we ran across a rattlesnake with seven rattles.  The 

boys were going to make a kill.  The Professor said:  "Don't kill him."  He took over and picked up the 

snake by the back of his neck, pushed his pencil against his mouth and pressed the fangs.  He then said:  

"There's no poison in this snake.  He has just come out of hibernation."  The snake did act sluggish and 

harmless. 

Fred Price was an old timer living near Big Smoky on the National Forest the year round.  This 

was in central Idaho on the Sawtooth Forest.  He had lost his cat so he caught two blow snakes and put 

them under his floor through the 1 X 12 rough boards which was the floor of his cabin.  These snakes 

kept his food supply free of mice.  One would often see them on the floor and they were actually too 

tame as they would not move as one would enter his cabin.  The bad thing about this was the mess 

which Fred had to keep clean on the floor.  Their entrance was the knot holes in his floor. 

We were near the Snake River on the Oregon side.  I ran onto two snakes, one swallowing the 

other.  The larger one had the smaller one half way down his throat.  The small one was two feet long 

and his tail was wrapped around some dry cheat grass.  The larger one was three feet long. I called to 

the other two men to see this.  They came over and I put my foot under the snakes and sent them five 

feet dangling in the air.  I then placed my foot on the large snake's tail and he coughed up the smaller 

snake and they both crawled away. 

Up Sevier Canyon three of us boys came upon a coiled rattlesnake on a cow path.  It had just 

quit raining, a typical summer shower.  I approached the snake slowly and he did not make a move.  I 

slowly placed both of my hands underneath his coiled body and gradually raised him as I stood up.   The 

snake apparently was cold and my hands must have felt warm.  I slowly let him back to the ground and 

took a rock in each hand and smashed his head.  I don't remember of killing another snake since that 

time.  At this time we were on a scout hike.  I was 13. 

We boys were hoeing sugar beets in the late summer on the Hayes farm, which was located 

adjacent to the rocky hillside.  We would hoe bare footed and we often ran on to rattlesnakes in the 

shade of the beet leaves.  At this time the spring born jack rabbits were about half grown.  We killed 

several which had swallowed a rabbit.  These snakes appeared to be in a stupor as they did not resist 

nor rattle as we chopped off their heads and then we would squeeze out the rabbit with our bare feet. 
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I have never seen a rattle snake bite when he cannot rattle.  If he is cold, wet, digesting food, or 

has just come out of hibernation, they cannot or do not rattle--they apparently cannot bite.  However as 

a boy I have often had or received a bite on my shoe. 

Cliff Magleby and I were mowing a field of hay.  I caught up to him as he was repairing his 

mower.  We had just had a light shower of rain.  I saw a rattlesnake slowly crawling around one of his 

horse’s hind legs.  I picked him off and carried him out of the field.  He was wet from the rain. 

 

Rabbits 

As a boy I had rabbits.  The county agent knew this and he was starting a rabbit club so he asked 

me to supply rabbits for the club, which I consented to do.  I had sold 4 months old dressed rabbits to 

the Johnson Hotel, and now I had 136 of all sizes ready for delivery. 

They were Flemish Giants, and Belgian Hares.  I sold the large ones for three dollars a piece.  The 

weaners for 50 cents. 

In two months’ time I sold 76.00 dollars’ worth of rabbits which helped me financially as a side 

line.   

I never bought food for them.  There was no commercial food on the market at this time.  I fed 

them mostly dandelions in the summer, hard bread crusts, hay leaves, potato peelings, carrot tops, etc., 

in the winter. 

I had three-story pens for the does to have their young, where the top pens were about equal in 

height to my face.  Once I placed a buck, head first into a top doe pen and he urinated all over my face. 

The corral water trough was nearby and I blindly walked to it to wash myself. 

 

Four Horses threw me off 

It happened at Henderson.  My horses were not in sight.  Reed Beebe and I walked down to our 

lower corrals 1/2 mile west.  Reed was leading "Billy," his saddle horse.  I had heard that this animal was 

tough, a one man's horse, and I was curious to see what he would do.  Reed was in the shed and I was a 

green 17 year old punk.  Billy was a muscular, well-built knotty animal.  I ventured to get on him and I 

did not make it.  Standing with one foot in the stirrup he started to buck and I failed to get into the seat 

of the saddle.  He threw me into the air and I lit on his head and then as he came up again he tossed me 

and I lit on the hard ground on my head.  I picked myself up immediately as he came after me with his 

mouth wide open and pawing his hooves toward me.  I quickly sensed the danger I was in and ran into 

the shed for protection.  I believe the animal would have killed me if I hadn't moved.  

Another time near Richfield, Cliff Magleby and I were working leveling land.  I was driving 4 head 

of horses on a fresno and at the end of the day, I thought I would ride Rindy, a horse that I heard had 

never been ridden.   So I got on her and she threw me off slick and clean.  I   thought she would be tired 

from a hard day’s work like I was.  The harness was still on her.   
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 Henry Poulson (my neighbor) went down the road with the last load of beets from his farm.  I 

had topped about an acre that day and also helped load.  He had a seven year old thoroughbred mare 

that wasn't broken.  She had raised two colts and had run on the west mountain most of her life.  I now 

saddled her and led her out into the road and got on.  She started to buck and she did get me loose in  

the saddle and off I went.  I then caught her.  I did not realize I was tired of a hard day’s work.  I took a 

bailing wire and tied my two stirrups together under her girth and got on and rode her through town 

and left her in the corral where Henry lived.  The next day I rode her on Cove Mountain and she was a 

tame horse by the time I returned.  

At Big Smoky country a man had an outlaw horse called "Sam".  He was a six year old 

thoroughbred.  This horse was grain fed as he had been working him on the plow, and he said I could 

use him.  I saddled him and got on and he acted O.K.  However, the farmer said, I'll go with you as this 

horse is not to be trusted."  So he came along and as we rode together he was pleased the way the 

horse acted.  When we came to the top of the mountain he said, "I guess you can manage alright," so he 

left to go back to his ranch. 

I arrived at Big Smoky Ranger Station in good time.  

I rode Sam now and again.  One day I was riding him along a trail that was almost grown over 

with shrubs and grass and not a sign of horse tracks at all.  I came to some fresh bear dung.  Sam smelled 

this and let out a loud short, so now I was hoping that we would not run across this bear, which we did 

not do. 

One evening after we had eaten and I had done a good days work we received a call from the 

"lookout" that there was a fire up Deadwood Canyon and then off to the left.  I immediately made plans 

to go.  I corralled my horses and saddled Sam, which was very stupid on my part.  I put a Kock tool 

(shovel and Matock) and also a double bitted axe on him, tied these on to each side of the saddle.  This 

was poor judgment on my part because I knew Sam had a lot of "go power".  I got on him and he started 

to hump and the axe handle went into his flank.  Having these tools between the horse and my legs I 

couldn't ride good and Sam started to buck and threw me off.  I knew better but I soon put a pack on 

him and saddled my other horse. 

Cleve, our oldest son, saw me and kept saying, "Sam is a mean horse, isn't he Daddy?  Sam 

threw you off, didn't he Daddy?"  He was only 2 ½ years old at the time.  I thought he would never 

forget this but he finally did. 

I was very foolish to treat Sam as I did.  This horse had a lot of power and I was anxious to give 

him a good workout, but I had worked hard all day and I did not realize that I was too tired to ride an 

outlaw horse. 

 

Coyotes 

I saw a young coyote in a trap in the fall, which had been born that last spring.  I tried to slowly 

walk up to where she was zigzagging back and forth.  I finally got close to her but her eyes were 

watching me closely and my eyes were upon her.  I got so close that I petted her between the eyes, ears, 
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then on top of her head, neck and shoulders and on her back.  She watched me every second, but did 

not snap at me.  She had one front foot in the trap and she would soon be free, as she had gnawed her 

numb foot almost in two. 

I once shot at a coyote and thought I hit him but no, he was walking on his hind legs on his hocks  

to his toes so that the snow would hold him up as he wobbled from side to side as he tried to get out of 

sight in the semi soft snow. 

Coyotes often hang around calving cows as they'll try to eat the afterbirth of the calf and also 

eat the dung of the calf as the cow produces colostrum. 

One time on our ranch I noticed our dog chasing a coyote in the moonlight.  The coyote would 

stop, turnabout and chase the dog back to the ranch.  They seemed to enjoy this relay. 

Two of us drove out on the Salt Lake desert, when we were surveying the vegetation.  We came 

upon a Chinaman who lived in a one room shanty.  He had worked as a cook in a restaurant.  We asked 

him a few questions, about section corners, which he could not answer.  He then invited us to dinner 

with him which we accepted.  His little home was clean and we continued our conversation about the 

desert area.  After we were through eating he said, "You like dinna?"  We said, "Yes, it was very good."  

"Fine rabbit, yes?"  Again we said, "Very good."  "Dot was a young coyotee!"  We looked at each other 

and said, "We thought it was a large snow shoe rabbit."  Our host now felt safe in saying that he caught 

many rabbits, kangaroo rats, and coyotes all of which he used as food, as well as certain plants which 

were available. 

 

Cow and her Calf 

In Richfield we had a red Durham cow of good size with horns and she had been milked.  She 

gave birth to a calf and was alone in the pasture.  I went down there to bring her up to our corral to milk 

her. 

Upon entering the pasture she showed signs of not wanting to leave.  I tried to drive her and she 

immediately put up a fight.  She bunted my horse square in the breast.  My horse's ears went back and 

he went after her without me doing a thing.  He bit her on the high tailbone and she took off a 

bellowing.  I then turned my horse around to go back to get her calf.  Upon approaching the calf I got off 

my horse and lifted him on his feet and then mounted my steed.  The horse now gently nosed the calf 

along and the cow now behaved very well and followed us. 

The horse, understanding the calf's lack of movement and age, was very careful as he gently 

moved the calf along the way with his nose.  But he gave signs to the cow not to come nearby giving her 

warning looks and his ears would go back if she came close to her calf. 

This experience interested me and I have often thought of one animal's respect for the young of 

another species. 
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Problems with Constipation 

 My mother was troubled with constipation and I was the only one of the family that had this 

same trouble.  When living in Holland it was not too bad as the Dutch common diet had much more 

roughage than the American diet.  This made the problem more serious here, as we had more refined 

foods.  Mother would always cook with milk if possible, which helped to bind the foods with the white 

bleached as well as the other prepared breakfast cereals, which were so common here. 

 While in grade school I remember the teacher scolding the class for going out so frequently to 

the rest room, so I decided I wouldn’t ask any more.  This I believe gave me more trouble with bowel 

movement.  I got plenty of exercise which was helpful, as we had two recesses every day.  (When you 

got to go, you got to go.) 

 When I was 19 I was in Fort Douglas and reported to Captain Brown that I must go on sick leave 

as I had not gone for a bowel movement for five days, and I ate three big meals every day.  He said, “You 

look all right Winkel.  You may move today.”  Not so.  “I’ll never move if I don’t do something right now,” 

I said.  So I just went on my same routine as before.  The next morning I reported for sick leave (six 

days).  The doctor painted my throat with iodine, gave me a glass of castor oil to drink and then said, 

“Take these two capsules now,” and then handed me a handful to put in my pocket and said, “Take two 

every hour until you move.”  That day I was advised to stay with the room orderly until I moved.  The 

captain saw me during the noon hour and remarked, “What’s the matter with you, Winkel?”  (He’d 

forgotten about me.)  I said, “I’m on sick leave,” He said, “You look all right.  Why don’t you go out on 

the pistol range with the boys?”  I said, “OK.”  That afternoon the group was practicing shooting the 

“Colt 45”, and my name wasn’t coming up for some time as Winkel or the letter “W” was near the end 

of the alphabet.  I finally felt a disturbance inside and I walked over to a small old shack at 4 p.m.  The 

cedar shingles had fallen off, and I sat there for some time.  I used many shingles and finally came to the 

end of the largest bowel movement that anyone ever took. 

 I began to realize that I must eat whole wheat bread, fresh fruit with the peelings, and get 

plenty of exercise.  Mother used to feed me Roman meal bread and hot cakes, which helped, and while 

at home I had plenty of exercise milking cows, gardening, etc.  The routine of food in the army was the 

regular diet that we find in hotels and restaurants, but as far as I’m concerned I cannot eat this food as it 

lacks the roughage that I must have, but I did get along great when I was in the Netherlands on my 

mission.  The diet there had ample fiber in it. 

 I have often eaten nothing but prunes for three days, taken a whole bottle of milk of magnesia 

at once, or two cups of Epsom salts before breakfast with no results.  While working for the government 

we at times had a five-day conference and I would never have a bowel movement until I got back home.  

Once while staying with Walt Rissee at such a conference, he had a cigar box almost full of pill laxatives.  

He told me of his problem, that when his body would get used to one kind he would rotate and use 

another.  He used pills every day, he said.  I said, “What is the most important or strongest laxative pill 

you have.”  He said, “This one here is.”  I said, “Give me some of those.”  He gave me seven pills and I 

swallowed all seven right there, and nothing happened nor did I feel any disturbance inside.  After 

coming home from such a five-day conference, I had not had one bowel movement and as soon as I 

came back returning to my old routine, I would get back to normal.  I always had an acreage or a farm 

that would give me plenty of exercise as well as natural food in our house. 
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 The way I have experienced this life I must eat natural foods.  Physical work develops 

wholesome appetites.  I have learned this the hard way.  Work is the spice of life the way I see it.  When 

I stop working my body stops functioning properly.  Eating natural foods is a must with me and when I 

work I feel good. 

 The common pills on the market today are non-effective for me.  The hospitals and army have 

the pills that will cause one to sleep or have a bowel movement. 

 The way I live today I dry about three boxes of peaches or other fruit each year in September, 

washing, halving with the peelings on and drying on a corrugated west sloping fairly flat roof, in a fly-

screened frame, and this will last me throughout the year.  This is part of my breakfast each day.  I soak 

a quart bottle in the fridge in water.  I have also used other fruit such as apricots, apples or prunes.  I 

also eat cracked wheat for breakfast, simmering this the evening before.  This makes a very inexpensive 

meal along with a poached egg on a slice of whole wheat bread. 

 Wheat, according to the scriptures, is the staff of life.  This has been proven over and over again, 

yet we find on our bread market many kinds of so called whole wheat bread.  Generally the wheat germ 

is taken out as this causes the bread to become rancid and will not keep long.  However, if we want to 

eat real whole wheat bread we must grind it ourselves, make bread, hotcakes or whatever, and then we 

will have a good whole wheat product, which to me is the best tasting of all. 

 My favorite foods are first fresh Chinook salmon, beans of all kinds, and all fresh fruit and 

vegetables.  And in order for me to stay healthy and enjoy life I must exercise or work.  If I go and live 

out of the restaurant, hotels, etc. (in United States), I soon get clogged, and I must resort to eating the 

way I do, because I cannot live like the average American does.  I have found that all laxatives on the 

market do not work for me.  I must eat fibrous foods in my diet, and then I can live.  The army has a pill 

and so does the hospital that can move one like me, but this is not on the market.  This has been a 

problem all my life and my mother suffered from this also. 

 

A Trip to Fish Lake – 1917 

 Geert and I in a Model T stripped car, no engine hood, no seat, five extra tires, roped our 

bedding on around the gas tank.  We were going to Fish Lake.  We passed Willow Creek where the 

Blomquist’s were camped overnight with their wagon.  We went on up to where the old Fish Lake road 

was quite steep.  The manifold got red hot and we had to stop, put a rock under one rear wheel, and 

filled the radiator and waited for the engine to cool off.  We did this many times and then stopped for 

the night in the sage brush on top of a hill.  The next morning we started early and got to Fish Lake just 

before noon.  The roads at this time were not paved and the grade was steeper and longer. 

 

High School Experiences 

The Richfield High School had a mid-winter course and I signed up for six subjects.  Due to the 

inactivity of outdoor work I went to high school for the last time. 
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If one could get five B's he was eligible for the honor roll.  On the manual training course which I 

took I received a "D".  This was the course I enjoyed most.  The teacher that taught it was new, yet of 

middle age.  It was his first year of teaching, also his last.  This course was just beginning and the shop 

needed much work to be done so the students could work. 

Our first exercise was to make a dove tail joint.  It was to be completed in two weeks or in 6 

laboratory lessons.  I completed mine the first day.  The teacher approved it but added:  "You did not 

follow the book."  So in order to keep me busy he gave me the job of installing the vice for each student.  

There were only three installed thus far.  This is where I spent most of my time.  At home I had built a 

barn, a cabin, and laid the concrete all alone around our home when I was 14.  I also built a two-car 

garage.  I grew up doing considerable constructive work of various kinds.  Now I received a failing grade 

in a course I knew the most about.  Since this happened I have often wondered if I really knew more 

than the teacher?  I never complained about this low mark I received at that time but I have never 

forgotten it.  Why was this teacher given a letter that his services were no longer needed in the Richfield 

High School? 

I was asked to participate in athletics but my father objected to this as it took time from the 

chores I had and also I had to work in the bake shop each morning.  I enjoyed work because to me 

"Work is the spice of life". 

When one reflects back upon his life he can clearly see the blunders that have been made. 

 

1918 Flu 

We were living in Richfield in the fall of 1918.  The worldwide flu epidemic was on and some 

people were getting edgy.  I remember our neighbor to the east Sister Hendrickson came over and was 

talking to mother.  She said, "I know I'll get the flu and I just know our whole family will get it."  Mother 

replied, "I'm not so sure." 

At this time many lived with a garden, milk cows, orchard trees, we also had pigs to butcher.  In 

other words we did not go to the store very often.  We stored our own potatoes, red beets, squash and 

carrots in an outdoor cellar, and also cured pork.  

The flu hit hard and within ten days the schools closed, as did the churches.  Doctors were not to 

be had.  There was not a soul on the street.  I remember we had a funeral for one of the Boy scouts and 

it was held at the grave side.  There were 15 people there and it was over in 15 minutes and two men 

covered the grave while we were there.  It was very cold, and we all wore flu masks. 

I did the chores for the three closest neighbors plus our own which kept me busy most of the 

day.  There were horses to feed, cows to milk, hogs to sop, chickens to tend, eggs to gather, etc.  The 

Winkel family of 12 did not catch the flu.  Father would open the store late, do a little baking and 

tending the store.  If I was to guess why we did not get the flu, I might relate that all our bedrooms had 

the windows open 24 hours of the day and mother cooked good wholesome food from our garden and 

orchard, and we ate meat sparingly. 

We boys would often times crawl into bed when a skiff of snow was on the floor where the 

snow had come through the screen window, and we would shiver until we got warm. 
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Dogs 

When I was a young teenager I hauled gravel for the county road with a wagon and dump 

boards.  I had a black team of geldings.  The off horse was lazy but stout. 

There was a small neighbor's dog (six months old) that would follow me.  She was small, bob-

tailed and had black wavy hair.  She never barked, or growled but followed me on the job.  She looked 

like a house dog.  She was very quick and smart. 

There were a number of us working on this job with teams as trucks in those days were not 

available, we would load at the gravel pit where three men and their teams and scrapers would load us, 

and we unloaded ourselves by hand turning the 3x6x16 foot floor boards of the wagon.  

This small dog followed me very close and understood the job I had with the slow horse.  As I 

raised the rein to step up this horse the dog would grab the horse's fetlock.  The horse would jump into 

his place and so I had to keep a tight rein on this team.  Later she would just touch her nose on the slow 

horse and dash across behind both horses so quick-like so the front wheels would not run over her.  I 

have never had a dog so interested in helping one driving a team. 

I never petted her or spoke to this animal. She volunteered to help and was interested in what I 

had to do, and knew and understood thoroughly what she was doing. 

One morning early I started to walk to the Temple. It was dark and along came an Alaska husky 

dog.  He was a beautiful animal and I spoke to him and said:  "Hi Boy."  He returned the greeting with his 

tail and followed me all the way for over a mile clear to the Temple door and then I said:  "So long Boy." 

On Another occasion I heard some slight noise behind me, and as I turned I saw a large police 

dog behind me.  She dashed back as if she was not welcomed, so I spoke softly to her and she was 

immediately very friendly.  She walked and trotted all around me as I walked along to the Temple.  Upon 

arriving at the Temple door these automatic doors open as one puts their foot near the door.  In went 

this dog, and I plus those in the Temple had quite a time getting her to stay on the outside of the 

building.  She would look in and the door would open.  This created quite a problem. 

Early one spring I had to see a certain farmer and as I approached the place I saw him loading 

manure out in the corral and I immediately started to walk toward him.  Two large dogs came running 

toward me.  One was half Great Dane and stag hound.  The other was German police and collie.  As they 

approached me I kept coming and spoke to them kindly and continued walking to the corral.  As I neared 

the corral Mr. Zogg said to me, "Mister, you were taking your life in your own hands.  Those dogs could 

have taken you apart."  I ignored the statement and introduced myself to him and went about my 

business. 

As I left I thought of this farmer's attitude was not very well taken.  

I know this that if a man runs from such dogs something very serious could result, also if you 

intend to put up a fight of protection you can get hurt. 

These dogs walked on each side of me as I approached Mr. Zogg, and as I neared the corral, and 

also as I left going towards the gate leaving the place.  This is only natural for the dogs to do.  I have 
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often thought of this experience.  These dogs were very large and their size and action would frighten 

some people, and that Mr. Zogg should be reluctant or ashamed to make such a statement. 

Riding the range in southern Idaho and northern Utah I came to the Jim Ravasten home in 

Clarkston, Utah.  They invited me in to stay overnight and had me put my horses in their barn. We 

enjoyed the evening talking about many things we had in common, and then retired for the night. 

Early the next morning, after breakfast, I saddled up my pack and saddle horses and their dog 

Jerry seemed interested in me and this was noticed by the family.  As I was ready to ride off, Jerry the 

Airedale acted as if he was going with me.  They said:  "If Jerry likes you better than he likes us you can 

have him."  Well, I thought, this isn't really the reason because I know that a dog enjoys traveling and 

they like something to do.  As I rode off Jerry followed.  

Jerry was five years old.  The best looking slick haired Airedale I have ever seen.  He was a great 

pal and when I camped out in the mountains and it was sometimes quite cold, I had him lay next to my 

shoulders at night as that is where I would get cold first. 

Once we were in Malad, Idaho, and I was scuffling with a young man in fun out in the open 

where there were several people present.  To my surprise my dog Jerry jumped on the shoulders of my 

apparent opponent and had his jaws on the back of his neck.  I immediately grabbed both of his jaws 

with my two hands and spoke to him to let go. 

The man went pale in his face as he had a surprise to have a dog's jaws on the back of his neck.  

This made him weak all over.  Jerry enjoyed fighting and this was also a new experience for me. 

Jerry got into a fight with a badger and the badger got Jerry by the lower jaw and just hung on.  

Finally Jerry dragged the badger to the creek nearby and held his head low as he was having a bad time.  

As the badger could not hold on underwater he had to let go.  Then Jerry jumped into the air and landed 

on top of the badger and soon finished him.  For the next two weeks Jerry's jaws were swollen, possibly 

poison from the badger's saliva. 

On another occasion we came upon a porcupine during the noon hour.  I was afraid Jerry would 

get quills in his nose so I killed the porcupine and pulled enough dead sage brush to make a big fire.  I 

put the porky on top of the pile and lit a match for the fire.  I ate my lunch and grazed my horses for 

about an hour and a half.  By that time a pile of white ashes was all that was left of the fire, so I fished 

out the porky and cut off the head and front leg of the carcass and gave this to Jerry.  He ate bones and 

all.  I also tasted this meat and it was good.  Porcupines do not have fat on their bodies, they have oil 

instead. 

I often would stoop over and Jerry would jump over my back as I snapped my fingers on my 

back.  Also I would make a circle with my arms in front of me and he would jump through but he would 

lick my face as he went past.  I did have the thought to put hot pepper on my face to have him stop this, 

but also thought that it showed affection. 
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Sleeping on the Mud 

 It was in May at an elevation of some 8000 feet.  I put my horses in a small fenced pasture at the 

end of the day.  The soil was saturated from the winter moisture.  A recent storm had just dropped six 

inches of snow on the ground which would soon melt.  The horse’s tracks went deep into the mud. 

 The end of the day found me here to camp, no cabin, no large trees to sleep under, so I built a 

fire six feet long and cooked my evening meal.  I kept the fire going as I ate.  When I was through eating I 

had a good bed of red hot coals which I covered up with mud.  Then placing my canvas cover over the 

mud, I laid the saddle and pack bags on the canvas and then made my bed.  No sleeping bags in those 

day.  However, I did sleep well, as my dog Jerry slept next to my shoulders, but my horses just stood all 

night. 

 

Pulling a Steer Out of the Quick Sand 

One day a boy rode up to our Henderson ranch and said:  "There are 13 head of cattle down at 

the river bend in the quick sand.  Ten are dead and three are alive.  I think the live ones are yours." 

I immediately saddled my horse and rode down there, which was about ten miles from our 

ranch, and I found one steer alive with his face and tail above the surface, the rest of his body was 

submerged.  I got busy soaking the loop end of my lariat with water and mud so it would sink.  Then I 

threw my rope loop in a big circle around the animal, working the far side of the loop under his floating 

tail and having the brass honda near his nose so it would sink under the lower jaw of the steer.  I slowly 

worked the rope around the critter and then sinking the loop as low as I could, then getting on my horse 

and pulled him to shore.  He was so thin and he did not seem to have an ounce of food inside of him.  I 

then lifted him on his feet and he slowly waddled away.  It almost seemed impossible that he could live, 

but he did. 

The spring of 1920 was late and cold and feed was very scarce.  Hay was 60 dollars a ton and 

none to be had.  The Public Domain was overgrazed:  stock were eating sage brush, juniper leaves, last 

year's Russian thistle and etc.  One ranch had about 10 head of cows on the "lift".  The cow would calve 

but then could not stand up, so they were then fed straw and oats.  Gunny sacks were used, tied 

together to make a rope to hold the cow up under the shed.  Then the calf could suckle and hopefully 

the cow could gain some strength. 

Today I look back at it all and say to myself that we did not realize at the time what was really 

happening.  Our spring-fall range was depleted.  The good natural bunch grass resource was gone.  

Brush and unpalatable plants were taking the place of the good original grasses that the pioneers found 

here. 

The quicksand where the cattle were dying was taking its toll. 

 

Calf with Her Dead Mother 

While I was deer hunting on the west mountain near Richfield, Utah, I ran onto a dead two year 

old Hereford heifer.  She had given birth to her first calf and apparently lost her life during the process.  
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Her feet were almost straight in the air and her udder had turned blue.  It seemed to me that this 

happened several days before I found her. 

The calf was wild and apparently in good condition.  No doubt, possibly I was the first object to 

disturb this calf and naturally she ran away as I approached the place, yet the dead mother is why the 

calf stayed near. 

I took it slow as I dismounted my horse trying not to disturb her and slowly moved around.  It 

took quite a while for me to let the calf know I meant no harm.  I slowly maneuvered around until the 

calf settled near.  This took time and I finally neared the calf and quickly grabbed her and loaded her on 

my horse in front of me in the saddle and rode off. 

With this double load in the saddle I had to walk my horse careful like and take the easy way out 

of the hills.  I reached home late that evening and took a lamb's bottle with some milk for the calf.  The 

calf, as it started to suckle, gained an appetite and soon swallowed the lamb's nipple.  This must have 

stayed in the large paunch until she could start chewing her cud?  The calf grew well and soon was part 

of the animals on the place. 

 

Catching a Horse 

Many times when I would top sugar beets I would be the only topper in the field.  I would also 

help with the loading, about one acre of beets a day.  I would ride my horse to the beet field, unsaddle 

him and turn him loose in the field where he could eat. 

For example Henry Baker would dig enough beets to last me all day and I would start topping 

before he got through, then we would load the beet wagon and while Henry was taking the load to the 

beet dump I would have another load topped.  This went on until all the field was harvested. 

At the end of the day I would whistle at my horse and he would start running full speed toward 

me.  I held the bridle in my left hand and he would act as if he was going to put his nose through the 

head stall, then suddenly he would whirl and run at full speed to the other end of the field, whirl around 

and come back again as before but this time he would put his nose through the bridle and open his 

mouth and I would bridle him. 

In the event one would crack him on the rear as he whirled the first time one would spoil him to 

catch.  This is often the case by some and the animal then becomes hard to catch.  

 

Hauling Ice 

In 1920 the winter was cold and I was trapping in the valley below.  I rode my horse across a 

pond where in the summer months they had been hauling sand.  The ice held up my horse easily and I 

stopped and dug through the ice and it was 14 inches thick. 

I reported this to John Christensen who owned the property, and it surprised him.  He had sold 

sand from this pond for 25 cents a yard, and I asked him if he would sell ice for 25 cents a load and he 

said yes.  Now, I rigged up the wagon and had my team sharp shod.  I talked to Dad and we bought an 
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ice saw and I started to haul ice.  We had stored ice before and stored it in our log house which still had 

sawdust enough for the storage. 

 Our team was small and I soon was down to the pond some two miles east of Richfield.  I backed 

the wagon on to the ice and I was sawing ice 48 inches long and half the width of the wagon box.  I 

would up end the ice blocks and slide them into the wagon.  Upon getting half loaded I tied a light chain 

across the load in the middle.  I then proceeded to load the last half and chained it in the load also. 

The roads were well frozen and there was no pavement to bother us.  Soon several other men 

with their teams were hauling ice from the pond. 

We placed the ice in the ice house solid with a margin near the walls of about 9 inches and 

tamped in sawdust tightly around all the walls.  Each evening we would pour water on the solid block of 

ice in the ice house which would freeze solid during the night.  When we filled near the top we covered 

the ice in the ice house with about 2 feet of sawdust. 

In those days most people had ice boxes which held ice to keep things cool.  Most of our ice 

went to the Bakery up town for cold drinks and ice cream.  Mother also had an ice box too and would 

use 1 block per day, and we sold ice to people that came after it. 

 

A Misguided Adventure 

It was early spring in 1920.  I had been trapping, hauling ice, filling our ice house to the top.  The 

winter had been very cold and long.  The ice was 14 inches thick.  We used the ice in the store most 

every day, also sold some at the ice house.  Geert had bought cattle for 11 to 15 dollars a head.  

Hay was scarce and 60 dollars a ton.  Geert had talked father into purchasing a ranch of 300 acres in 

John's valley. 

I had a four year old colt that I had been riding while trapping the past winter and I had 

purchased a black whip which I used to help drive the cattle.  If I had not had this whip I never would 

have made it. 

It was decided to drive the cattle (37 head) to the ranch, which was at an elevation of 7000 feet, 

and the spring was cold and late.  No grass had begun to grow.  The first week in April was too early for 

grass to grow.  I was to drive the cattle and Alma Christensen would drive our wagon and team to the 

ranch.  My brother Henry was with us also.  He was 13 and I was 17, and we would camp at night 

together. 

I started to drive the cattle and soon Alma overtook me and we would make camp somewhere.  

As I drove the reluctant cattle not a spear of grass was on the road.  That night I stayed in the mouth of 

Sevier Canyon.  This is where the cattle started to mill in the junipers.  I stayed below the cattle so they 

would not leave, but they were tired and hungry.  I slept in the saddle that night and no camp wagon, no 

lunch or food for me or my horse.  I did not see Alma for two days.  He was trying to buy some hay on 

the way up and couldn't find any. 

The next morning at daylight I hadn't eaten since I left home and I started to push the cattle on 

up the canyon road.  I did not run onto Alma.  I came through Marysvale and camped on the bench 
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south of town.  The wind blew (no feed), my hat blew full of snow as it snowed a little.  I had a Durham 

cow with me which left me during the night as she was raised in this area.  She belonged to Homer 

Thompson.  This did not worry me as I knew she would go on to the ranch where she belonged. 

Early the next morning I started to push the cattle on the road southward.  The road today is 

straight and paved but at this time it was secondary and was twice as long as it is now.  It followed the 

contour as many draws or ravines crossed the way.  This lasted for some ten miles and finally I came to 

Junction and started up Kingston canyon and met Alma and Henry as they were camped at a cabin which 

had only half of its floor, doors and windows.  Alma had not found any hay at all, but had two bales for 

36 cattle and five horses.  Here I got my first meal on the trip.  The hay was now the question so one half 

a bale was divided among 36 young cattle and five head of horses.  Alma knew there would not be any 

hay in Johns Valley. 

The next day after having my first big breakfast I started pushing the unwilling cattle on up the 

canyon.  I came upon the Savage ranch and they had a butt of an alfalfa stack left and would not sell me 

any.  Driving the stock up Deer Creek was better.  I tried to let them eat, but they were not used to sage 

brush or juniper tree leaves and they were sure gaunt and empty.  We drove to Johns Valley and came 

to water and left the cattle for the night and rode on up to the ranch and had a bed to sleep in. 

 

Baby on Horns of a Critter 

As I stepped outside our screened porch at the back of our house one morning, I saw my 

youngest brother Francis hanging on the horns of a two year old heifer which father had just purchased 

at the stray pen the day before.  I had her there alone so she could get acquainted with the place.  

The other corral was in back where our cattle were.  My little brother had just learned to walk good and 

had wandered out and was wearing a woolen suit.  It was in March but the weather was fair.  His 

harmless attitude was understood by the animal as she gently played with him on her horns. 

I immediately started toward the corral until I reached the pole gate.  I then zigzagged hoping 

not to excite her.  She gracefully would raise her head up and down and the boy did not make a sound 

and was not excited.  At this age he did not realize what was going on and took it easy.  I came closer 

and closer indirectly and when I got close enough I made a dash for my little brother, grabbed him 

without harming him. 

The heifer with her long horns, slick ear, no brands, not having had a home (a Maverick), could 

have been wild or indifferent.  This again shows that animals have a sense of understanding of the 

dependence of the young age of life. 

At the big Smoky Ranger Station Cleve, our oldest son, was very young.  He was often with me as 

I saddled my horses near the bar.  He would give old "Sagebrush" my saddle horse oats in his little hand 

and the horse would gently take this from him, and Cleve would say:  "Whoa Boy, Whoa Boy."  I also put 

him on his back and the horse realized not to move as he could feel how insecure the boy was on his 

back at this young age. 
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58th Field Artillery 

Fort Douglas is located on the east side of Salt Lake 

city, Utah.  I joined the field artillery as this was my choice. 

We had dough boy drill, rifle and pistol practice, also 

horse drawn field artillery practice. 

They gave us our choice as we began our maneuvers, 

so I chose to ride the wheel team.  The lieutenant watched us 

very closely.  He came up to me and said, "Have you handled 

horses before?"  I said, "Yes."  He said, "I want you to handle 

the lead team on the outside swing."  These horses actually 

knew more than we did as they were all about 20 years old.  

This was now my job.  My team was two beautiful bays 

weighing about 1100 pounds apiece.  The swing team was a 

little larger and the wheel team was the largest of all. 

The "French 75" consisted of a 2 wheeled caisson 

which carried the ammunition and behind this was the piece 

which carried the gun.  Two men rode the caisson by holding 

on to the rods on each side of the seat. 

When the artillery lined up for maneuvers each line of 6 horses pulling the piece and caisson, 

were 100 feet apart, and 4 units deep.  The outside row had to travel full speed in order to make the 

turn and I was on this lead team.  I'll always remember the first "charge drill" we had.  The lieutenant 

came in from the center and said, "You're doing fine, kid."  I was 19.  All I did was ride as the horses 

knew what to do as the bugle blew. 

The horses knew and amazed me as we would settle down to shoot the 18 pound 3 inch 

diameter shell. 

I was number two gunner.  I would throw in the loaded shell and catch it after it was shot, and 

throw it nearby.  The recoil of the gun was about 40 inches and if one got hit with this recoil it could 

about kill you.  A flame would burst forth with each shot and would cover us completely.  The horses 

were all huddled nearby in their harness and seemed to understand it all. 

We had to brush these horses as we came back from drill until they were dry which often took 

up to two hours. 
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HOLLAND MISSION EXPERIENCES 

 

Without Purse or Scrip 

 While on a mission to the Netherlands in 1928, we were sent with a map to visit two converts 

who had been baptized years ago when missionaries traveled without “purse or scrip.”  This was out in 

the country and my companion was Elder Stevens from Ogden. 

 We came upon the city of Harderuijk.  There was not an LDS Branch in this area for many miles 

and these people had only heard of “Mormons.”  We went to see the Mayor of the city.  It was in the 

noon hour and we found him home.  We introduced ourselves as missionaries of The Church of Jesus 

Christ of Latter-day Saints.  He was very kind and nice to talk to and we asked him if we could hold a 

street meeting in his fair city.  He replied, “Sure, every missionary has this privilege in our beautiful city.  

We bar no one of this opportunity.”  We thanked him and went on our way tracting on both sides of the 

street as we left his home. 

 After we had tracted for some two hours we received a note from a youth who was sent by the 

mayor which read:  “We are very sorry that we cannot allow you to hold a street meeting here in our 

city.  Something has come up and we must cancel this commitment.”  We continued tracting and it was 

now getting dark and we started looking for a place to sleep.  We found a place and we got approval 

from the owner.  It was about a mile from the city. 

 The place was on top of a haystack that had a reed roof.  We slept in our rain coats and I had a 

cellulose collar which was seven months old.  One only had to wipe off the dirt as it accumulated but the 

fabric lining was beginning to show through.  About the middle of the night a policeman came up the 

ladder with a light on his cap and a flashlight in his hand and said, “Who are you, where did you come 

from, and why are you here?”  I immediately awoke and told him we were LDS missionaries proclaiming 

the restored Gospel in the area.  He asked to see our passports.  So, I handed mine to him.  He took it 

and asked for my companion’s passport.  I reached in his coat which he had on and gave it to him.  He 

now looked at it and said, “Wake up your buddy, I want to talk to him.”  This I did and said, “Elder 

Stevens, a man wants to talk to you about your passport.”  He said, “Sure.”  But he felt in his pocket and 

remarked, “I haven’t got it.”  Then I told him that I took it and that it was not in order.  Elder Stevens 

said he waited for the mayor to write him out of his last place of labor, but he was slow in coming and 

had to catch the bus to meet me and so he couldn’t be written out.  The policeman now asked me if he 

could take both passports with him and I said he could.  They went through our tracts and booklets and 

scattered them all over the top of the haystack – possibly thinking we may be spies.  Elder Stevens and I 

went back to sleep.  Two hours later three policeman came up the ladder with their lights shining.  They 

had several questions as our case had not come up before in their experience.  They said for us to be in 

the court house at six in the morning, then they left.  At five in the morning the first policeman came 

back alone and told us to get ready to go with him to the city, which we agreed to.  As we came to the 

moat which surrounded the city we asked him if we could shave and he granted us the stop.  We then 

walked with him and his bicycle through the city to the court house. 

 At the court house we met eight other policemen and we discussed the situation and they said, 

“We will wait until the mayor gets here.  He has been notified to come early.”  We then talked about 
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why we were there and so we got into a Gospel conversation.  They asked us where we ate last night 

and we said:  “We didn’t eat.”  They then asked where we ate yesterday at noon and we said we did not 

eat.  Then they asked if we would eat a loaf of bread two feet long and a bottle of milk and we ate while 

we talked to them. 

 They had taken one of the swords which were crossed above the doorway, wiped off the dust, 

and cut the loaf of bread into slices about two inches thick.  We continued our discussion on our Gospel 

message and then I took the second to the last slice of bread and I knew I could not eat anymore; 

however, Elder Stevens took the last slice which made me feel better.  In the meantime they had waited 

and again called the city mayor and he did not show up.  These policemen were waiting long past their 

beat was over and finally it was ten o’clock and they gave it up.  They returned our passports and we 

went on our way.  This bread was dry, white, and had no butter. 

 The mayor must have felt embarrassed as he had spoken to us in such a very friendly way and 

then had to retract his words in canceling the street meeting after he had granted it to us. 

     

                    Elder Anton Winkel preaching the Gospel of Jesus Christ in Holland – c. 1925 

 

Four Baptized 

While tracting as an L.D.S. missionary in Dordrecht, which is in the Netherlands mission, I 

knocked at a door and was invited in.  The mother of the family was L.D.S.  They had been married for 17 

years and had not attended church in their entire married life.  The father was a tailor of men's suits and 

had his shop in their home.  He smoked cigars.  They had three children, the oldest being a boy 16 years 

of age. 
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I immediately gave the man an order for a pair of trousers, and he took my measurements. 

The mother said:  Her parents were L.D.S. and had moved to Salt Lake City.  She remained in 

Holland and married but they corresponded through the years.  She seemed to be a staunch L.D.S. and 

said that I was the first missionary that had knocked at their door. 

Their 16 year old boy went tracting with us as we worked the area because it was summer 

school vacation time and he would tract all day with us.  He learned what it would be like to go on a 

mission.  Because of his youth and attitude his contacts were easily made and often he would get one of 

us to take over. 

The first Sunday after my initial contact the whole family came to church, walking 1 1/2 miles to 

church and they continued to come.  The father stopped his smoking and the children were all baptized 

the following month, later the father joined also. 

 

Meeting My First Clergyman 

When I entered the mission field as a young man I had no intention of meeting a clergyman.  I 

had a new language to learn, plus the principles of the restored Gospel and when I saw the dogs pulling 

loaded carts and their master would speak to them they obeyed.  If the command was meant for me I 

would not know what to do because I did not understand, so I thought the dogs were smarter than I 

was. 

Later I was senior companion and we were out tracting.  I was on one side of the street and my 

companion on the other side (something they don't allow anymore).  I rang the bell and the door 

opened.  There stood before me the most renowned clergyman of the city.  He immediately introduced 

himself and said:  "Come in, I've been wanting to meet you two young men.  I've heard a lot about you."  

As he had me sit down he introduced me to his wife and then he said:  "Tuesday is my free night, could 

you come and spend the evening with us?"  At this time we had investigators every night of the week 

plus a street meeting every Sunday afternoon with a standing audience of 100 to 200 people.  I replied 

"We sure can."  Now this made two meetings for Tuesday evening.  This man treated my companion and 

I very nice as did his wife.  We spoke about baptism and he admitted that it had been changed to 

sprinkling from immersion.  Then we spoke about authority and he said:  "The man who is the best 

learned has the most authority."  We then quoted Amos 3:7 "Surely the Lord God will do nothing, but he 

revealeth his secret unto his servants the prophets."  Then we testified to him that God had spoken in 

this day and that he had introduced his Son to a teenage boy who later became the instrument in his 

hands to open up this last dispensation.  As we read in the prophecies in the Old Testament and also in 

the New Testament and as well by the Savior himself in Matthew 17:11-13 where John the Baptist shall 

come.  This John the Baptist held the keys to the lesser priesthood which he restored; also Peter, Paul 

and John spoke of this latter day restoration. 

"There's a prophet on the earth today to help us to understand these prophecies," we said to 

him.  Our clergyman listened and after five weeks visiting with him each Tuesday evening he said:  "You 

need not come any more."  So, we left and said:  "If you want us to come back we'll be happy to come." 
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Our visits with him were enlightening to us as we did not argue at all.  But my confidence waxed 

strong by leaps and bounds as we conversed with him. 

Later, it was announced that there would be a baptismal day at his church in the afternoon at 4 

p.m..  My companion and I were there plus our District president.  We were the only audience in this 

large cathedral with great mosaic windows.  There we sat and witnessed 41 people be baptized with 

1/2 cup of water.  The clerk did the recording and the clergyman did the job of baptizing by touching the 

tips of his fingers into the water and then touching the heads of the 5 adults and the 36 infants who 

were added to the church.  It took about 20 minutes and it was all over.  The clergyman's face was red 

with embarrassment the whole time as he realized we were watching him, for he had admitted the 

change in the method of baptism to us. 

Really this was not baptism or sprinkling.  After we were told not to come back to visit he would 

write long articles in the paper about us and he really did not say anything bad about us but on the last 

paragraph of each article he would say:  Therefore receive these men not in your homes.  

"They are wolves in sheep clothing." 

I was a Senior Elder for four months and then I was made District President.  I held this job for 

ten months and I met many clergymen. 

 

Uncle Evert 

Our son Bob, when he was in the third grade in school, came home and told his mother, "You 

know something, Mom?"  His mother said, "What?"  Bob said, "I like my teacher."  His mother said:  

"You like all your teachers."  "Yes, but I like her best know why?"  She said no.  He replied, "Because she 

likes me."   

By the same token why do I like my uncle Evert?  Because he took a liking to me when he and his 

friend came from the east Indies to visit us, and he wanted me to go back with them to the Islands.  Of 

course mother wouldn't agree to this.  At this time I was but a mere boy. 

Years later he quit the Islands and purchased a nursery in Holland.  When I was on a mission in 

Holland I visited my uncle Evert and he introduced me to several girls there and then he offered me a 

job to run his nursery and take care of the U.S. tulip trade.  Then said he, "You can work here and 

manage the nursery and I'll take care of the Holland trade."  And he continued:  "There are about ten 

girls close by here and you can take your pick." 

If I were to talk about my uncles I would have to say that Evert would be my favorite, yet some 

may say, he is the least religious.  However, we did have much in common.  He enjoyed animals, he had 

pigeons, meadow larks, rabbits and other birds penned up which he had to show me.  I guess Mother 

must have told him about me and my animals.  Anyway we enjoyed each other very much. 

I attended the church service when Evert got married.  I was late and the services had begun.  

His land lady whom I knew, beckoned to me to come and sit by her which I did.  As I took off my 

overcoat my camera fell to the floor.  This caused most of the audience to turn to look at me.  This was 

embarrassing alright.  Later I heard "Dee American"!  They often remark that the Americans are rowdy, 

gum chewers, and eat food on the streets, etc. 
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After the church wedding service was over, we greeted each other and wished the new couple 

well and socialized somewhat.  Then I left as I had some business to take care of. 

 

Spinal Meningitis 

My first missionary companion, as I entered the mission field, was Ray B. Taft.  We lived on the 

Benthrizer straat 16 B in Rotterdam.  The lady had never rented a room before in her life.  She no doubt 

needed the money as she lived all alone.  We had one room with a tiny stove which burned egg coal, 

(coal dust pressed with waste oil).  In the hall was a toilet.  Under the toilet hole was a rusty old 

creamery can which was emptied once a week by a collecting wagon.  Our room was upstairs and we 

were cold all the time.  It was December and there seemed to be a drizzling rain every day.  The landlady 

was queer and we often saw her speaking at us from around the corner. "Mormons?" 

My companion had a rain coat and I should have had one also.  But my overcoat was heavy 

woolen material and would absorb the rain.  I tried to dry it out each night around the tiny stove but this 

did not help.  Elder Taft did not like to tract in the rain, but I did not mind that because I couldn't study 

all day and wanted to get out as I realized I was not so quick in learning as some people, and we could 

learn the new language quicker by talking with people. 

The rain continued and my coat was damp all the time and I suddenly became sick, and nobody 

knew what I had.  A Dutch L.D.S. nurse sat up with me all night as I had a very high fever and was 

delirious.  I saw her one night as I rose up in bed with her silhouette hair-do and Roman nose.  I had not 

met her before and I said, "Who in the hell are you?"  She replied:  "What's the matter Brother Winkel?  

Is there something I can do for you?"  Then I realized what I had said, down I went on my back again and 

that's all I remember for the rest of the night.  I had been delirious for several days. 

The next day they took me to Odokia Hospital.  This was a community refuge where people 

were taken who were unable to pay a doctor bill.  As a patient is interviewed, they ask where he works, 

and they found that I did not have a salary so I landed in a large room where there were 18 other men 

and boys.  The beds were close together with just enough room for a nurse to walk in between. 

They gave me a sulfur bath as I had a "currant" beard, which is a sore pimple at the root of every 

whisker.  Two missionaries tried to shave me with crystal white soap and a dull razor when I entered the 

hospital.  Anyway they gave me some pink medicine before breakfast and a couple of pills after each 

meal.  Seven doctors tried to diagnose my case and in those days they did not know what I had.  They 

put a piece of black velvet cloth over my eyes as the light pained me so much.  I became unconscious 

several times.  One doctor said I was crazy. 

After five days they decided that I had meningitis so they put me on a table with a nurse holding 

me.  They had a needle within a needle which they tried to force between my vertebrae.  This pained me 

greatly and I could feel it on the walls of the sides of the vertebrae.  Finally they got two more men to 

hold me and a red-headed nurse to hold my hands.  I held her hands instead and I pressed her hands so 

hard she was off duty for the next five days.  I wondered all the time if they knew what they were doing. 

They put me to bed without a pillow and with 15-inch side boards on each side of my bed so I 

wouldn't fall out when I was delirious  
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After a week or so they decided that I was not improving so they were going to inject another 

serum needle in my spine.  I objected to this remembering what had gone on before, and I told them I 

would rather die for I felt they were such amateurs. 

At this time my brother Thys came in to see me as he had traveled Europe before going home.  

The head nurse told him that he could visit five minutes, such was the European discipline.  Thys was 

now released and would take the news directly to our folks about my condition.  We talked hastily but 

the time was gone.  I hadn't been able to write all this time, 4 months, and my folks were worried, as I 

had told Thys not to let them know.  But they knew something was wrong because Elder Christensen 

had told his folks and his mother told my mother.  I would often dream as I laid there on my back that I 

was home and then wake up and find myself in this hospital again and again. 

Hospital visiting time was one hour on Sunday.  Time went on; Sister Reit would often visit me 

and bring me an orange or an apple.  She was a widow and had eight children. 

President Lillywhite’s 16 year old son would sometimes visit me.  His father also kept pace of my 

condition.  Elder Hogan was released from his mission and he visited me and showed me two Steamer 

tickets, one for him and one for me and said, "You'll have the lower birth and we're sailing tomorrow."  I 

replied, "I'm not going home until I have fulfilled a mission.  I can't go home and face those people in my 

ward who gave me such a wonderful send-off."  Elder Hogan didn't say a word and left. 

While I was in the Hospital one man died who had been there 18 years.  Another, a Chinese 

sailor who spoke English, had two Chinese officers from the embassy come and visited him once a 

month.  The hospital cut off his hair with the clippers when he first came, and he would not let them do 

it again.  He had been there six months and it was now five inches long all over his head and ears.  The 

next week he died.  He was only 26.  They also cut my hair. 

Finally the mission president came over with Doctor Tanner from the Dutch America council and 

introduced him to me.  The Doctor looked at the medical record at the foot of my bed and said, "Young 

man, you are slowly dying.  All the medicine you are taking isn't doing you a bit of good."  I said, "Thanks 

Doctor Tanner, that's the best news I've heard since I have been here."  Then he said, "The only thing for 

you to do is to walk out of here."  "I'll do just that," I said, and this really made me feel better.  When 

there's physical work to do I can do it, and I did. 

They didn't give me any more medicine and the following Thursday they let me sit up in bed.  I 

could not do this unless I had my arms behind me to hold up my back.  I told my nurse to remove the 

side board next to the mattress but she said she couldn't do that because the head nurse would not 

allow it.  I tried to sit up the best way I could, but the board was cutting into my helpless weak legs and 

soon became unbearable.  I could not take it any longer and I fell with my head to the foot of my bed, 

where my feet should be.  It took them 3 1/2 hours before they could maneuver me back where I 

belonged because the pain was so severe when they tried to move me.  This proved to be a failure, and 

when the head nurse came around I told her.  She immediately gave me a scotch blessing, telling me 

never to speak to her again because if I had anything to say I must say it to the nurse that took care of 

my bed.  Did I get told off! 

The next week on Thursday was the day I was to sit up again, yet the side board must stay, so I 

told my nurse to get me three pillows and a stool, which she did.  I sat on top of these for a short time 
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and got back into my bed.  I asked for two canes but they would not let me have them.  I still could not 

sit up in bed but I started to walk with my hands on my knees as my arms were still somewhat strong.  

One day I got dressed and walked around the room to each patient with my hands on my knees or 

holding to the bedstead, and shook hands with all the patients.  There was one who had been there 21 

years.  As I shook his hand he had a small bar of wet soap in his hand.  This was his little prank or kick 

which he got out of life when one would leave.  Then I started all on my own to walk to mission 

headquarters.  I would hold onto or lean against walls or trees and when a vehicle would pass I nearly 

collapsed because of the vibration of the cobblestone road.  I finally reached my destination and went 

straight to bed.  I was so tired.  I had been in the hospital 4 months.  It was up to me to learn to walk 

again and gain strength. 

*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  * 

It’s tough when you’re sick in a strange 
and foreign land. 

When you can’t speak the language, and 
the nurse won’t hold your hand. 

And thinking of the good folks and the joys 
you used to know. 

When you’re miles away from home folks, 
and you’re feeling rather low. 

 
But it’s tougher, let me tell you, and a 

stiffer discipline. 
To see them in your dreams and to know 

you can’t go in. 
But I did my bravest smiling – to pretend 

a merry air. 
And in hope that my Mother wouldn’t discover 

that it’s burdened down with care. 
 

Oh, I never knew how much pain, one 
really could endure. 

Never really understood it, never 
thought of it before; 

But if sorrow never came to us, and 
never a care we knew; 

Then would we really appreciate, the 
work which we are sent out to do. 

 
Then Hail to our work, our prophet! 

that mighty man. 
Who brought to earth again, that 

glorious Gospel plan. 

-- Anton G. Winkel 

(Written in Odokia Hospital, January 1926) 
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Every day I would walk a little farther and I soon located some benches where I could sit and 

rest.  I began to do a little tracting with the Elders.  I also would wrestle with "J.D." in the small back yard 

(Mission President’s 16 year old son) and let him pin me down.  I was doing this for exercise and always 

guarded myself not to overdo.  The day I left headquarters to go out and work I went out to the back 

with J.D. and threw him down in about one minute to let him know I could do it, and thanked him for 

training me the way he did. 

 

DeWitt Baptized 

When I was on my mission I had been sent to Dordrecht, an old city in south Holland, to work 

with Brother Stam who was 64 years old.  He was born and raised on a boat and he walked like a duck.  

Due to the fact that I had been in the Hospital I was sent there so I would not over do. 

We would eat our Sunday meal at the DeWitt home, a family who were all baptized except the 

father.  At the time he said he wasn't ready.  This went on for some time and brother DeWitt was paying 

the tithing, fast offering, also attending all meetings.  Many people thought he was a member.  The 

father and mother were somewhat deaf, but could converse very well as they read lips.  The children 

were all affected this way but not as bad as the parents. 

Sister DeWitt, in her younger years, had been a cook for rich people, and I can remember how 

well she could stew onions.  One could easily make a whole meal from them alone. 

One particular Sunday Brother DeWitt was getting ready to go to work after the noon meal.  My 

companion would take a siesta after the meal in an easy rocker.  I asked Brother DeWitt if I could go 

with him.  He said, "Sure, come along.  I'll only be an hour or so."  So I went with him to the "Round 

House".  His job was to check and clean the train engines as they were brought in from the run.  I asked 

him many questions about this work and he said I could help him, which I did. 

Upon arriving at the Round House we were the only ones there.  He had me run the engines on 

the round table and showed me how to pull the lever to let out some steam.  The engine would slowly 

move onto the table, then I would dump the clinkers out and pull the whistle.  This was to let him know 

that I was ready for the next engine.  This went on for a while and then he had to oil and clean.  Finally 

we were through with the work.  I enjoyed this very much. 

As we started walking back I said:  "According to the Branch records we find that you were not 

baptized when your family was and yet you have been paying your tithing, etc., right along."  He then 

told me the whole story, that he was not ready when his family was at their baptism, but soon afterward 

he was and he said:  "No one ever asked me to be baptized."  And since then he never felt wholly united 

with his family.  I then told him that the father is at the head of the family and that he should take the 

lead instead of feeling slighted. 

Branch presidents come and go and this had been an oversight of someone in the past.  I asked 

him if he now wanted to be baptized.  He replied, "Very much."  I said, "How about next Thursday?"  He 

said, "That would be just fine if you will baptize me."  I said that I would be happy to do it, and would 

prepare for the event right away. 
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Brother DeWitt was baptized and the whole family felt happier and were more united.  Brother 

DeWitt said joyfully, "This is the greatest day of my life." 

 

Visiting Grandparents While in Holland 

 While in Holland as a missionary I visited grandparents Van Ojen, and grandmother would treat 

me as I was a young grandchild.  I was always welcome there.  I remember the twinkle in her eye as she 

would give me a piece of candy, she would say, “Open your mouth and close your eyes and I’ll give you 

something to make you wise.”  Then she would put her finger in my mouth and I would bite her.  Then 

she gave me the candy.  Grandpa and I would walk out into his garden and talk about the plants he 

grew. 

 

Missionary Miracle 

I was in the mission field just a few weeks and then two more missionaries arrived.  They were 

asked to speak the first Sunday evening.  The one spoke for about ten minutes and then Thys Postma 

was called.  He stood behind the pulpit and not a word came forth.  Some of the saints felt sorry for him 

and suffered also, and tears came to the eyes of many.  The new missionary tried desperately but could 

not speak a word. 

Thys came from Vernal, Utah, and when he was in the fifth grade he was trying to express 

himself and the class had a ball and was out of control.  The teacher had experienced this before and 

now she handed in her resignation.  The school board investigated and kept her on the job by taking the 

boy out of school. 

The boy went home and helped his father on the small farm and there he stayed and went to 

church and other social functions until he was twenty-one.  They had taken him to Doctors' clinics, 

without success.   

He was now called to fulfill a mission to the Netherlands.  He had a new language to learn and 

also the task of expressing himself in English, he still could not speak a word. 

That evening in Rotterdam after the meeting was over, many of the saints gathered around him 

and not a word came forth.  The Reit family of eight children all had joined the church except the oldest 

son.  The father had passed away.  These people were very friendly and invited four of us to join them 

for a sandwich at their home.  The table was soon prepared for us to eat, which we did.  We then 

socialized one with another and Thys participated with his eyes and hands, but not a word came forth. 

As we were about to depart we kneeled around the kitchen table and a prayer was offered and 

it contained a supplement to the Lord in behalf of this new Elder concerning the task that was before 

him.  We then left for the church headquarters where we were staying for the night. 

The next morning Elder Thys Postma was sent to "Siberia", as the Elders call it.  It was really 

North Holland.  In this area lived a great people, very stalwart and a determined race which had faced 

the rougher climate through the years. 
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Two and one half years later Elder Postma was released and came to Rotterdam and was the 

main speaker Sunday evening.  He stood up to the pulpit, his one hand touching the lower upper part, 

he paused, there was silence in the audience.  He had gained twenty pounds, he appeared confident.  

No doubt many thoughts went through the minds of the saints, and again many had tears in their eyes, 

tears of rejoicing.  Many remembered him as a small Elder with a great handicap.  He now smiled and 

spoke for forty minutes.  The words rolled forth, the audience listened with a trust that the Lord could 

and had answered their prayers.  After the meeting was over they all gathered around him and rejoiced 

with him.  Tears were in the eyes of many, and I began to wonder:  "Why did this not happen in his own 

home town.  How many of us have made fun of someone who was so handicapped.  Did we make fun of 

such in our youth?"  The faith of the saints pulled him through.  No doubt his vocal organs in his body 

were so full of tension as he tried to talk that no relaxation could take place in his own hometown.  It 

takes time to heal the damage done.  The repair of damaged tissue was given by the faith and patience 

of the humble saints that the Elder worked with.  This is certainly noteworthy in the success of this Elder 

who had faith in fulfilling a mission that seemed impossible for the average man. 

The next day he was booked to sail down the river and it was Monday and the M.I.A. had their 

opening exercises and then they closed their meeting and walked and rode their bicycles to where the 

boat which was soon to sail.  Again the tears of rejoicing were wiped from many faces as they rode their 

bikes for miles along the banks of the river, waving their handkerchiefs wishing him "God Speed". 

Now I wondered again why this happened the way it did. 

The L.D.S. youth in their school making a joke of a young boy's handicap.  We certainly need 

great faith to solve such problems which we cannot find always in our institutions to help the injured 

people who can be healed. 

 

Drowning Boy in the Moat 

One day while tracting along the moat in the city of Tiel I was talking to a lady at her door when 

all at once she screamed and then said, "A boy has fallen in the moat off the bridge."  This was an arched 

bridge and I recall seeing the children playing there on.  I immediately ran toward the place throwing off 

my rain coat as I ran.  As I approached the bridge I saw a small hand disappear in the black mucky water.  

I leaped over the high part of the bridge railing and lit near the place where I saw the hand.  The siren 

blew and soon people gathered around.  I hardly know how I did it for I had the youngster in my hands 

and men were on the bridge with their arms stretched toward me and soon the boy was on the bridge in 

the hands of several men. 

Climbing out of the moat I was a mess.  The sewage of the city empties into this stagnant level 

canal which drains to the ocean on low tide and fills in on high tide from within and the canal gates are 

opened and closed every six hours.  The depth of the moat was three meters. 

My companion also tracting nearby and was also soon on the scene.  The chief of Police who 

also was one of our investigators came there and made this comment, "If the Queen had fallen off the 

bridge I would not have jumped after her." 
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We walked to our apartment and I changed clothes.  One of our investigators came and offered 

to clean the soiled clothes I had discarded and we let her take them. 

I kept my Bible in my hip pocket and it fell out as I jumped into the moat.  A boy fished it out and 

brought it to our apartment.  It had swollen to twice the size and I cleaned and dried it the best I could, 

but it never regained its former size again. 

We soon found out who the boy was as we had tracted on the street where the boy lived.  The 

father of the boy came to our apartment and we were out tracting or were visiting investigators which 

we did every evening.   

Finally after four days he got to see us.  He was a foreman there of an apple jam factory.  He 

offered us 400 dollars and wanted to buy each of us a new suit of clothes.  This we refused.  My soiled 

suit was not returned and we were back in the old routine of tracting again. 

After a few days I went back to the street where the four year old boy lived.  I knocked and the 

small window in the door opened and there I met the mother of the boy.  I had met her before, a 

beautiful young woman and I again introduced myself as an L.D.S. missionary.  She stared at me as I 

spoke, then slowly pulled the window into the door.  She did not speak a word but I suppose she did do 

some thinking. 

An article came out in the local paper which stated that two English missionaries had rescued a 

boy from the moat, but we were never interviewed about the rescue.  Two months later the Mission 

headquarters gave a write-up in the "Star" (Dutch mission news) about the missionaries laboring in the 

city of Tiel. 

 

Uncle Antoon – Smoke Gets in Your Eyes 

My uncle invited me over to his place for the evening. This was when I was a District mission 

president and as I traveled alone I was able to respond to his request very easily as he lived in The Hague 

nearby. 

Many Dutch people were proud of the statement, "Het is geen man, Die niet rooken kan" which 

means, "You are not a man if you cannot smoke."  This rhymes which makes it more effective and this 

was what he repeated to me again and again. 

As I entered his home his wife and two children were just going to bed.  My uncle said to me, 

"Don't talk to me about your religion," so I did not do this.  However, as we sat across from each other at 

a small table, he would ask questions and naturally the thought would come up "Is this how the 

Mormon's live or the people of the United States?"  Well, maybe he learned something about "Die 

Mormonen". 

All evening he blew cigar smoke in my face while smoking one cigar after another, but I took it 

very well and smiled all evening.  It did not bother me at all.  But since then I've done a lot of thinking.  If 

I would have stood up to him and said, "You're not a man if you cannot take a poke," and then hit him in 

the solar plexus.  This would show up his smoke in his lungs and maybe I should have done just that.  I 
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really thought that my uncle treated me rather rude the way he carried on.  He did not have to 

emphasize his cigar manners.  He was a scribe in the Protestant church. 

 

District President 

I became a District President in the Netherlands Mission.  The call came to me in a business 

envelope.  I was so shocked that I didn't sleep for two nights, but I soon adjusted myself and enjoyed 

this work most of all. 

At this time the District President traveled alone, doing a good deal of contacting missionaries 

who presided over branches, and I also had the responsibility to hold and preside over District 

conferences every three months. 

In the city of Zutphen a debate was held between a Protestant minister and a communist.  All 

the sitting and standing room was taken.  The communist spoke perfect language, his diction was 

excellent.  He quoted the words of the master and said, "Christians should be living this kind of life and 

they are not."  "By their fruits ye shall know them."  He went on quoting the Savior and he received 

favorable applause from the whole audience. 

The Protestant minister gave his opinion and pleaded with the audience that Christianity was 

the best we have to guide us in this life and we should use it to lead us through our lives.  This man 

received no applause and sat down realizing that his audience was displeased with his remarks. 

This building was the city hall and had a capacity of 1000 seats and could be rented most any 

Thursday.  The next week 22 Protestant clergymen rented the hall and I was there.  It was advertised 

that Mormonism would be exposed. 

The hall again was packed and all standing room taken.  They ridiculed this unchristian start-up 

church which is disturbing many of the Christian churches.  They said that they proclaimed polygamy 

and were cast out of the U.S. and forced out to hide in the mountains of the then western territory.  

Finally they said the U.S. government sent an army out to kill them all off, but they still survived and we 

now have them invading our country. 

The following Thursday I rented the hall, paid the 10 dollars rent and had 1000 bills printed and 

invited the public to come and hear Mormonism proclaimed by men who were Mormons.  The hall again 

was filled as before.  Many of the people who came did so out of curiosity, no doubt, but I had it 

planned that it would be worthwhile for those who might attend. 

Standing before the group I had one of the local members open with a word of prayer.  I then 

called on two young missionaries to speak and they were heckled by two would be clergymen who sat 

near the front.  Then I spoke and told them who we were and that the Gospel in the Old and New 

Testament was to be restored in the later days, and this was foretold by prophets of old.  That Peter, 

John, and Paul proclaimed this would come about and best of all the Savior quoted this also in the 17th 

chapter of Matthew where he said unto them, "Elias truly shall first come and restore all things, But I say 

unto you, That Elias is come already, and they knew him not, but have done unto him whatsoever they 

listed.  Likewise shall also the son of man suffer of them."  Then the disciples understood that he spoke 

unto them of John the Baptist. 
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Now John the Baptist was beheaded at this time and he had come to this earth as a resurrected 

being and restored the Aaronic priesthood to men on this earth.  Many other personages have come to 

this earth restoring that which was given before as these men held the keys of this calling.  I was also 

heckled but not near as much. 

Our last speaker was a man who had been a clergyman of a Protestant church and many in the 

audience knew of him.  He had recently been converted.  He stood up as I introduced him and with a 

great smile on his face and he started to tell his story, and no one heckled.  He told how these young 

missionaries were called, how authority had been restored and that an apostasy had been proclaimed 

prior to the restoration of the Gospel; that this message shall be proclaimed throughout the whole 

world before the great and dreadful day of the Lord; that this today is the preparatory work which is 

going forth to usher in the beginning of the last dispensation of the fullness of times, and that the Savior 

shall come and visit the earth again. 

 

Playing Cards 

One Sunday afternoon my companion and I went to visit a young couple who had not been to 

church for some time.  We knocked on the door and it took a moment before they came.  They invited 

us in and my companion and I were offered chairs where we could sit.  They had company of two other 

couples which they introduced to us.  The 3 couples were the same age and each had children of their 

own.  After our intrusion settled the children started to roll back the rug and started to gather the 

playing cards which had been quickly covered as we approached the home.  We delved into a somewhat 

reluctant conversation trying to adjust ourselves without offense.  The visiting couples did not belong to 

the branch, so we invited all of them to meet with us and told them of the progress and new converts 

their age which had recently joined the Branch.  They responded without too much enthusiasm and we 

soon left as we had other appointments to meet. 

 

People 

Several times as missionaries we were visiting a man who was a major in the Dutch army.  He 

was very interesting to talk to and would remark to his wife, who was sitting in the same room and was 

a member of a Protestant church, but she would not speak to us.  He would tell her how logical and 

understanding the Gospel was to him as we explained it yet she did not show any interest in what we 

had to say. 

On one occasion he went on his own to the branch meeting and sat on the rear bench.  It 

happened to be testimony meeting.  He enjoyed this very much and said, "I knew several of your 

members and believed what they said, but if I could only get my wife to investigate the Gospel message.  

The religion she has is dead.  They belong because of tradition.  Her ancestors have belonged for so 

many years that she would not think of leaving the church she inherited." 
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Driving Horses off the West Mountain with Slim Hansen 

Slim Hansen and I had the job of rounding up the colts that ran on the range west of Richfield.  

The deer season was on and Slim took his gun along.  We located the horses and Slim shot a two point 

buck. 

Now we had a job.  Slim packed the deer on his horse and we drove the band of horses into a 

box canyon.  I proceeded to rope one of these unbroken animals which were from 3 to 5 years old as 

colts.  I picked on one that had good bone and withers and also had good size.  I soon had him on the 

end of my lariat.  Then after snubbing him I put my saddle on with no blanket, then made a hackamore 

on his head with my lariat, and mounted him.  Slim now rode my horse bareback, as his saddle carried 

the deer on his horse. 

Starting the horse herd down the trail I was ready to follow somehow.  The horse I was now 

riding wanted to go with the rest like he had all summer, but due to the fact I was on him he couldn't 

catch up.  We then came to a rimrock at the head of the canyon.  The horse band was well ahead of me 

down in the draw.  My horse followed the rimrock and before I realized it we were being separated.  My 

horse whinnied at the band but they did not respond.  The rimrock was now a cliff and so we were 

moving somewhat in the same direction although the cliff became greater.  My horse made a motion to 

jump, then I placed my toes in the stirrups and with hands on the swell of my saddle to clear myself if 

needs be.  At the bottom of this cliff was a talus slope and rock debris.  He made the jump and landed on 

his hind feet and slid, but soon his front feet got footing and all was well.  We then continued to go on 

down toward the other horses. 

I was well dressed for the ride, with chaps, leather jacket and riding boots, but now came the 

crux or worst thing of all.  The horses ahead would go under the hawthorn and alder brush ducking their 

heads, and I was following with the horse I rode who did not know anything about guiding so I leaned 

forward with my head in front of his left shoulder with my right leg in the saddle holding on with my 

right arm across the saddle seat to the strings on the far side.  This was hard riding but if I attempted to 

guide this horse I was on it would have been harder. 

I was well ahead of Slim bringing my horse and his deer for they were forced to walk all the way, 

while the band of horses trotted all the time.  It did not take me long to get off the mountain.  It was the 

fastest return on horseback I had ever had.  Upon reaching the valley below at the Henry Poulson horse 

corral there were some men already there waiting to check their colts.  I was told the colt I rode 

belonged to Taylor Neilson so I rode him down to Taylor's which was through town and unsaddled him. 

The next morning Taylor called me on the phone and said:  "That colt you rode yesterday is lying 

out here in my corral.  He just lays there as my kids climb all over him.  I suppose he is well broke and 

tired.  I'm glad that you rode him yesterday as he's old enough and big enough to be broke." 

 

Wood Hauling With a Team of Horses 

Owen Horn and I were both 15 years old and we had been hauling drainage tile in the Sevier 

valley drainage area.  Our teams were not the best but good enough for this job.  My team was small 
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and I worked the large horse on the short end.  Owen had a span of sorrel mares, full sisters.  One was a 

four year old and well broke, the other was three and not well broke and yet much larger. 

We decided to go haul wood from the west hills nearby and left early one morning.  As we were 

on our way, we started to climb the steeper part of the mountain road where the ledges were steep.  

The three year old mare that Owen was driving balked and would not climb these sudden rocky rising 

layers, some of which were up to two feet high.  We then put a log chain around her neck and I took my 

team on the other end of the chain and pulled her up three of these places which bruised and scratched 

her front legs.  She finally came along alright and I went back and hooked onto my wagon.  This delayed 

us considerably. 

We finally got up where the wood was and started to jerk the dead junipers and pinon pines and 

snaked them near the wagons.  We then chopped off the limbs and trimmed what we could and started 

to load our wagons. 

We were finally loaded and started the trip toward town.  As we came to the steep part we 

stopped to chop down two live large pinon pines for drags, tying them at full length behind the wagons 

to help hold the loads back which would tend to skid too fast upon the heels of the horses.  We locked 

the hind wheels also.  This road was sideling and really dangerous to cross. 

On the way up we noticed where a wagon load of wood had slipped off the road, fell 80 feet 

straight down the cliff and smashed the wagon, horses and all.  The driver jumped off just in time and 

this happened just a few years before. 

We now proceeded to go on our way with caution as it was getting dark.  We made it past this 

steep sideling place and soon came to better footing which was a relief. 

The people of our neighborhood were concerned about us as it was now dark and we had not 

arrived, so they sent out a number of boys on horseback to find us.  They knew just where we had gone 

and soon we could see them silhouetted in the moonlight.  I remember Ed Bean as he rode up, his 

outline looked like an Indian scout with his Roman nose. 

We talked and told them of our trouble, then continued on down the road, and we reached 

home about ten o'clock P.M. 

This area was known throughout the town of Richfield as the Tom Larson "Wood Road".  Many 

farmers of that day stayed away from this dangerous place.  But Tom had small horses and was a steady 

fall wood hauler and about the only one that was skillful in this kind of wood hauling. 

Owen and I were both a lover of horses, serious minded, and we had handled horses and 

thought little of the danger involved, but looking back upon it all I feel it was a good experience. 

Our teams were not the best which made it all good training for us at this young age. 

 

An Outlaw Horse 

While riding up to the Ware ranch I was approached by Mr. Ware who had just returned from 

the Hospital two weeks before.  He wanted to sell this horse which he said needed riding.  The animal 
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threw him off but as he was anxious to sell this horse, he again attempted to demonstrate that this 

horse was good but needed riding.  He walked up to him and lifted his front foot but the horse kicked 

him and injured his leg and he had now just returned from the hospital from the injury. 

Mr. Ware saw that my horse was tired as he carried his head low, so he offered to feed my 

horse all summer if I would ride his horse.  I said:  "Get your horse."  He then sent two boys down into 

the field where this "outlaw" horse was grazing. 

As they drove this animal into the barn he showed a lot of spunk and he had a lot of "white" in 

his eye.  They ran him into the large red horse barn and Mr. Ware always kept the rope fastened around 

his neck.  There was always oats in the grain box.  He was a beautiful animal.  I then went up to him with 

my saddle, without a blanket, as he was tied in a horse stall, and began to saddle him.  I had the saddle 

on him and tightened the cinch with the cinch buckle.  He jerked back, broke the rope and went bucking 

around the corral.  By this time there were some 25 men and boys on the corral fence to watch the 

show. 

When he got through bucking, I approached him with my hand extended and now standing next 

to his head, speaking softly to him as he regained his wind.  As I wanted to gain his confidence, I 

scratched him under the jaw and rubbed him at the base of his ears.  He seemed to calm considerably.  I 

then grabbed the saddle horn to fit or adjust it.  I then spoke to him gentle like, and quickly planted 

myself firmly in the saddle. 

By this time the number on the fence had increased and were anxious to see the show.  The 

horse upon discovering he was mounted walked off as if he was well broken. 

Jack Walker (association rider) said:  "I don't believe what I see Winkel!  I'll go with you because I 

know this horse."  I said:  "Get your lunch and saddle your black mare and we'll be on our way."  He was 

soon ready and I led my pack horse behind me and we left for the hills. 

The horse behaved perfectly and Jack again said:  "I don't believe what I see.  That horse is a 

`Killer'."  That day at noon we were on top of the mountain and we had our lunch together.  I turned my 

two horses loose and they started to graze the bunch grass which was about nine inches high. 

Again Jack said:  "I don't believe what I see, but I guess you can handle him."  He then suggested 

this:  "If you don't mind I'll go back if you think it is alright."  I said:  "I think we will be alright." 

I rode on down the trail and by sundown I came upon the Joe Jensen ranch on Hawkins creek.  I 

met Joe and told him I was the new Range Rider.  He said:  "Put your horses in the lower corral and 

come on up to supper."  As I did this I found that Joe had 5 daughters.  Three of them were just starting 

to milk 35 range beef cows.  Twenty-five calves were penned in a corral and were waiting for their 

mother's milk.  The girls would milk with a club in their lap and milk out two teats.  Then the calf would 

be turned loose and it would take the rest.  They gave me eight cows to milk.  They were the toughest 

milkers I had ever tried.  How these girls milked those tough-teated cows I'll never know. 

In the morning I had to rope this outlaw horse and as I did after putting the saddle on his back 

he jerked away from me, so I roped him again and then he was O.K.  He bucked with the empty saddle 

again and this was the first time I saw him buck.  I mounted him and he walked off as he did before. 
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I rode him steady for four months, put shoes on him and reset the shoes, but I did not tie him, 

as he would always turn his head around and watch me.  He never jerked away from me or even showed 

any uneasiness at all, and one could see his ribs showing, although he was fed oats, and was hardened 

into the work. 

Mr. Ware now sold this horse after I had ridden him almost for four months.  The new owner 

was Red Elliot who got thrown off the first time he wanted to ride him. 

It has been said there are more balky riders than balky horses.  This animal was a fast walker 

and was a number one horse for the job. 

 

Pulling Horses 

One day Horace Horn and I were riding along the road as he drove his team of horses.  Behind 

the wagon my saddle horse was trailing along.  Horace often broke a span of colts into a good team, 

while I in turn would be training a saddle horse. 

As we rode along by the Lew Jensen farm, we saw Lew and his two boys loading sugar beets.  

Lew was about half loaded with beets. As he spoke to his team from the rear of the wagon to go, the 

horses see-sawed and the wagon did not move.  Now, as Horace saw this he said to me:  "Let's stop and 

help Lew."  As we stepped over the fence Horace immediately went to the head of Lew's team. 

Two years before Horace had sold this team to Lew, as a newly broke team.  He adjusted the 

bridles, as they were too large, by tightening the head stalls on each bridle as the bits were irritating the 

bridle teeth of the horses.  He then took his hand and rubbed beneath each collar of the harness to see 

that no wadded hair had gathered there.  Then Horace spoke to the horses and they immediately 

recognized him. 

We then proceeded to throw on more beets but Lew said:  "It's no use, Horace.  This team is too 

small.  I'll send one of my boys to get the big team over at the corral." 

Horace said:  "Throw on the beets; we'll see."  It was now time to pull up the beet wagon to 

throw on more beets, so Horace took hold of the lines and stood next to the near horse.  As Horace 

tightened the reins, he then spoke one word, "D-i-g".  The horses’ hind feet went up and down getting 

footing in the loose dug ground, then they slowly bent their backs together and moved the load behind 

them.  This went on until the wagon was full of beets. 

Using the word "Dig" Horace guided the load of beets on to the county road with the small 

team. 

Horace was an excellent hand with horses and was firm and gentle.  I admired his masterly skill 

and attitude as he took over the job that the owner of the team could not do. 

Many people in breaking horses have spoiled an animal and often the horse receives the name 

Outlaw, widow-maker, killer.  The statement is often heard, "There are more balky drivers than horses." 

When I was in Austria in 1928 I saw five women pulling a plow.  There were ropes tied to the 

end of the beam, which lead to the shoulder of those pulling.  These ropes were tied on to a wide strap 
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pad which had two handles where they held their hands on the one shoulder.  There was also a man 

pushing with his hands on the handles of the plow. 

All animals can be mastered by man with timely kindness and firmness. 

 

Depression and College 

 My wife Clella and I moved to Logan, Utah, in 1931, where I hoped to attend the A.C. (Utah 

State Agriculture College).  We were expecting our first baby.  I paid our rent, my tuition at the college, 

and my school books with checks but they all bounced.  I had to sell my car to pay my tuition again.  The 

Bank in Richfield closed and all our money was lost.  Our first baby was born in March in the Logan 

Hospital and all we had was $30.  The hospital would not release my wife because she had complications 

and still had a fever.  Seventeen days passed and I went to the hospital to talk to them.  They released 

her and the fever disappeared.  I worked part of the hospital bill out at the rate of 25 cents an hour 

washing walls. 

 One learns to cut corners and so we rented a house with six rooms (not modern) for six dollars a 

month, purchased five gallons of skim milk at two cents per gallon, subrented two of the rooms for 

three dollars a month (our fridge was on the north side of our house), chopped willows for wood to burn 

in the kitchen stove, raised a good garden, and we always had enough to eat. 

 Our close neighbor had nine children and was on relief.  He said, “I’ve never had it so good until I 

got on relief.”  He advised me to get on relief, so I tried.  I went down to the Relief office and stated my 

case.  They told me that they would come out to see me in about 30 days.  I replied and said, “I’ll either 

be dead by that time or I’ll have a job.”  Eleven days passed and then a case worker came to our door 

and asked how we were getting along.  I said, “I worked one Saturday and was paid in produce.”  She 

said, “That’s fine.  We are happy that you found some work.”  My neighbor who was on relief told me I 

shouldn’t work at all and then I would get on relief. 

 Upon leaving college I had a temporary job, I thought.  I went to the local bank for a loan.  

Talking to the bank president I was told that they could not loan me anything as I had no collateral.  John 

Olson saw me there and asked me what I needed.  I told him and he said, “You get all the money you 

need and I’ll sign for you.”  John worked in this bank and was also in our local Elder’s Quorum where I 

taught.  This now was done and I paid the bank back in four months. 

 Later, living in Redmond, Oregon, I sold our place there and had a 5000 dollar loan at 5% for the 

buyer to pay when we left.  Upon the loan that I negotiated the bank had a $50 listed as an expense for 

me to pay and I said, “What’s this for, Roy?”  He looked it over and said:  “The girl typing it made a 

mistake,” and scratched it out. 

 Back in the depression days people were anxious to do business.  The Production Credit 

Association made great headway and they saved many a farmer and rancher from losing their holdings.  

I often borrowed from them also and profited thereby. 
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25 Cents per Hour Job 

The Utah State College paid their students 25 cents an hour.  Jobs were hard to get.  Mrs. 

Greaves (wife of Dr. Greaves) had advertised for some student to do a painting job. 

I applied for the work and she talked to me before starting to work.  She said, "Mr. Winkel, if 

you cannot work as good as I can then I do not want you to work for me."  This statement did not scare 

me, as I had painted a good deal. 

We started to work and I would use either hand, as I got tired with one hand I would use the 

other.  I soon worked much faster than she did, and she would also stop to take a puff.  Her girls were 

baking bread and as the bread came out of the oven, we all were invited to eat a crust of hot buttered 

bread and take a 10 minute break. 

At the end of the first day she gave me a quart bottle full of Jersey milk and a dozen eggs.  She 

was well satisfied with my work as I could paint circles around her. 

The following day we worked together and she couldn't keep up with me at all.  At the end of 

the day she gave me vegetables, more milk.  She perspired a good deal (heavy woman) and she 

remarked that she had students work for her that did not know how, but she told me that I was the best 

student worker she had ever had in the house. 

After the work was all done she thanked me and gave me more food to eat, besides my wages. 

 

Spudnuts 

I was attending college in the early thirties, when the depression was on and the student wages 

were very low.  The price for work was 25 cents an hour.  I remember two students batching it and 

eating largely cull potatoes and onions which they got for nothing.  This was very evident as one sat near 

them in class.  

I worked at various jobs and finally settled on making Spudnuts which I sold to the college dairy 

for 20 cents a dozen.  I also sold to parties and wards.  We rented a six room house for six dollars a 

month (not modern).  We had to carry our water from a hydrant outside the house.  We bought skim 

milk for two cents per gallon in five gallon cans, which we kept in the snow outside.  Eggs were fifteen 

cents a dozen, flour for 55 cents for 50 lbs.  I took the do-nuts to school with me, carried in a fruit basket 

lined with oil cloth, and left them at the college dairy.  The students could buy buttermilk at the dairy for 

one cent a glass, and many students would buy two donuts for 5 cents and this would be their lunch. 

The Forestry club had a program one evening and as refreshments had ordered spud nuts.  Ed. 

Cliff and Gundy were lined up for a contest to eat six donuts and then whistle.  Gundy did not appear so 

they asked me if I would fill in.  Ed. was a tackle on the foot-ball team.  The result was I ate six donuts 

while Ed. ate five.  I suppose I was more used to eating donuts than Ed. 

Years later I came to the Fred Horn ranch.  The lady of the house came to the door as her 

husband was not in.  She said, "My husband will be in shortly."  Then she wanted me to taste her 

donuts.  She gave me two, and said, "I fry them in lard and I always have them on hand.  I'm really the 

best donut maker in Baker County."  I tasted her product and complimented her.  I also added that I 
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made spudnuts as I went to college and made 700 of them in one day.  I got up at 2 a.m., set the dough 

and studied while the dough was rising and had them all fried and glazed -- with the help of my wife-- 

then took them to the place where they were to be delivered before I went to school.  She replied "Oh, 

Mr. Winkel, that's more donuts than I make in a month." 

I sold donuts on consignment and if there were some left at the end of the day I would peddle 

them on the way home. 

I was the Eighth Ward scout master and made do-nuts for a scout party.  One non-Mormon boy 

ate 13 and I was afraid he would get sick, but he didn't, thank goodness. 

These donuts were made with potatoes, which made them better.  In the stores where spudnuts 

are made they use potato flour and these are not so good. 

Before the above happened my close neighbor was on relief and said "I've never had it so good."  

He had nine children.  I spoke to a case worker at the relief office and she said, "Mr. Winkel, we are very 

busy and cannot see you for 30 days."  I said "In 30 days I'll have a job or I'll be dead."  She replied, "We 

hope you can find work."  Eleven days passed and she asked:  "How are you getting along?"  I said, "I 

worked last Saturday and got paid in produce."  She said, "That's fine." and declared me unable to get 

on relief.  After telling this to my neighbor he said:  "You did the wrong thing by working last Saturday." 

Upon leaving college I received a job paying $1260 a year, but I needed a car so I went to the 

Bank to borrow money and they treated me cold.  John Olson worked at the Bank and saw me there.  He 

was in my Elder's quorum which I taught.  He said, "You ask for all the money you need and I'll sign for 

you."  This was done and I paid the Bank back in four 

months. 

While selling donuts from house to house, I 

came to the Parley Hansen home and there he was 

eating six ducks which he had shot.  His wife and 

seven daughters did not like ducks.  Parley asked me 

to join him.  We both ate all six which was a real 

feast, and I left him donuts in return. 

Recipe for spudnuts 

1 lb. boiled potatoes (riced) (2 ½ cups) 
1 lb. sugar (2 cups) 
1 lb. compound (shortening – 2 cups) 
5 eggs 
1 oz. salt (2 T.) 
Cream the above 
Add:  1 tsp. Mace, 1 tsp. Lemon extract, 4 T. yeast,    
1 qt. milk, flour (8 to 12 cups) to make a soft dough. 
Let rise to double, roll out ½ in. thick, cut out rounds 
with holes in middle.  Let rise until double. Deep fry 
at 400°F, very short time each side. Dip in glaze 
while still hot, cool on wire racks.                                      Anton and doughnuts he made at Winkel Reunion 
Glazing:  Powdered sugar, water vanilla extract.                              at Alturas Lake, Idaho – 1982 
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Grizzly Bear 

We were camped in Idaho somewhat near the West Yellowstone entrance on a timber survey.  
We were recording the commercial timber and we took plot readings on transects 1/2 mile apart. 

One evening one of the boys was late in coming to camp.  When he finally came he was limping 
very badly and we learned it had taken him several hours to reach camp. 

This was his story.  He came to an opening in the trees and there saw three small cubs playing 
with each other.  Nearby was the mother lying peacefully watching her offspring.  He immediately saw 
her and she saw him.  He dropped his Jacob staff, compass, etc. as she came after him.  He climbed a 
nearby sapling and she was quick enough to grab his one foot with her teeth and her paw.  He did 
manage to climb higher but she damaged his foot and shoe and he stayed up the tree for nearly 4 hours.  
She finally went back to her cubs and laid down again. 

He continued to stay up the tree waiting for the bears to leave.  Many thoughts went through 
his mind and he hoped that the bear, as she left would not go toward camp.  He watched the cubs at 
play.  She acted calm like and did not act disturbed.  Finally she started to wander and went off in a 
northeast direction and the cubs followed. 

His camp was not to the south and he waited about 15 minutes and then quietly came down the 
tree, gathered his belongings and started limping toward camp.  As he came into view we could see that 
he had had trouble but he did travel, considering his condition, very well.  I remember him boxing in the 
intramurals at school.  He was small but very agile and carried no extra weight which had probably saved 
him. 

We immediately had him eat, as we all had eaten, and had cleaned up and washed the dishes.  
Then we drove him to Paris, Idaho, hospital and he stayed there for six weeks before returning to work. 

 

Loaded Six Shooter 

Riding the range for the Forest Service in the Malad, Idaho, District in 1928, I was riding along 
the trail and met Jack Price who was plowing with 8 head of horses near the head of Daniel's creek.  He 
was almost through with his summer fallow work as I introduced myself to him.  He said:  "Go on down 
the trail about a mile and a half and you will come to the ranch house.  Put your horses in the barn and 
I'll finish here in about 1/2 hour." 

It was late in the afternoon and I soon came on to the ranch buildings.  I tied my horse to the 
hitching rail and then knocked at the door of the ranch house.  The door opened about 2 inches and I 
said:  "I spoke to your husband up on the ridge and he told me to put my horses in the barn as he would 
soon be down."  She said:  "You go chop some wood," and she locked the door. 

I suppose I did not look much like a welcome guest for I was tanned, and weathered from the 
sun and rain.  She was a beautiful young woman and the only one in the house.  Jack did not have 
children so I proceeded to take off my leather coat and chopped wood. 

I chopped for an hour and had a fair size pile of wood.  Another hour passed and no Jack 
appeared so I continued to chop the wood, and then it started to get dark.  Finally Jack came riding one 
of the horses and leading the other seven, he said:  "Why didn't you put your horses in the barn?"  I 
hesitated to answer and helped Jack put up his horses and also mine.  Jack said he had more to do up 
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there to finish than he had expected and that he wanted to finish.  We fed and watered the horses and 
then walked to the house. 

We soon washed and cleaned ourselves for supper and I told Jack of my welcome.  He laughed 
as he had already greeted his wife. 

We were soon seated at the table and Jack said:  "My wife stood behind the door as you 
approached, with a loaded six shooter and I suppose she was playing it safe." 

I realized that I could have told her of my mission with her husband but I really did not have a 
chance.  That evening we took care of the business I had with him and went on my way the next 
morning.  Jack said:  "I'm sure happy that you chopped enough wood for all summer." 

 

Mountain Drama 

One summer I was employed by the U.S. Forest Service to supervise one of the Districts in the 
Wasatch N.F. in southern Idaho.  Tom Remington, a local rancher, had been hired to help me build a 
drift fence across a mountain pass.  We were staying in the Summit Ranger station. 

One cool fall morning as we were preparing to leave, we heard the yelping of a coyote.  Tom 
said:  "Listen to that young coyote.  He must have a deer cornered."   

As we mounted our horses to ride up to the drift fence we were working on, we noticed that my 
Airedale dog, Jerry, was not around.  I surmised that he had been attracted by the yelp of the coyote 
and had gone to investigate.  We began our fence work with Tom on one side of the swale and I was on 
the other.  The ground was very rocky and the digging was slow.  There was a cool stillness in the 
mountain air except for the grating of our tools on the rocks and occasional yelps of the coyote in the 
distance.  Suddenly the silence was broken by the sound of fast rhythmic thuds.  I raised my head to see 
a young doe deer come bounding up the pass.  Her head was held high so she could see behind her and 
watch for her pursuer.  Her nostrils were dilated as her breath came hard and fast.  A wild look of fear 
was in her big round eyes.  She came up the draw between Tom and I.  The deer hunting season was on 
and Tom had brought his gun along in case he saw a deer, so I yelled at him, "Shoot, Tom!"  But Tom 
stood there in his post hole and made no effort to reach for his gun.  We watched as the doe ran swiftly 
between us and around the mountain out of sight.  It was then we noticed a young coyote following in 
the path of the deer.  He was slowed somewhat as he galloped with his nose on the ground following 
the scent of the deer. 

"Tom, shoot!"  I called again as the coyote passed between us. 

As the coyote disappeared we saw Jerry, my dog, coming up the swale trying to follow the scent 
of the two ahead of him.  He was not as expert as his wild brother for he would circle around at times as 
he almost lost the scent.  He, too, disappeared while Tom and I stood looking on with amazement.  Old 
Jerry must have gotten them started when the deer was held at bay by the coyote. 

Tom was an old timer and acquainted with the ways of nature. 

About two hours later Jerry came back to us after having had a good workout. 
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A Near Drowning 

 While riding the range in Idaho in 1930, I stopped over night to stay with the Ravsten family.  
The next day was their mother’s birthday and they wanted me to go with them up Smithfield Canyon to 
celebrate with them which I consented to do.  These people put on more food of a greater variety than 
any family I know.  Talk about food – they really put on a spread. 

 The next morning preparations were soon underway and we all got into two cars and left for the 
canyon campground.  I had been batching and camping out as I rode the range and naturally did not fix 
desserts or fancy meals.  I was a very good eater and did not always know when to stop.  Frank, the 
oldest son about my age, came along and we talked and ate all day with no exercise. 

 When evening came Frank and I stopped at Bear River where about 25 boys and men had been 
swimming and were all out on the bank getting dressed.  The river was high and muddy, so Frank said, 
“Let’s stop and have a swim.”  So we were soon ready to go in.  We swam across below the hole, then 
Frank walked up the river bank and dove off the steep bank and started swimming back across the 
whirlpool water.  I dove off but suddenly I could not swim.  My legs and arms were useless!  By this time 
I was the only one in the water.  I tried to move but I could not.  The water whirled me under and I was 
helpless.  Suddenly I came head and shoulders above the water.  I was stronger than Frank and so I 
hesitated to call for help, but I could not move.  Again the current whirled me under and again I came up 
elsewhere in the whirling water.  I them called “Help!”  Most of them saw me swimming and must of 
thought I was fooling.  Frank came out to help, as he thought I was cramping.  As he neared me he 
cautioned over and over again to “Keep Cool.”  He would keep giving me a shove to try to get me out of 
the whirly water.  I was so disappointed with myself.  It was the first time in my life I had run out of 
strength.  Some boys on the bank soon were pushing a dead tree down toward me, but Frank finally got 
me near the shore away from the whirlpools and helped me to the shallow water and I laid down but 
could hardly move.  The next day as I rode the trail I was sore all over and worn out. 

 I do not really know the reason why I could not move my limbs, unless it was because I had filled 
up so much on good tasting food that I was not used to and also laid lazily around all day, so when I dove 
off into the cold water early in the spring the blood in my body had too much to do, and that my limbs 
could not receive ample blood to function.  That night in Clarkston I slept very well, but it took several 
days to come back to normal. 

 

Black Gun Powder 

We were burning the bark of the infested lodge pole pine trees where the beetles were killing 
the trees.  We made camp above Soapstone on the west side of the Uinta National Forest. 

We had a crew of about 40 men.  Alf Engen (nationally known skier) was one of the crew.  He 
was from Norway, and took this job to help him keep in shape for winter skiing.  He was solid, and a 
great guy to have around.  We would take the truck to go out to the job.  Alf would run all the way to 
camp after the day’s work, get up a sweat and jump in the beaver pond which was near camp, and be 
ready for the evening meal before the truck would come in. 

At the supper table after the meal was over Bill Morgraph would bum a cigarette from one of 
the fellows that smoked.  This became a habit with him so the boys thought they would have some fun, 
so they took a razor blade, cut into the middle of the cigarette, sliced into the tobacco and placed black 
gun powder in and neatly covered up the incision.  As Bill would ask for a smoke several of the men 
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knew this and were interested.  As Bill was about halfway through his smoke the powder would explode, 
surprising Bill and he would say, "You damn guys."  This happened several times as Bill would ask 
different guys each time he would ask for a smoke. 

 

Christmas in Clarkston 

In the winter of 1929-30 I was going to school in Logan, Utah.  The Christmas Holidays were on 
and I was invited to go to the Ravstens in Clarkston.  I had a job at the Cash Commission hauling alfalfa 
seed.  This was purchased at 8 cents a pound cleaned.  Rupe Ravsten was also going to school and we 
both had filled L.D.S. missions in the Netherlands. 

The Ravstens treated me as their own son.  Jim Ravsten, Rupe's father, always gave to the poor 
families and while I was there they had their car loaded with boxes of food for certain families in the 
town.  They had it planned for me to be Santa so they dressed me in a sheepskin coat and red gum 
boots, but no mask.  On Christmas Eve we got into the loaded sedan and I would carry a large heavy box 
of canned goods and other packages to the home.  I would knock on the door and as it opened I would 
say, "Merry Christmas Folks."  They all stared at me with their mouths and eyes open as they did not 
know who I was.  I placed the gifts in the middle of the floor and not a word was said.  I then ran out to 
the Ravsten car where they had the engine running and we drove quickly away to the other families 
where we did the same thing. 

While I was there it was 41 below zero and I helped the family clean 200 turkeys.  They had me 
pull the tough feathers out of the wing ends because I had stronger fingers than the other girls and boys 
that were helping. 

 

Sports at Utah State College - 1929 

In the winter of 1930 at the state college six of us were chosen to head the winter carnival.  At 
this time it was held on the north slope on the south side of the largest reservoir up Logan Canyon.  We 
soon realized that we had plenty of work to do, to cut out the annual growth that had grown during the 
past growing season.  The sporting goods stores in Logan were very cooperative in letting us take any 
equipment we needed, so we took one toboggan, three orchard pruners, two axes and we were soon 
busy clearing a runway. 

After we had made a good clearing, we decided to take a ride in the toboggan down the new 
cleared slope where we had cut most of the undergrowth. 

We got ready for the ride.  It would be plenty steep and we didn't have any goggles.  It was so 
steep that we really did not realize if this would work out.  As we approached the other boys to ride with 
us they backed out for the ride.  Finally Kelly said he would go down if I would sit in front.   This we 
agreed and the other four boys located themselves about half way down the slope where we had cut 
most of the undergrowth. 

We got ready for the ride.  We understood it would be rough, no goggles.  As we approached 
the other boys the toboggan switched ends.  Kelly was thrown off and I went on past sitting backwards, 
and they said I had my mouth wide open as the sled passed by, and I completed the ride. 

The school now waited for a new snowfall and then would set the day for the carnival.  The day 
came and a good turnout of students were there.  I remember six girls got on this same sled and came 
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down the slope.  For some unknown reason about half way down the rig went sideways and threw all 
the girls off.  One girl lit with her stomach halfway around an aspen sapling and was knocked out.  We 
soon laid her on some level snow so she was comfortable and in about ten minutes she smiled as she 
became conscious. 

At this time we really had no development as to skiing lifts, not even a cabin, but we did enjoy 
the event as this sport had not developed as it has now.  

The following spring the college decided to put on their first rodeo.  Ten of us were asked to 
head this event.  We built corrals and shutes out of railway ties for posts and the lumber companies 
donated lumber.  The hardware stores donated the steel hinges, bolts, and nails. 

We also built a small grand stand with a few seats for judges and onlookers.  This I understand is 
still an annual event in May with the college.  Many of the athletes of the college contested in the 
rodeo, and all had a great time. 

The Real estate office at Logan had a beautiful blue pinto saddle horse to sell and I was asked to 
ride him so they could sell this animal.  So I entered the wild cow roping contest riding him which sold 
the horse for them.  I happened to take this prize, and received a 40 foot 4 strand Tom Horn lariat.  John 
Dekker and I were plenty busy keeping things going. 

I still remember that this bucking string which we used were loaded with about 1000 ticks on 
each horse sucking blood from under the horse's jaws, flanks, and between all four legs.  We gathered 
this string of horses off of the Jack Rich range where they were being wintered.  This string was the one 
that was used in the state fair the fall before. 

The local veterinarian had a ranch there in the valley and we used his cows and steers for the 
rodeo. 

 

Swimming in College 

While at the Utah State College I took a class in swimming.  The Professor had all of us jump in 
the pool alphabetically into the deep part, hold both of our knees in our arms and hold our breath as 
long as we could, then come out of the water.  He was proving to the class that the body floats.  Each 
one would jump into the water, the force of the jump would send one to the bottom, then they would 
rise to the surface with their bent backs showing above the water. 

At last it was my turn and I jumped in hitting bottom, rising a little, then sinking to the bottom 
again and there I sat.  Finally I surfaced and the Prof. began to lecture. 

"Here's a man whose body is denser than water.  He has to put more effort into keeping himself 
afloat than a normal person.  A woman is more buoyant than a man.  Very few men are `sinkers'." 

 

Hauling Sugar Beets 

The depression was on.  It was also the fall of the year and no work or job was available.  This 
was the year before I got married in 1930.  I have always found work and even worked at one time for 
15 cents an hour.  I approached Bill Coombs for a job.  He said:  "I'll give you a job and pay you $30 a 
month."  Bill ran a large dairy and was also feeding steers for market.  After talking to him he offered me 
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another job.  He said:  "A year ago now I hired a teenager to drive my four horse team and he balked 
those horses until they wouldn't pull your hat off.  They haven't done any work since."  He continued, 
"I'll pay you 35 cents a ton to haul beets from the beet stock pile to the factory.  I'll harness the horses 
for you at 4 o'clock in the morning and give you board and room." 

I accepted the job and started the following morning.  I had to load these beets with a beet fork 
by hand, and I only put on 4 ton.  I soon found out that my big job was the lead team.  They were full 
sisters 6-7 year old mares.  They were a bit flighty so I took special caution.  I went to their heads and 
scratched them under the jaws, rubbed them at the base of their ears and checked the collars.  I then 
proceeded to drive and all went fine. 

There was a dip in the road, a canyon, before coming to the sugar beet factory which was quite 
a climb.  I took extra caution as I entered this part of the road. 

Toward the end of this job I was hauling over seven ton to the load.  The last load was well over 
seven ton and it was snowing.  The snow would stick to the 3 1/4 inch steel tires which increased the 
load considerable and I knew the incline I had to make was too much without a "puff" for the horses.  
About half way up the incline I stopped my four horse team, got down on the double-trees and held my 
wheel team well up against the collar.  After letting them get their wind I gathered my reins and spoke 
to them to move.  All went well and I reached the top.  The horses were now wet with sweat.  A beet 
wagon does not have a break and one could easily "jack-knife" the wagon which would be very serious 
trouble.  I hauled three loads a day. 

The job was now finished and Bill gave me another job with just the bay mares to haul beet pulp 
from the sugar factory back to his place.  This was for his steers which he was fattening.  I would load 
the beet pulp with a hand scoop and zig-zag the load back and forth out of the beet pulp pit. These 
mares were now wonderful to handle.  Bill knew I had their confidence.  These mares were well 
matched and now Bill could sell them, which he did. 

The next evening Bill and his wife were going to the ward masquerade party in the ward and 
they wanted me to go along.  I said:  "I can't go, I haven't anything to wear."  His wife said:  Wear some 
of Bill's old clean clothes."  So I consented.  The clothes were well worn and ragged so I painted my big 
toe nail black which protruded from the hole in one shoe, and painted a front tooth black, acted like a 
tramp itching myself as if I had slept in a bed bug bed.  No one really knew me at first so I did not have 
to wear a mask.  I had a great time and near the end of the dance they awarded me the prize for the 
best costume and got the reward which was a very large flat box of assorted chocolates.  By this time I 
was well known and had danced with most of the girls there.  Now one of the best looking girls came to 
me and said:  "I'll pass the candy around for you."  I said, "Sure."   

 

Two Men the Law Was After 

It happened at midnight of July 3rd.  My brother Bill gave me a phone call and said, "I'm out 
here near Elsinore and I'm having my second flat tire.  Could you come and help?"  I answered, "Sure, I'll 
be right out with the necessary patching and etc."  I was soon on my way.  Bill had been down south 
selling candy in Father's sedan and was on his way back.  I soon met Bill and we were busy fixing a tire.  
It was 3 a.m. 

Along came the Sheriff and his deputy in a car and stopped and asked us if we had seen two 
men in a new Ford coup.  We answered that we hadn't seen anyone. 
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We soon had the flat fixed and Bill drove on and I followed.   We had traveled about two miles 
and Bill was stopped by two men who had a new Ford coup.  The smaller man who did the talking had a 
curled rope in his hand the size of 3/8 inch and was talking to Bill as I approached.  Suddenly Bill started 
to drive off and the man came up to me and said, "My partner is drunk and I came to get him at the 
request of his wife to take him home to Gunnison.  His name is Henry Robertson.  I found him in 
Marysvale and we are on our way home.  Will you help me tie him as he won't let me drive."  I said, 
"Sure, so I got out of my car and there in the bar pit was a man six foot four lying on the ground.  The 
first man went over by my car and I soon smelled a rat, so I went over to my car in a hurry and took the 
keys out and put them in my pocket.  "You hold him and I'll tie him up so we can load him."  I took hold 
of the man and the man with the rope said, "You're not holding him good enough."  I soon got disgusted 
and he was walking to my car again.  I said, "Get over here and let's get this job done."  He said, "I guess 
you will have to knock him out. You can't hold him."  I said, "OK."  I started to do this, but the large man 
was now on his feet and we were soon going around in the moonlight.  The man now was not drunk and 
we went around and around.  I finally hit him in the mouth and he went down like a kite.  I was now out 
of patience and said, "Get over here and give me a hand."  The other man came over as I commanded 
and never said a word.  We put the tall man in the coup who was bleeding in the mouth and closed the 
door.  The coup driver, without saying a word, got in and drove off to Richfield as fast as the car would 
travel.  I got in my car and could not catch him.  When I got to Richfield Bill was waiting for me at the all-
night garage.  Bill said, "Those guys are crazy.  They just drove wide open through town!" 

Bill soon noticed my hand bleeding and asked what went wrong?  I then told him the whole 
story.  The next day I was in Gunnison and no one knew anyone by the name of Henry Robertson or the 
description of these two men. 

We, Bill and I, had both forgotten what the Sheriff and his Deputy had asked us as we had other 
things on our minds.  I was glad I was strong enough to cope with this occasion, or I would not know 
what might have happened to me. 

 

Richfield High School - 1931 

The town of Richfield, Utah, for a number of years had sponsored a smoker during the winter 
months.  Many of the local boys participated in the preliminaries as well as some headliners.  Some 
were booked from Salt Lake, and others out of state. 

A family moved in from California at the beginning of the school year, and they had a boy who 
was in athletics.  He was six feet tall and was handsome.  He was a senior and good looking.  The leading 
girls in the school paid considerable attention to him which caused the local seniors in the school to 
have envy, and I suppose these girls liked his company. 

Several of these high school boys had participated in the local smoker down town, and several 
were good with the gloves.  They proposed a match in the school smoker with Casey who weighed 165 
with the Californian boy who weighed 185.  They wanted to get revenge.  These boys were the same age 
and they wanted to use the 4 oz. gloves. 

I had refereed boxing matches and had taken part in several events.  Casey came to me to talk it 
over.  He and I knew each other.  He said, "Do you think I can take him?"  I responded, "I think you can if 
you will first feel him out.  He has less experience than you and if you take advantage of this you will 
floor him in the 3rd or 4th round." 
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Friday night was the time set for the event and the whole school turned out.  Many girls had 
ringside seats.  This was the main event of the evening.  For the first two rounds it looked like they were 
quite evenly matched. 

On the third round Casey had it figured out.  As the Californian was less experienced he had 
done his best without knowing and Casey let him have it as he opened up as before and the fight now 
was over.  The big fellow laid cold on the mat. 

I counted him out and gave the fight to Casey.  As I turned to look around the "Big Boy" came to 
and started after Casey.  I held him back and said, "The fight is over."  He looked at me for a moment 
and finally his second told him the same thing. 

I suppose the outcome of this match gave the local boys the satisfaction that they were looking 
for. 

When I was of high school age, I thought I would take a seminary course, so I went to the 
building where the class was held.  The teacher, Brother Gardener, had not arrived and the boys in the 
class were shooting paper wads at each other.  When the teacher arrived the same shooting went on 
and one wad hit their teacher in the forehead.  He proceeded to ignore the disturbance and proceeded 
to teach.  The class was very irritating to me.  However, the teacher continued as he must have been 
used to this kind of attention.  I got up and walked out and felt that this would be a waste of time for me 
to remain in the class. 
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BIG SMOKY EXPERIENCES 

 

Big Smoky District 

We, our family of four, traveled to Big Smoky in our 1928 Ford pickup that had an open cab, in 
the spring of 1934.  Cleve was two and Verlene was born that same year in January.  We also had a 
mongrel pooch about five months old.  There was a carpenter with two helpers building a new forest 
Service Ranger station that summer. 

The Big Smoky District is a large area with many 
sheep grazing herds which had lambed in January and 
February.  The year of 1933 we built lamb shipping corrals 
on the south fork of the Boise River.  The lambs up to this 
time had been driven off the range with the herd and 
would lose weight and condition as they traveled a great 
distance on the dry feed in July on the sheep trail.  This is 
when the lambs would be shipped to market and the 
mother herd would trail back to the summer range again.  It 
was excessive trailing.  Now the trucking of the lambs with 
the semi-trucks would save a lot of time and feed and one 
could market larger lambs. 

The mountain road, however had switch backs or 
sharp turns to make and these semi's had to be careful in 
making these turns.  One of these trucks had a minor 
accident where several lambs were injured and had to be 
killed and I was called on the scene and came home with 
several nice pieces of meat.  These Clella bottled and we 
had some choice meat to eat that summer and winter. 

A C.C. camp came in the spring of 1934 and was 
located just 1/2 mile below the Ranger Station.  The boys 
came from New Jersey.  The age was 16 to 34.  Thirty of these were of Russian decent, forty were Italian, 
others were a mixture of Irish, Pollock, etc.  At first these boys were afraid to venture into the hills but 
they soon were found all over the hills on their days off.  The boys worked on road and trail crews. 

The camp put on an evening program and invited the town of Fairfield to attend. "Ship-wrecked 
Kelly" was a 31 year old sailor from the navy and was a "clown boxer" and was on the program to box 
with me.  As we entered the ring, gloves were tied on our hands and then the bell sounded.  Kelly placed 
both gloves high into the air together with great speed, then diving with both gloves touching the floor, 
making a summer salt and coming out with a straight arm to meet me for the attack.  This was a new 
experience for me and maybe I was too much for him.  However, it did create quite an amusing scene 
for the audience.  The crowd did not know what to expect and neither did I.  However, we did spar 
around a bit to help the program along. 
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Little Bear Creek Fire 

I received a "Fire Call" from the Iron Mountain "Look Out".  I immediately notified the local CC 
Camp to get a truck load of boys ready to leave for Little Bear Creek, with food, tools and sleeping bags. 

A truck was soon on the way loaded with all available boys.  These boys were 16 to 31 years of 
age and with their foremen.  I instructed them to go toward little Bear Creek as far as the road would 
take them.  I left ahead to notify the camp Jack of a sheep herd to have a pack string ready to carry food, 
tools and etc., to haul from the truck to the fire. 

This CC Camp were mostly from New Jersey and they had never fought fire before.  The army 
personnel directed the camp, but did not go along.  The boys were all under my supervision. 

We could see the heavy smoke rising above the top of the mountain.  We loaded each boy with 
a knapsack and a fire fighting tool, and we started to climb the grade.  I led the way.  The CC truck driver 
complained of his back pack as we got underway so, realizing the fire would be of greater size, I wrote a 
note directing them to send four cases of eggs, 100 loaves of bread, four quarters of beef and handed 
the note to the truck driver and soon he was out of sight down the hill side.  I also put his pack on my 
back with mine and again we were on our way. 

As we traveled on up the steep rocky terrain I never stopped for a rest and the boys that stayed 
with me were eight in number, 19-23 years of age.  Finally we reached the top, just the nine of us.  We 
could now see the fire some two miles away.  We also looked back and most of the boys were well over 
half way down the mountain side.  Now I asked, "Why are we here and the others are so far back of us?"  
They said they didn't know.  I asked, "How many of you smoke?"  Not one said he did.  "There's your 
answer," I said.  Then I told them if they would work in one crew together I would keep them as a 
Special Mop up crew after we got the fire under control.  This they agreed to do. 

We now went on the contour as we only had a short way to go.  We arrived at the fire, located a 
spring, and made camp.  The fire was of size "A" and so I could order all the food that we could eat.  
Reinforcements came in from the valley below and also trail and road crews. 

Three cooks were appointed and told to keep warm food ready 24 hours of the day.  An eight 
foot long fire was built with two cross posts at each end which held the cross pole high enough above 
the fire to hang the pots on.  One cook was to be available at all times and others could be called if 
necessary from the supply tent where they would sleep and rest. 

Supplies arrived but there were only gallon cans of beans all fixed with tomato sauce.  This we 
ate for the first five meals and nothing else.  One foreman said:  "I'll go out with the crew but I can't eat 
those beans."  The captain of the CC Camp wrote me a note which read:  "One cannot pack eggs on 
horses."  I quickly wrote a reply to send all possible men to fight the fire and ship eggs as far as the road 
goes and we'll take care of the food from there.  We soon had plenty to eat after living on beans for five 
straight meals. 

After several days fighting the flames the CC captain came up to see us with a camera and 
dressed in oxford shoes.  I greeted him and gave him a shovel and I never saw him again in the area. 

The Red Lake CC Camp was notified and came hiking across the mountainous terrain, carrying 
their tools with them.  I greeted them at the edge of the fire and we all had lunch together.  Suddenly 
the wind changed and the fire crowned and came straight at us.  We had to move fast to get out of 
danger.  The tools were left where we ate, and the handles were all burned off. 
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We now had to run a night crew as our tools were limited.  We only had 100 sleeping bags 
which were occupied as soon as they became empty.  I saw one boy with an Indian pump water tank 
squirt cold water up the pants leg of one of the night workers while he was asleep.  I soon put an end to 
that. 

After nine days we had the fire under control.  I released all the men but the eight young boys 
for the mop-up crew.  Many tall spike top trees were still burning on the inside burned area.  These were 
trees that had died back through the drought years and were pitchy.  All the green leaves were burned 
black as was the bark of these trees.  I climbed five of these trees with a water bag of water and also a 
small axe on my belt, I chopped out the red hot coals and poured the water on.  I then asked for a 
volunteer.  No one responded.  Smity was a sandy haired boy whom I knew could climb very well.  I 
asked him to do this.  He replied, "OK", and did a fine job but got black as coal.  I appointed two boys to 
keep his axes sharp and water bags filled at the base of all such trees. 

The next day we took the day off as I had promised them, and we hiked to nearby Goat 
Mountain to give the fire area a chance to cool off.  We enjoyed the three alpine lakes and swam and 
washed ourselves and finally laid on the shore and dried in the sun.  This made us feel so much better 
from the dirty fire where we had been working. 

The following day we checked the whole fire area for any possible warm spots and found none.  
We then packed our gear and hiked across the mountain slope and down the big hill where the truck 
driver was waiting for us and came on home. 

My two children Cleve and Verlene hadn't seen me for eleven days and were afraid of the black 
bearded man. 

Smity was an orphan and had just finished three years in the reform school.  The boys at camp 
kidded him a great deal about this which he did not like.  I told him to stand up to one of those bullies 
and hit him in the solar plexus and I'll stand behind you.  He said, "I couldn't do that, Mr. Winkel."  I said, 
"If you would it would end this making fun of your past." 

 

Deadwood Canyon Sheep 

There was a band of sheep coming down Deadwood and the creek runs into the south fork of 
the Boise River.  This was in 1929 before any road was thought of in this area.  I was to count the sheep 
at the Deadwood Bridge.  I waited for over an hour so I finally rode on up the deadwood trail to find out 
the delay. 

After traveling several miles I ran into the sheep and the camp where they had bedded down 
during the night.  The herder was not there and sheep were scattered here and there and I saw several 
dead ewes poisoned.  I rode on and soon saw him coming on up the trail leading four horses.  As I met 
him he told me that his horses left him during the night and he had quite a time getting back to camp 
and now it was mid-day. 

I introduced myself as the new man from Big Smoky Ranger station and would count his sheep 
at the Deadwood Bridge.  I also told him that he had many dead ewes from lupine poisoning.  He was a 
Basque and spoke some English and I told him I would help.  So we loaded his gear on the pack horses 
and started to round up the scattered sheep.  We counted 51 dead ewes and soon had the herd going 
on down the sheep trail. 
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 He had camped near a patch of lupine and the sheep on an empty stomach started eating this 
plant.  The lambs were not affected as they had their mother's milk which counteracts the poison.  If his 
horses had not left him he would not have had this trouble. 

Down at the Deadwood Bridge the sheep would at times crowd and then jump off the bridge 
into the river.  The old ewes would make a beeline for the opposite shore and make it, while the lambs 
would fight the current and would zig-zag and would finally drown as their long wool would soon 
become saturated with water and they soon became heavy and exhausted and drowned. 

 

Peterson Knifed 

While working on the job at Big Smoky Ranger station the work was very diversified, such as 
building fence, trail maintenance, firefighting, stock water developments, etc.  I batched it and weighed 
187 all summer.  I felt fine and enjoyed the work.  I was in good physical condition. 

Mr. Peterson ran a band of sheep just north of the station, and he had sent his son, who had just 
returned from the Navy, up there as a camp Jack.  He often came down to the station and would do 
some cooking.  He was a good cook.  He told me that he had spent half of his life in the Navy in the Far 
East, and was now 31 years of age.  He said:  "I was champion boxer and wrestler in the area there." 

One day in front of the station he wanted to show me how they did it back there that was 
different from here in the United States.  He then walked some forty feet away from me and then ran 
toward me at full speed ending up with a flying scissors around by body.  I received the contact as we 
were about the same size, with his legs clinched around me and his arms around my head and shoulder.  
I worked my two hands between us and knuckled my fists into his rib cage.  He then let go and fell on his 
back.  There was a small stick that he fell on about the size of one’s finger, which he said hurt his back 
apparently.  He now stood up, pulled off his shirt and showed me a scar on his back some thirty inches 
long where he had been knifed and said:  "My buddy and I drank too much one evening and were in a 
restaurant in Hong Kong and received the Chinese treatment for the disturbance we caused.  We were 
both in the hospital for several weeks."  The scar on his back was 1 1/2 inches wide and reached from his 
neck to below his waist line, and tapered to a point at top and bottom.  This was the largest scar I have 
ever seen but it had healed beautifully. 

 

Pooch and My Horse, Sage Brush 

At Big Smoky Ranger Station when our oldest son was 1½  years old we had a pooch or mongrel 
dog about five months old, who would follow our son Cleve wherever he would wander.  There were no 
neighbors for many miles around.  The country around had no fences except a 110 acre pasture with a 
two wire horse fence, where my two horses grazed. 

I often had work to do around the buildings and I tried to keep an eye on our little son as he 
wandered about the place.  The dog's tail was higher than our son's head and if we could see this we 
usually could be sure that the boy was nearby.  Some of the brush was too high for the dog’s tail to be 
seen, so I walked over to where I last saw the whereabouts of the two which were always together.  I 
then saw our son walking near the steep embankment, but between him and the drop off was the 
pooch bracing his body against Cleve as they both walked so close to the dangerous jump off which was 
some twenty feet straight down.  I did not disturb them and continued watching until the dog knew the 
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danger was over.  This understanding of an animal realizing the dependence and a child's innocence of 
danger I have often observed. 

In seeing this I've often thought that many of us do not give enough credit to the animal 
kingdom as I have often seen similar things of this kind take place.  In seeing this our son Cleve at this 
age often came to me as I saddled my horses as he wanted to help.  Sagebrush was the name of my 
saddle horse and Cleve would feed him oats with his small hand.  The horse would carefully take the 
oats from his hand which was just a few kernels.  I would at times place the boy on his back and the 
horse realized how helpless this little fellow was, he never made a false move. 

Man is animal’s greatest enemy and yet this should not be.  In the rodeo they make the animal 
buck to put on a show by strapping a horse or cowbell to his flanks.  In Mexico and Spain they torture a 
bull with sharp iron thongs until death is the result of this animal. 

 

Big Smoky Canyon Bear 

In the early spring part of my work was to clear the trail up Big Smoky canyon, and the north 
Fork.  So I loaded my pack horse with the proper tools, oats, food and bedding.  Large trees often fell 
across the trail.  I was ready to stay for 30 days if needs be. 

One night I camped on the trail and staked my bay mare on a beaver grass flat and turned my 
buckskin horse loose during the night, which was pitch dark.  My saddle horse came up the trail on a stiff 
fast trot.  My bed was on the trail and I awoke, jumped up and had my arms on his neck as he passed by.  
The mare stood on three legs with her front foot high in the air, tied to a tree nearby.  She also snorted, 
and her nostrils were dilated.  I walked down the trail but couldn't see a thing, so I came back and 
started a fire.  As I had started to cook some dried beans that evening, I continued cooking them but the 
horses wouldn't settle down.  By this time my other horse was way up the canyon but I could still hear 
him snorting in the stillness of the night.  The mare would not settle.  I suppose the smell was strong 
with the slight canyon breeze.  The beans were getting cooked and then I heard a noise on the south 
open slope.  Some animal was making his way on up the side and traveling up the canyon hill side as I 
was camped in his way on the trail.  Finally my horse came back to camp and then the mare settled. 

In the morning at daylight I walked down the trail and saw a big bear's track close to my camp. 

Leaving camp that morning I went on up the canyon maintaining trail.  I also thought that I 
might meet this same bear again. 

Several days later I was in the high country.  There were snow banks here and there as I made 
camp.  I had my horses grazing nearby when suddenly a cougar made a cry which echoed in the canyon 
below.  My horses stopped eating, looking in the direction from where the noise came.  I saw a cougar 
sitting on a rock outcropping, his tail gave a twitch as it came around by its front feet.  Finally the horses 
started grazing again.  Now I thought if I had a dog or a gun I could take care of this animal.  Then 
another cry came and again the horses stopped their grazing.  I built a fire and cooked my evening meal 
and went to bed and slept all night as I was tired. 

Coming back from the Big Creek fire, my pack horse was loose and way ahead of me.  The creek 
was small and the brush and shrubs were thick between me and the creek.  I was riding on my horse and 
could see over the foliage when there I saw a fat black bear looking at me.  I stopped and looked at him.  
He was either getting a drink or fishing.  My horse's head hung low and could not see or smell the bear.  
No doubt my horse was thinking about getting back down to the Big Smoky horse pasture, as we had 
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been to a fire for three days.  I sat there quite a while and finally looking at the bear's poker face I let out 
a loud whistle.  The bear turned, made a loud "wruff" and with his hind feet wide apart pushed himself 
up the hill at full speed and was soon out of sight.  My horse did not hear this at all.  

 

Fugitive 

My boss told me to count a band of sheep which had never been counted.  He said, "If you do 
nothing all week except count this band you have done a good job.  It has been tried before by our 
Forest Service men and they have failed.  They have a permit for 600 head and that is what they pay 
for." 

Now I found out that Jack Reynolds, the herder, was wanted by the law and he was armed and 
dangerous.  He alone kept care of the sheep and they were in country all alone on the far end of the 
District where there wasn't any roads. 

The next day I prepared myself for the trip with pack and saddle horse.  I gathered together my 
oldest pack saddle and rigging, but no Forest Service badge, or identification, and the oldest clothes I 
had and started out.  I got in the territory about sun down that night and heard the sheep bells.  I then 
made dry camp in the cedars, tying my horses to these trees.  No water for them or feed, for I wanted 
them to look gaunt.  I made bed without washing my face or eating, and retired for the night.  I did this 
not to be conspicuous so he would not know I was there, and to look the part of a transient. 

The next morning as it started to get light I heard the sheep bells stirring, so I saddled up and 
started toward the sheep band.  I soon saw the herd and the herder going around them.  I approached 
Jack Reynolds and said:  "Hi, Podner," and he mumbled, "Hi."  I then said, "How are the sheep doing?"  
He said:  "Good."  He then stopped and looked at me.  I was unshaven and so was he.  He kept his beard 
short with scissors, no doubt.  The only thing on his person which looked up to par was his six shooter 
which was shiny and loaded.  The rest of his appearance was cheap.  I then said:  "How many sheep do 
you have?"  He said:  "Damned if I know.  Haven't counted them for years."  I'm always alone up here."  
Jack said very little but finally said:  "Where ya headed?"  I said:  "South, but I'm taking my time."  I said:  
"Do you want me to help you count your sheep?"  He said:  "Yah."  

We both then started to drive the sheep to the area below where I could see a sheep corral.  All 
the while we were driving Jack did not say a word to his dog or to me and I did not venture to talk either.  
I noticed a branding pen and a dodge gate at the far end so I stopped and gathered some small pebbles 
to help me count the sheep.  Jack soon had the sheep in the corral and closed the gate. 

I said:  "Do you want me to count the sheep or do you want to do it?"  He said:  "Go ahead."  
Jack was soon running the sheep in toward the branding pen and I started the count at the dodge gate.  
Every time I reached 100 I hollered "Hip" and put a rock in my other pocket.  We soon had them 
counted, 1127 head.  It was now ten o'clock. 

Jack did not invite me to eat with him or did he say Thanks.  I left going south while I should 
have gone north, but I went around the ridge, grazed my horses a bit and gave them a drink.  Then I 
turned and headed north back to Deep Creek Ranger station. 
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Porcupines for Meat 

I was at Big Smoky Ranger Station in the heart of the Sawtooth Forest.  It was early in the 
spring and I was opening the forest trails for the oncoming season's work.  I was hungry for fresh meat 
and soon came across a two year old porcupine.  I had heard that one should parboil these animals 
before cooking-- this I did.  The meat was very palatable and lasted me for two weeks.  The porcupine 
does not carry any fat.  He has oil throughout his body.  This causes the meat to be more edible cold or 
hot. 

Later on I was riding the range and ran across a porcupine of a larger size.  Jerry, my dog was 
very interested, so I dismounted and killed this animal before Jerry could get quills in his nose.  It was 
about noon so I stopped and pulled dead sage brush, making a pile some six feet high and put Mr. Porky 
on the top and set fire to it all.  In the meantime I ate my lunch.  I was low on dog food anyway so I 
intended to store up some from the porcupine and carry it with me.  After 1 ½  hours of burning I had a 
nice bed of hot coals.  I finally fished out my meat supply and gave the head and front leg to Jerry.  He 
ate it all-- bones included.  I tasted this myself and found it to be real good.  It was "boiled in oil", no 
wonder it was so good. 

The average life span of a porcupine is 100 years.  They often get to weigh over 30 pounds and 
they only have one young a year.  The gestation period is six months.  They are vegetarians, they do not 
hibernate, so one can often see one in the dead of winter, even below zero, up a tree eating bark.  They 
are easily killed with a blow of a club over the nose.  This is a source of man's survival when he hasn't a 
gun. 

 

Cougar in Camp 

It was in October and Vernon Love was trucking a band of sheep about a mile below Big Smoky 
Ranger station on the flat.  He stayed in a sheep wagon.  I had gone to bed in the old ranch cabin (Big 
Smoky R.S.).  I was aroused by a noise just through the wall of the cabin where I was lying.  I first thought 
of my horses, yet I knew they could not get through the fence which surrounded the cabin.  The 
scratching continued so I went outside and it was pitch dark and I couldn't see or hear a thing.  I then 
went back to bed and in about ten minutes I heard a rifle shot, which did not disturb me much and I 
soon fell asleep again. 

The next morning after I had cleaned up the breakfast dishes, in came Vern with his rifle in his 
hand and he said, "Did you hear me shoot last night?"  I said, "I sure did."  He said, "A cougar ran right 
through my bedded band of sheep and scattered them and I shot in the air to help keep him on the 
run."  Then I said, "Wait a minute.  Let's go outside."  There we saw a pile of two inch rusty pipe that had 
been scratched by the claws of the cougar as he was sharpening his claws on the pipe.  I must have 
scared him off and he had gone on down to where your sheep were bedded.  We now saw cougar tracks 
in many places and there I had gone out in my underwear and didn't even see two eyes in the dark. 

This cougar was only one foot from me as he made the noise on the pipe through the cabin wall 
which was old and most of the chinking had fallen out. 
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CC Days 

In the days of the CC's (Civilian Conservation Corps), I was asked to be their basketball coach.  
The team had a good center, two fast forwards but they were small.  We also had one good sub, who 
would not train.  He would always come to me and say, "As soon as I have played five minutes pull me 
out or I will drop dead."  He was very fast and good but would never train. 

These boys had a lot of good training games.  One was with the Majestic laundry of Pendleton, a 
team that was made of ex-college boys.  They also played with the Walla Walla college team which gave 
them still more competition.  These teams were extra and gave the boys great competition and training. 

When the final games of the CC camps were played at Seattle for the championship, these boys 
took three of the five trophies and I always emphasized the best trophy was the one on sportsmanship 
which they were happy to win also. 

 

Sand Dunes 

Dwight Cable and I were on a vegetative survey mapping the types of vegetation we find in 
southern Idaho.  Cable liked to drive so I let him do this as he enjoyed having his hands on the wheel.  
We came onto sand dunes west of St. Anthony in Fremont County in northeast Idaho.  According to the 
map there is a road to travel, but one can only do it when there is ample moisture in the soil or sand.  
We continued along the road about 1 ½ miles and finally we became stuck.  We tried to deflate our tires 
some so we could get better footing but the sand was too dry. 

We realized we needed help and no one could be traveling here, so Cable said:  "You better go 
for help because you're better at this P.R. stuff than I am (Public Relations)."  I looked at our map and it 
was 11 miles to Parker by air line on the map, so I started out in a south easterly direction.  In loose sand 
one slips back each time a step is taken forward.  I soon realized that I had a job before me.  I left the 
water bag with Dwight Cable as I felt I was stronger and in the prime of life. 

Traveling at first was not too bad as it was morning but as the heat of the day came on and 
because of the ups and downs of the dunes I soon became aware that I must conserve my strength as 
much as possible.  On and on I went.  Not a green plant of any kind.  I had not even brought food as I left 
the car because I felt that Cable should have what little we did have.  My tongue started to swell.  This 
was news to me as I had never been in such a predicament.  I went on and finally late afternoon I 
thought I could see some trees in a distance or is it a mirage?  I kept on and now my throat too felt 
swollen.  I did not have the power to walk but the hot sand on my feet seemed to burn right through my 
shoes.  Finally I thought again I could see small trees and then they disappeared.  I said to myself, "Am I 
seeing things?"  However, this did spur me on and I kept on going.  At last I saw a few spindly shrubby 
trees and a pool of stagnant water.  I rinsed out my mouth again and again.  Walking around the stinking 
water I soon found out that it came from the spring overflow of the Snake River.  I traveled on until I 
came to some better water where I stopped to drink.  This was not clean. I now at a distance could see a 
small farm house where I set forth to go. 

Living in this house was a man by the name of Davis and his small family.  He had a small farm 
and I told him my story.  He said:  "You can sleep here in the sheep wagon and before daylight in the 
morning we will go get your car.  We will both ride a horse and pull a two wheel cart behind us and we'll 
take two 10 gallons creamery cans of water with us and a lunch."  He said he had helped many a man 
out of the dunes.  So we ate a meal and I went to a much needed bed. 
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Early the next morning we started for the "Dunes".  The swelling in my throat and tongue had 
reduced somewhat.  At daylight we left for the desert just miles and miles of dry sand.  We carried 20 
gallons of water for men and horses, enough to go to the car and back, while I had gone the same 
distance on foot without any water.  Davis well knew what he was up against while I had done the best I 
could under the circumstances. 

We arrived at the car by 11:00 a.m.. and Cable was really happy to see us with the horses.  We 
pulled the car 1 ½ miles and then we could go on our own. 

I offered to pay Mr. Davis but he said, "That's O.K.  I've helped many a man out of these 
'Dunes'."  My partner Cable was edging me on to go, but I insisted on paying him so I gave him 4.00 
dollars and thanked him for his much needed help. 

These sand dunes can be traveled in the winter months if one knows how and where to go. 

 

Owls 

While surveying in sage brush area I came upon a family of ground owls.  There were ten of 
them lined in a row, staring at me with their large yellow black eyes and stair stepped in size down to 
three who were still in the fuzz or downy white pubescence stage.  These were sitting on three eggs 
which had not hatched.  There were two large field mice lying nearby.  This family of owls were unafraid 
of me and there I stood six feet from them wishing I had a camera. 

Once coming down a ridge I stopped and saw a large owl sitting on the top of a large dead 
yellow pine tree across the draw from me.  All at once this owl dove to the ground at about a 45 degree 
angle down into the draw below me.  I ran down there quickly.  It was hard to believe there lay a cotton 
tail rabbit with his head severed.  The owl now was some 30 feet from me watching. 

 

Fell Out of a Lombardy Poplar Tree 

While going to college at Logan I accepted a job from a private nursery to top poplar trees.  
These were some of the first trees planted in Cache valley.  The heart wood on the trees were rotting 
and the trees were considered dangerous as they might fall on houses or electric lines.  The owners had 
asked the nursery to top these trees and I was given the job.  I needed the money as I was trying to go to 
college while raising a family and I could work when I could arrange it by the hour, which was 40 cents. 

It was February and I had worked for the Forest Service on temporary work so I went there to 
see if I could borrow a pair of tree climbers and a safety belt.  This they refused.  I knew that they would 
not need them until later. 

The trees were located in the west side of Logan and the snow had melted.  The weather was 
calm.  I proceeded to the first tree with my axe on the back of my belt.  I got up about 70 feet, stuck my 
axe into the tree, then I started to adjust myself so I could chop.  I stepped onto a dead limb about the 
size of my arm, but the limb turned around as I put my weight on it because the heart of the tree was 
hollow.  Over backwards I went.  Many thoughts went through my mind as I fell to the earth grabbing at 
the upright branches.  I lit on my hands and knees and groaned as I lay down.  Two women screamed 
and soon two men came running to me.  One of them stepped on the skin of the calf of my leg which 
hurt terrible.  The men then lifted me up between them and we walked to the gate.  I had studied first 
aid and these men should have left me on the ground.  I was too tense to talk at the moment.  Standing 
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at the gate they said:  "Call an ambulance."  The women called the nursery and then I said:  "Don't call 
the ambulance.  I haven't any money."  

Soon the man from the power plant arrived and saw where I had fallen from, about 70 feet and 
said:  "Mister, it just wasn't your time to die."  The axe marked the place from where I had fallen.  The 
nursery man soon came and said:  "The insurance will take care of all Hospital expenses."  So I drove my 
1928 Model A pickup to the hospital. 

They had me undress and painted me with iodine on my shoulder, knee and elsewhere and soon 
I was resting in my room by myself. 

It was now the noon hour and my clothes were in the clothes closet in the room.  They did not 
come in to feed me so I got up and dressed and started to walk out of the building.  I passed by the 
office and there was no one there so I got in my pickup and started to drive home.  I knew my wife 
would worry as we had no phone.  I was sore and stiff from the fall but on the way home I had a flat tire.  
I stopped and jacked up the wheel, took the wheel off and put on the spare, came on home and told my 
wife what had happened. 

She had me take a bath and I stayed in bed that afternoon and rested. 

The next day our neighbor, Mr. Skibby gave me a job feeding gravel to the cement mixer.  My 
right arm at the elbow was sore and stiff and I could not use it very well, but I did make 4.00 dollars that 
day which was more than topping trees.  This money came in handy. 

Two weeks later I went back to do the tree topping.  I still had no tree climbers nor safety belts.  
One could hear me breathe 100 yards away, I believe, as I started the job climbing the first tree I fell out 
of.  After the first few trees I started to breathe easier, and I soon finished the job. 

 

Land Use 

In the summer of 1936 I spent my time locating tax delinquent land in the Monte Cristo area, 
which is east of Ogden and north of Morgan.  This land was given to the Forest Service by the county 
and it was my job to post this land’s location. 

Bobby Burns, a sheep herder, had a band of 2800 head of ewes which were the drys of 23 bands 
of sheep of the Desert land and livestock company.  This many dry sheep is indicative of poor 
management for this size of an operation.  This band of sheep bedded down for 48 consecutive nights 
on the same bedground. 

At one time Utah was known as one of the five greatest sheep states.   Today it has lost this 
status, and cattle and goat numbers have decreased.  This is largely due to overgrazing.  We know that 
highways and housing has taken part of our land.  However, this is also true of other states. 

Two sections of land were owned by a man who grazed a band of sheep on the watershed east 
of Willard, Utah.  This area had already had two warnings of bad floods.  This man kept his sheep there 
in the fall until they had eaten all the leaves which fell off the aspen trees.  Then came the big Willard 
flood and the area was covered with debris, boulders and gravel.  They applied for help.  The F.S. was 
contacted and they responded with a survey and offered the land owner an appraised price for his land, 
but he would not sell.  So they condemned the land and with the help of the S.C.S. came up with a plan 
to contour most of the area, planting shrubs, grass, etc., to help hold the soil to lead the moisture into 
the ground.  CC labor was used and a proposed use plan of no grazing on the water shed. 
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Monte Cristo 

In 1936 I had a job locating tax delinquent land which was given to the Forest Service.  It was my 
task to locate this land and post its position by peeling quacking aspen posts, treating these with arsenic 
paste, and labeling the location as to township, range and part of section on the beveled side of the 
posts.  The county had given this land to the Forest Service which would net some financial return to the 
county. 

One day I ran onto the red elder berry in a semi meadow at a high elevation.  I picked a bushel 
basket of these and they were loaded very heavy.  It only took me five minutes to fill the basket and I 
brought these berries home with me as I was headed home for the week end.  Upon arriving home my 
wife said, "They are poison."  These berries are bright red and she had never seen such berries before, 
so I made jam out of them myself. 

Upon another occasion in the Wheeler basin while trying to locate a section corner I ran onto a 
34 pound bear trap.  It had been there a long time, and it had a swivel in the log chain which still was 
chained to a small tree.  This place was called "bear wallow".  I carried the trap to my pickup and took it 
home with me.  I sold it for one dollar.  I've often thought of this and said to myself, "How foolish of 
me."  This could of sold for so much more, but the depression was on and money was very scarce.  
However, such a trap was a rarity and would now sell for 200 dollars in 1980 

At another time my boss Hank Townsend drove down to the place where I was camping in the 
hollow.  We talked and had something to eat.  Next morning we were ready to move camp and I drove 
ahead with my 1928 Ford Model A pickup and waited for Hank.  He did not come, so I walked back and 
his new 1936 International pickup could not make it.  He tried and tried so I said to him, "Let me try."  I 
drove back a ways and loaded a few rocks in the rear next to the end gate and drove clear to the top.  
He remarked, "No one should drive down a hill where it crowds low."   

As Hank and I drove along the secondary road we came upon a cottonwood tree which had 
fallen across the way and Hank said, "Let's move that tree out so we can pass."  I agreed and as I 
stooped over and lifted something popped in my lower back bone and I could not stand up.  Hank 
immediately said, "I'll take you to a Doctor."  I said, "I'll be alright in a few minutes. 

We now traveled afoot and I walked with my hands on my knees.  I soon found out that I could 
not walk straight.  We traveled on and on looking for section corners.  Upon our return hours later I still 
could not stand erect.  I got into my car and found that I could drive as I braced myself holding to the 
steering wheel.  Hank now did not say a word, and on going home for the weekend I went to Doctor 
Preston at the college and he taped me around the small of my back with two pieces of 8 inch tape, 3 
feet long overlapping each other half way.  The doctor said, "Many people have this trouble.  It will be 
good for you from now on never to do your utmost lifting - just help in a moderate way and don't tell 
people about your back injury." 

My boss Hank should have reported this incident and I could have received some assistance for 
being injured on the job.  I have suffered considerable since it happened.  This was in 1936. 

In the Monte Cristo area which is east of Ogden some 50 miles, we find an extensive area of 
Aspen at an elevation of seven to nine thousand feet.  One day while trying to locate a certain section 
corner, four of us spent the day trying to find the spot.  The sheep had not yet grazed this area and the 
vegetation was very dense.  The sky was very black to the southeast of us and I was watching the 
oncoming storm which was headed on up the ridge toward the place where I was camped.  My wife and 
two children were there. We could not locate the section corner.  A desert livestock representative was 
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with us, "Spider legs", an old surveyor, and a sheep herder.  We all hunted but did not find this corner.  I 
left early so I could make it up the long ridge road.  I soon had the thunder storm at my heels.  As I 
started up the long red dirt road it began to rain.  The storm was gaining on me.   The muddy water was 
filling the wheel tracks, and I was thinking I should have started 15 minutes sooner.  There I was bucking 
the greatest thunder storm in my life, barely seeing through the windshield.  The pickup was open on 
each side and I was getting wet.  The other fellows had gone down to Morgan.  I was bucking an uphill 
grade all the way wondering if I could make it.  I was in the front part of the storm all the way. 

Finally I arrived at camp on top of the long ridge, and my wife was anxiously waiting for me in 
the small tent.  The two children were fast asleep and 15 minutes later the storm had passed by. 

I went down in this area after the sheep had grazed it over and found the section corner without 
any trouble. 

 

Large Blue Grouse 

 While surveying in the Monte Cristo range in northeast Utah I came upon a blue grouse rooster.  
I was about six feet away from him, he seemed unafraid.  I had a 22 10 inch barrel pistol with me and I 
shot off his head. 

 I had never eaten one of these birds and I had people at times ask me how they taste, so I 
cooked him that evening in a Dutch oven, and also the next day and he was tough!   Finally I gave it up.  I 
believe he must have been over 30 years old. 

Sleeping in the Snow 

 Years ago when I was a scout the boys had no sponsoring organization, but we learned one thing 
which was resourcefulness.  I remember we took the “Lone Scout” magazine which often had good 
suggestions. 

 Later I learned from this magazine how to make a mummy bag to sleep in.  I was scout master in 
the Logan 8th Ward.  We all purchased a 16 oz. canvas 4x8’ and had it sewed like this: 

We made a 50-50 solution of bee’s wax and alcohol in a washtub in our back yard and soaked 
the bags in it for water proofing.  This worked out very well.   

 As scout master I was to take the boys on an overnight hike.  We had two 11 year old boys who 
wanted to go, but their mothers opposed this.  The snow was four feet deep where we were going.  
However, the mothers finally consented to let them go if we would go to a mine where we could find 
shelter, so we agreed to this. 

 We hiked until we got to the mine, went in and found it clean.  No bats or rodents, and the walls 
were solid rock all the way.  The boys said, “This is a good place to sleep.”  As we came out we located 
some wood about as big as my arm, and made a corduroy as a base for our fire.  We then located a wolf 
tree and got all the dry wood we wanted (also some pitch).  We had a big meal that evening, washed our 
dishes, then talked.  The boys then asked me where I was going to sleep.  I said I was going to sleep 
outside where the snow is about on a ½% grade as I wanted my head just slightly above my body.   

 I made my bed and all the boys followed my example.  In the morning when I got up they were 
all sound asleep with the flap over their heads. 
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The First Permanent Job – Dubois, Idaho 

 The U.S. Sheep Experiment Station is located eight miles north of Dubois, Idaho, on the sage 
brush flat.  As I graduated from College I had a job with the AAA in Box Elder County.  This work seemed 
temporary to me although it paid well, 165.00 per month, 3.00 per diem, and 11 cents per mile for my 
car. 

 I had taken two Civil Service exams, one in animal husbandry which would pay $1260 per year.  
The other, J.R.E. Junior Range Examiner, a seven hour exam which would pay $2000. 

 I was notified that the animal husbandry exam came through and was offered a job at Dubois, 
Idaho.  This was permanent which sounded good to us.  The job that I had seemed for time only but 
here I was wrong.  It is still with us today. 

 On October 19, I took the Dubois job and received much less pay (this was at the depth of the 
depression) but it was a good experience for six months later the $2000 job came through which I 
accepted. 

 My job at Dubois was to keep the breeding records.  We had a large number of breeding pens.  
One buck and 25 ewes to a pen.  This was done by painting the brisket of the bucks each day and 
recording the copulations made on the ewes.  I had 53 bucks and Lloyd Johnson would do the feeding. 

 The weather in December was around 20 degrees below and we stayed in a small tent at Mud 
Flats.  Johnson walked out on the job of feeding so I did his work too. 

 The sheep were all registered Rambouillet and it was my job to record all activity.  One beautiful 
smooth ram would marry himself to one ewe for five days while two-three ewes would be in heat and 
follow him around.  One four year old buck hit me in the back of my knees and over I went.  From then 
on as I entered his pen I would snub him to a post while I checked his pen.  He always covered a ewe 
only once and then would look for more. 

 When the bucking season was over our house at the station was ready and we moved into half 
of the commissary, a two bedroom heated apartment, hot water and a furnace. 

 My work now was with Dr. Terrell, and I was with him most of the winter in the laboratory.  He 
was a great guy to work with.  We did artificial breeding, collecting semen in three different ways, one 
by natural copulation using cull ewes in a stanchion, also by artificial vaginas in a dummy clothed with a 
sheep skin, which I prepared, and third by electrolysis by using two nodes, one positive and one 
negative, injecting one in the anus of a buck and the other touching on the seventh vertebrae, causing 
an ejaculation and Terrell would collect the semen in a test tube. 

 We also sent this semen in thermos bottles by mail to various islands, states, etc.  We kept 
semen alive up to 54 days and I would test it every day as to its activity under a microscope. 

 In the spring the lambing started.  The drop band was kept on a large snow bank and I took my 
turn on a 12 hour shift.  Here we lambed two bands, and the third we lambed on the range nearby in 
June. 
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Pocatello Second Ward – 1938 

 While living in Pocatello, I was given the job of teaching the Elder’s Quorum.  After the first 
Sunday had passed there were only 12 present, the same as the week before.  I noticed there were 68 
on the roll.  I suggested to the small group that we all bring one Elder with us next Sunday and they 
agreed to this.  I then asked them what Elder lived out my way and they gave me his name and address. 

 Locating this man Saturday I found a busy man hauling coal from Utah and I immediately put in 
an order for a winter’s supply.  I now told him I was L.D.S. and asked him to go to church with me.  He 
said he would pick me up in the morning to go to Priesthood. 

 He came at 7:45 in the morning.  Riding to church he told me why he hadn’t been coming to 
Priesthood.  He was very busy with a wife and four little children.  He was living in his basement and had 
the rafters on his roof trying to finish building his home. 

 We arrived at the church and to my surprise Jim took over as he was president.  I had not told 
him that I had the lesson prepared, but immediately he adjusted himself.  Jim was a live wire but could 
not always be there.  A few weeks later Jim was absent and I suggested a project to help put the roof on 
his house before the winter storms began.  In proposing this I received no comment.  I further stated 
that eight of us could put his whole roof on in one day. 

 In Sacrament meeting the bishop made a request that they needed men to help at the stake 
welfare storage warehouse which was under construction.  That Saturday I took my lunch and walked to 
the job.  The foreman was there and the two of us worked all day, but no one else came. 

 Jim was very energetic and had fulfilled a mission.  He stated that the Elder’s Quorum was 
almost dead. 

 

Two 18 Year Old Boys Set Three Fires 

It happened in Pocatello, Idaho.  The city was having floods almost every year from the east and 
west side of the city.  The railroad, the state highway, the city, county and private individuals were 
involved. 

On those hills was a sheep trail, where herds of sheep would pass every spring and fall which 
had depleted most of the vegetation that formerly held the soil in place.  The soil was a silty clay and 
easily erodible.  The rail and highway transportation had been stopped completely up to two days and 
would have to wait until heavy equipment would open up the way of passage. 

The city had requested the government to help them with the problem which they could not 
solve themselves. 

A survey was made, a plan developed and signed by all those who owned the property.  The 
plan was that complete protection would be given for five years to keep off all grazing of livestock on 
the eroding land.  They were to make contour furrows on the eroding soil.  This would be done by 
machinery on the gentle slopes and by hand labor on the steeper slopes.  Grass and shrubs and trees 
would be planted in the furrows and the flooding was expected to stop. 

I was assigned to this project after it had started in the fall of 1938, and I saw how the furrows 
filled full of water which very slowly penetrated into the soil. 
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The following spring the Kiwanis club had asked me to speak at their weekly dinner meeting on 
the subject of conservation which I did.  Then they proposed a plan to plant 11,000 trees on the project.  
They would furnish the trees if I would supervise the planting.  The boy scouts would plant the trees and 
the Forestry students of the local college would be the foremen of the troops. 

The Kiwanis club heard that the state nursery was dumping 11,000 trees which were surplus and 
that anyone could have them by paying the freight so the club had already agreed to do this and the 
trees were now on the way.  This was not known to me until it was too late because it was now May and 
really too late to make a successful planting, as the trees were leafing out.  However, the trees arrived 
and were planted in one day and a great feed of ice cream, etc., was furnished by the Service club.  The 
publicity of this event gave the club a great boost and they felt good about it, while I felt like a victim of 
circumstances. 

When High school let out in the spring two boys who had graduated left for Chink's Peak which 
was east of the city on the Buckskin road.  They had their lunch and each had a 22 cal. gun with them.  I 
was on the hillside about 1/2 mile away checking plants which were planted in the furrows, then I saw 
one of the boys set a fire in the dry cheat grass; then two more fires on the other side of the road. 

I immediately knew that we had a great fire to fight so I drove quickly to phone the CC camp 
nearby and also told the city to get all available men to fight the blaze.  I then drove up the Buckskin 
road and overtook the two boys and they thumbed a ride which I gave them.  I proceeded on up the 
road to a wide place and turned around.  They said, "Where are you going?"  "To the Sheriff's office."  
They said, "We didn't start that fire."  I said nothing and went on into town.  They soon admitted they 
set the fires. 

The Sheriff was not in so I said, "If you boys will stay near me I'll protect you as these CC boys 
will tear you apart." 

My next move was to fight fire and I had tools for these boys.  They heard the CC boys talking 
angrily saying, "If we could catch those two men that set this fire we would lynch them right here."  This 
frightened the two boys who gave their lunches away piece by piece while they went without their lunch 
and fought fire all day. 

That evening we had the fire under control but it had burned 800 acres.  The camp 
superintendent said to me, "I thought you had those men that set the fire."  I said, "I've got them Jack." 

We then got into our trucks and I drove off, taking these two boys to the Sheriff who locked 
them up.  When I got home I received a phone call from the mother of one boy and she said:  "You have 
disgraced our family by locking our son in jail!" 

This area meant so much to the city.  The ornithologist from the college had a project going in 
the area which he was sick about, and now this was destroyed, also a lot of other property. 

 

Lon Negus -- 1944 

The land owners in Jefferson County, Oregon asked for financial assistance, as they were 85% 
tax delinquent.  The depression was on and they were having a drought.  The dry farm summer fallow 
land was sub marginal at best and no crop was in sight.  The mean annual precipitation there was 12 
inches and 4.9 was the lowest on record. 
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The Soil Conservation Service was asked to assist.  They proposed to buy the farm cultivated 
land for 12.00 dollars an acre and 3.50 per acre for the rangeland.  This would put the county back on its 
feet and no one would be forced to sell.  Most of the land owners sold and those that did not sell were 
the most progressive farmers. 

A land utilization project was started under the C.C. camp program.   An intensive fencing 
movement was soon under way, which gave many local people work.  Also a grass seeding program on 
all abandoned and grain stubble land was soon taking hold.  Twenty seven thousand acres were seeded 
to create wheat grass.  Many large pastures from 1810 to 6000 acres were shaping up to be grazed by 
local livestock. 

The local people or land owners could soon apply for a grazing permit for spring-fall use. 

A few years passed and then I was sent to work on the project.  Many stock watering places 
were also developed. 

Lon Negus who lived adjacent to the project was a trespasser, according to the record.  He lived 
on Grizzly Mountain which joined the area on the east.  I met this man and told him he had a good 
reputation with me as far as I was concerned and he said:  "They won't let me graze on the project."  
That same season I found him lambing on the project adjacent to his land.  I told him he was in trespass 
and that this was his first offense with me.  He was nice about it and we parted after he took his sheep 
off. 

Again I found him doing the same thing and told him, "Now this is a willful trespass.  You are 
now ineligible for a grazing permit."  He did not say a word.   

Later I was riding a brown horse checking the fence on the Grizzly pasture and I had placed my 
white handkerchief under the head stall of the bridle so Lon would not recognize me from a distance as 
he knew my horse had a solid color.  This could be noticed a long way off and looked like a bally horse.  I 
finally got close to the Negus property and met him.  He asked me if I had seen a man riding a bally 
horse and I answered no I had not.  After talking with him briefly I traveled on, but I could see further 
evidence of trespassing.  I had taken the handkerchief off before I came near him. 

On December 19th of this same year I drove my Government pickup in the Grizzly pasture and it 
was foggy weather.  I stopped as I could hear sheep bells.  Pretty soon sheep were passing by my car.  
Finally Mr. Negus came by riding a white horse as he was driving the sheep.  I immediately spoke "Good 
morning Lon."  He turned his head and said:  "Start shooting."  He always carried a loaded six shooter.  
He was now again caught in trespassing. 

Mr. Negus sold his sheep and bought cattle.  He had a number of cows and a young mongrel 
bull.  This animal would go through fences and Lon had a difficult time to keep him home.  He would get 
into the Rimrock pasture where pure bred cattle were.  I notified the President of the cattleman's 
association and he said, "Don't worry about it, `Tone'.  We'll take care of the animal."  I heard later they 
had castrated the animal in the fastest possible way. 

A few days later I drove along the highway and Mr. Negus was opening the gate coming through 
the Grizzly pasture.  I stopped and spoke to him and said:  "Good morning Lon."  He replied, "Good 
morning, Hell."  I said, "What's the matter?"  He replied, "You know what's the matter!"  Then he told 
me what the boys in the Rimrock pasture had done.  He said:  "Get out of that car you so and so and I'll 
take care of you.”   He was giving me the blame for it all.  He pulled off his coat and threw it some 20 
feet away and rolled up his sleeves.  I got out of the car and walked up to him and stood right close and 
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said:  "Lon, I want you to have the first lick because you'll need it."  He looked at me and calmed down, 
then complained how old he was and added that those guys could have at least done a decent job. 

 

Spot (English Setter) 1941-1955 

Spot was a six month old pup when he was given to us by Ray Chenault.  He was one of the 
better dogs we ever had.  We lived in Stanfield, Oregon, near the Umatilla River which was a great help 
in training him. 

Early in the morning before I would go to work I would take him with me to the river.  It was 
starting to get light in the early morning as we both watched the Mallard ducks swim by.  I had been 
training him to walk behind me so he would obey, which he did very well.  But often he would lead out 
too fast and I would call him back.  He was very quick and fast and I would call him back again and again. 

As the duck season opened I would hunt a little early in the morning with a single gauge shot 
gun and Spot would retrieve our meat for the day.  Once I shot a lone Mallard and he retrieved it and 
laid her near me but she flew away.  She flew about ten feet high and about 200 yds.  Spot saw this and 
he immediately was watching as I said:  "Go get her Spot."  The duck had landed in the river among 
other Mallards.  Spot had his eye on her and did retrieve her again.  As he brought her to me I grabbed 
her and made the kill. 

We then moved to Baker, Oregon, and I had purchased a dozen Rhode Island Red chickens.  He 
carried these in his mouth and I soon taught him not to do this. 

He also went swimming with the family when we lived in Redmond and this was interesting to 
the whole family.  He often would act like a watch dog with his hair on his back sticking straight up--
which would scare most people. 

 

A Mother’s Courage 

One day while walking through the Forest on a timber survey my dog Spot and I came upon an 
opening of about one half acre in size, and I saw a doe deer standing on the opposite side.  My yearling 
English Setter dog immediately saw the deer also.  The deer saw him too.  My dog ran quickly towards 
her but the deer, instead of running, came at him. 

The doe no doubt had a small fawn hidden nearby and instinctively was on the defense as the 
canine is a natural enemy of the deer. 

Spot was unafraid as the show began but the deer had something to fight for while the dog was 
merely enjoying himself.  Soon the scene changed.  The deer squealing an "eek" sound began to attack 
the dog with her front feet and it was a sight to behold.  She would leap into the air some five feet, gave 
a warning "eek" as she came down with a forceful thud barely missing him with her deadly sharp hoofs.  
He began to realize the danger he was in although he maneuvered with great agility, crouching near the 
ground dodging the deadly blows.  He soon came toward me for protection. 

The scene had shifted with the deer becoming the aggressor and she was in control.  She was 
not afraid of man or beast.  My dog circled around near me as close as he could running and dodging, 
with the deer in hot pursuit.  Again and again her front feet formed like a spear with one foot slightly 
behind the other aimed at the dog putting his life into great danger.  With the two circling closer around 
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me I soon realized my position and quickly stepped back into the timber.  That ended the battle as my 
dog snuggled up to me.  The doe victorious then went back to where the fight began. 

Since this happened I've often thought if someone could have been close enough with a movie 
camera the scene would have been worth a lot to sell. 

 

Patsy (Jersey Cow) 

We had a cow called Patsy.  She had a great 
disposition.  Her experience in life had taught her a 
great deal.  She was very hardy, having a wide muzzle 
and would often adjust herself to a condition when the 
occasion needed a solution.  I could turn her loose in 
the road she would eat until she was satisfied, then 
come to the gate and chew her cud.  When she 
bloated, which happened many times, one would see 
her standing in a ditch with her front feet on the ditch 
bank and her hind feet in the bottom to relieve the 
pressure. 

On one occasion she got down with milk fever 
and was down for eleven days.  She became very thin, weak, and men would say, "She won't give milk 
until she calves again."  My good wife would try to give her a handful of oats or coax her to eat or drink 
something many times a day.  We let her calf go to someone else.  I would go to work and be gone most 
of the day.  A neighbor brought in a lift and we hung her from the roof of the shed.  She finally started to 
eat.  In six weeks the former owner came over and said:  "She's giving more milk now than she ever has 
before." 

One day out in the corral yard some of us were talking and I said to our son Bob, who was three 
years old, "Where's your cow, Bob?"  He replied:  "Right here, Dad."  I then said, "Give her a hug" and he 
gave her a hug around the nose.  This shows how tame she was and also understanding. 

When she was 12 years old she had labor and tried to calve and couldn't.  I called the Vet and he 
said all was OK.  I remarked that I think she must have the calf in wrong position, but he said, "I felt the 
nose of the calf.  She's OK," after he had gone into her.  Four days later she had labor again and I went 
into her and found that the calf was in breech position and as I proceeded to work the hind legs out 
from underneath, the hair began to slip, which indicated the calf was now dead.  With the help of my 
wife we got the calf out and saved the cow.  However, she never came back to her milk and we had to 
dispose of her.  She was like a member of the family--so full of understanding as she helped us take the 
calf from her. 

I had often wished to have about ten heifer calves from her. 

When the buyer came to get her she seemed to understand and kept looking at us giving low 
sounding moos, as he drove the truck out the gate.  Patsy turned around as far as she could and looking 
back at us she gave bade us farewell with a last low bellow.  It really choked us all up and we hurried 
into the house to cover our tears. 
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Sumpter 

A certain Dredging company from California came up to Sumpter Valley in Oregon which is just 
west of Baker and made an offer of 200 dollars an acre for the valley if they would all sign a contract 
that 50% of the purchase price would be paid at the date of the purchase and 50% in 5 years.  This they 
agreed to do.  The initial payment was made and the work soon began. 

The valley had some 30 ranches raising some two to three hundred head of beef cattle per 
ranch and cutting hay for the winter feed.  Most of the valley sub irrigated and nature had over the 
years developed a hard pan which held the moisture near the surface.  This was a beautiful site to see 
and the county received a good revenue from the area. 

The dredging machines pulled in immediately and the work began.  Soon one could see the 
gravelly cones pointing skyward up to some 30 feet.  Every foot of the meadow was to be excavated.  
This soon became an eyesore and went on for over four years.  The amount of gold obtained was not 
made known.  However, just in overnight all the equipment pulled out and the last 50% payment was 
not paid.   

The county lost a great revenue here because no taxes came in from this land.  The county tried 
to sell the land and no bids came in.  Then they tried to give it away to get the land under taxation.  No 
one was interested.  So the land was given to the Forest Service which will give 25% of the grazing 
receipts to the county. 

This revenue is really nil.  A few weeds began to grow.  This natural grazing resource was 
destroyed by man and it took nature many hundreds of years to develop it, and to redeem it by all the 
modern heavy equipment we now have would be impossible.  This is now a drought area.  The hard pan 
is gone.  There are also other places in the western United States where a valley that was once supplied 
with ample meadow moisture became a drought valley. 

We actually need a law to prevent such happenings.  The county lost great revenue, and 
received an ugly eyesore in return.  The sellers of the land suffered financially and were taken.  They 
actually developed an ill feeling toward their fellowmen who gave them such a half way deal. 

I feel that this should not be allowed.  Such a loss to the area and county as well as to the nation 
cannot be forgotten. 

There are many other natural resources that we have lost through man's misuse such as 
overgrazing, placer mining and improper runoff from highways.  Many valleys which once produced a 
great deal of ideal forage are worthless today. 

 

Sage Hens 

Before daybreak one morning I approached the mating ground of the sage hen action just as it 
began to get light.  This was between LeGrande and Baker, Oregon, near North Powder. 

The roosters put on the best show of strutting that I have ever seen.  They showed exceptional 
agility as they strutted and viciously fought each other.  They were wicked in their contacts, drawing 
blood on each other, grabbing each other at times by the lower jaw and holding on until one would 
drop. 
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I had a camera with me but it was not adequate to film the show I beheld.  To see a bird fall 
lifeless from battle seemed common and finally he would stagger to his feet and give up the battle and 
take a back seat.  The hens were nearby watching and would come up to the center of the mating 
grounds as the sun came up and mated with the victorious roosters. 

 

A Blind Man’s Tale 

It happened at Ironside, a small town in eastern Oregon cow country. 

I rode up to a horse corral and there sitting on the fence were several men looking at a cow 
which they had just run in to sell.  They were going to take her to the auction sale as she would give 
chase.  She had lost her calf at birth and there she stood in the corral next to the fence on the opposite 
side, daring anyone to come near.  She stood broadside with her wild eyes, horns, and blowing her nose. 

One man said!  "I'd like to see somebody walk up to her."  Art Hawkins replied:  "I'll bet ten 
dollars that I can find a man that can walk up to her and rub her back."  The bet was called and Art told 
his 28 year old son Jim to climb down from the fence.  Now Jim wore black glasses and was blind.  
He was small of statue.  Jim put forth his right arm on the horizontal and very slowly proceeded toward 
the cow.  His father guided him left and then right as Jim proceeded with his arm extended.  The cow 
stood frozen in her tracks with her eyes on the coming intruder.  There was silence on the part of all 
those who were watching.  Things seemed tense as Jim came nearer and nearer.  Finally his hand 
touched her tail bone and he scratched her between the pin and tail bones.  The cow still tense did not 
make a move.  Then Jim with his arm still stretched forward started slowly walking backwards until he 
reached the fence and climbed up where the other fellows were.  The man who lost the bet said:  "I'll be 
switched.  I've never seen the like of it."  Jim was my ward teaching companion. 

 

Riding the Range 

Two of us were riding the range northeast of Baker, Oregon.  We came upon a two year old 
heifer which looked like she had been trying to calve for several days. 

The calf was half born, her water had broke, the calf was dead and swelling, and magpies were 
beginning to devour the calf.  She could not get up on her feet. 

Both of us had our lariats with us.  We pulled the cow and calf apart, then she got on her feet 
and took a few steps and fell.  We tried to help her but she would fight us.  We soon left and felt that 
she would make it as she would gain some strength by resting after we had taken her calf, as she knew 
where water was to be had. 

 

Redmond LDS Branch 

With our five children, two women, Sister Schoonover and her two daughters, Sister Cowing and 
her first baby, we started a Home Sunday school in our front room.  The sewing machine was our 
sacrament table, the bedrooms were the class rooms and we soon had to move our big dining table 
outside.  Brother and Sister Rands soon joined.  They came from Cove, some 30 miles away.  Brother 
Rands, who was strongly inclined to introversion, had never been active in the church.  He was sitting 
next to me and I said to him at the close of Sunday School, "Would you give us a closing prayer this 
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morning?"  "Brother Winkel, I've never prayed in public in my life, but I'll try."  Brother Rands was 64 and 
gave a very appropriate prayer.  This was the beginning of his activities as he soon gave the sacrament 
Gem, then 2 ½ minute talks and later spoke in Sacrament meetings. 

Brother Dick Bowman lived in Culver some 30 miles to the north.  He and his wife had eight 
children.  We were now renting the Townsend hall so the branch was growing and I, during a sacrament 
meeting, called him to speak.  He hesitatingly responded and spoke for about ten minutes.  This was his 
first talk.  He and his family had moved from Utah and Arizona to Oregon onto a new irrigation project 
and were doing well.  Later when he retired he moved to Spanish Fork.  He and his oldest son came over 
to visit us as we now lived in Mapleton, Utah, close by.  He had something on his mind to tell me.  He 
said, "Do you remember when you called me out of the audience to speak?"  I said, "I sure do."  Then he 
continued, "If you had given me a week's notice, I would have never darkened that door again.  But, 
Brother Winkel, you were inspired to do that." 

Brother Bowman, before coming back to Utah, became Branch president in Madras, Oregon, 
and was active in the church from then on. 

 

Ken Duling’s Steers 

Ken Duling was a busy man.  He operated 1245 acres of irrigated land but some of this he 
rented.  He was very energetic.  He died at an early age and left a wife and one young child. 

We often talked about top production of crops and animals and as we conversed if I told him 
about a certain man producing a good crop he would say, "He's got one on me." and would ask 
questions on how it was done.  He was very open minded and would always try to improve his methods. 

He would choose leveled land that was a deep sandy loam.  Once he planted ten acres of radish 
seed and had the field contracted with a seed house in Portland.  When he delivered the seed the crop 
was so heavy that he never raised such seed again as he felt lucky that he was able to dispose of the 
seed which flooded the market. 

He planted 20 acres of rye and peas in the fall.  It grew up to about six inches in height, then in 
the spring the crop grew fast because it was well fertilized and on May 26 he plowed it under.  It was 
now three feet tall and he used a log chain to help lay the foliage in the bottom of the furrow.  He then 
added 350 pounds of ammonium sulphate to help fertilize and aid in decomposing the green manure 
crop.  Two days later the 20 acre field was planted to potatoes. 

In the fall he had 46 Indians picking up the spuds.  He had five trucks in the field loading.  It 
looked like rain and started to sprinkle.  Ken ran from one truck to another trying to get them all loaded.  
There was not a "number one" spud in the field or a "number two".  The whole field were bakers.  They 
almost looked like pieces of wood, they were so big.  They were somewhat rough and not as smooth as 
"number ones".  The production was tremendous and he sold the crop to a chain store in Portland. 

Once he wanted me to go with him to Fort Rock some 100 miles south because I knew the 
ranchers there.  Ken operated mostly in Terrebonne in central Oregon.  He said he would pick me up at 
5:00 Saturday morning.  He drove 70 miles per hour and I took him to Brit Webster's ranch.  It was early 
spring and he bought all Brit's yearling steers, 115 head.  These animals were Herefords with a touch of 
shorthorn blood and they were thin but stout.  He had them trucked to his farm and fed them chopped 
alfalfa hay.  He then turned them on a crested wheat grass seeding of 15 acres which had a large trough 
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of chopped hay and salt placed in it.  The field also had native range, which was ready to graze.  Here 
they remained for two weeks. 

The Jefferson land utilization project was nearby and was now ready to graze.  We were 
weighing several classes of livestock in for a 60 day period and we chose to have his steers on the 
experiment. 

His steers had now grazed on grass for two weeks and were already used to green feed.  They 
drove them seven miles and entered the 6000 acres pasture of crested wheat and native grasses.  The 
steers laid down as they entered the pasture.  After resting for three hours they started to graze and we 
then drove them to the scales, and weighed them.  We also weighed other groups of steers, heifers and 
cows with calf at side. 

Sixty days later we gathered them from the bed ground early in the morning and weighed them.  
They had gained 213 pounds each in two months.  This gain was the greatest of all cattle weighed. 

The remarkable gain was contributed to the fact that they were already accustomed to green 
feed, were thin and stout and had wintered in a much rougher climate which possibly made them more 
hardy. 

 

Cougar Meat 

In 1929 I came upon a hot spring in the early part of the season and I counted 13 buck deer 
carcasses at this place.  There was a nice flat adjacent to the spring.  The cougars feasted on these 
during the winter months.  This was up the south fork of the Boise River, where Big Smokey enters in.  
The deer were wintering here and the snow often gets pretty deep.  This area is the summer range for 
the deer and one wonders why the deer do not go to the lower elevations to winter.  This is on the 
Sawtooth range in central Idaho. 

While on mobile survey we stopped overnight in Burley, Idaho.  Leaving the next morning 
mother said to her 4 year old daughter, "Go to the bathroom and see if you can do something."  She left 
and in a few minutes she returned, her mother said, "Did you do anything?"  "Nope," she answered, "I 
just bubbled." 

 

Jiggs’s Dogs 

In Oregon we had a government office serving land owners on land use problems.  Our Engineer 
came in one afternoon and said:  "I'll never go to the Jiggs ranch again."  I was in charge and I asked, 
"What's the matter?"  He then rolled up his pants leg and showed us a bad gash in his leg where a dog 
had bit him.  He said:  "They have three dogs out there and they all came after me at once on the dead 
run.  I soon grabbed a club but I got the worst of it."  His trousers were also torn. 

About six weeks later I had an appointment with Mr. Jiggs.  I stopped at the yard gate with my 
saddle horse in the pickup.  I then opened the gate and started to walk toward the house which was 
some 400 feet away.  Then came 3 dogs to meet me on the dead run.  As they neared me I knelt down 
on one knee and gently spoke "Hi Boy", stretching out my right hand. 
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The largest dog had battle scars on his ears, and face and 
as I spoke he smelled my hand.  I spoke again and he wagged his 
bob tail a little.  The other two dogs stood barking nearby.  The 
bob tailed dog was the leader.  Then a lady came out on the porch 
and said:  "Be careful, Mister.  Those dogs bite."  I said:  "Where's 
Jiggs?"  She said:  "Down to the lower corral."  I said:  "Thank 
you," and slowly arose and as I did I again spoke to the bob tailed 
dog.  He, understanding what the lady said, walked next to my 
right leg firm-like all the way.  The other two dogs went back to 
the house.  I soon met Jiggs as he was feeding his steers and he 
said:  "I'll be through here in just a few minutes."  We then 
mounted our horses and rode off to the range where he had 
problems of stock water developments and also a reseeding job. 

The bob tailed dog was "Dan".  He did not show any fear, 
bark, or growl.  I asked Jiggs if he was any good.  He said:  "He's 
the best cow dog in the country."  Jiggs paid no attention to him 
whatsoever.  This dog often laid down near my side as we 
discussed the problems of stock water developments.  Dan was a 
wonderful animal and I often spoke to him as we traveled the 
range.        Anton Winkel–Soil Conservation Service  

        

Strawberries (Redmond, Oregon) 1946 

The depression had been long and stringent and sugar had been severely rationed for a long 
time (during World War II.)  Finally sugar was turned loose and rationing was off. 

I took a CC cultivator and went over a 1 ½ acre field nine times cutting the sod up from all 
directions.  The field had been in pasture and was well fertilized by chicken manure two years before.  
We took every small piece of pasture sod that could be seen on top of the plowed ground and placed it 
in the bottom of the plow furrow.  I plowed about 10 inches deep in the sandy soil, which was well 
drained. 

We planted 17,000 strawberry plants which took six weeks to dig and plant the whole area, with 
healthy young plants.  The plants were obtained at the Buckner farm where I dug them each evening as I 
came home from work. 

The children helped with the planting.  Cleve, our oldest son, was the main help, although the 
whole family assisted with the planting, and cutting off the early blossoms until the 4th of July.  We also 
cut off the runners all through the early part of the growing season. 

We started picking berries on the 24th of July and continued until Thanksgiving Day.  This was 
done mostly in the early morning beginning at day break.  I remember four Saturdays that brought over 
seventy dollars per day.  They were sold in Redmond stores and Safeway was our main customer.  
We gave the Redmond Branch Relief Society all they could pick one Monday, which they sold in Bend, 
Oregon, and they purchased a piano for the Redmond L.D.S. Branch from the berries sold. 

The largest berries raised were at times on display at Safeway which weighed three ounces 
each.  I have never seen larger berries anywhere in my life than the ones we raised that year. 
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We ate strawberries all summer, also had strawberry shortcake and all the cream we could eat 
as we had good Guernsey milk from our cows. 

These berries were netted Gems (Ever bearers) and the summer in Redmond helped them 
continue bearing as the summers there were not too hot. 

We cleared 2100 dollars the year we planted the berries.  Sugar turned loose was no doubt the 
main reason. 

 

Scotty Payne’s Cow 

I represented the Soil Conservation Service on land use problems and Scotty had some 
improvements to make. 

Scotty was a young married man with a wife and their first newborn child.  His father had run a 
dairy herd most of his life.  Scotty had been very active in 4-H and was now operating his father's herd.  
He was a very active and progressive kind of boy and wanted to improve the herd. 

He had just purchased a four year old Guernsey cow from a Tillamook herd for 700 dollars.  At 
this time that was a high price for a cow and he was disappointed in her, as he said, "She bosses the 
whole herd and is she rough and mean."  We walked out to the corral and she was the largest cow in his 
herd.  Some of the others were Holsteins and Holstein crosses.  I said, "How is she on production and 
test?"  Scotty replied, "She's pretty good but I sure don't like her." 

This new cow was deep and wide in the body, good muzzle, spark in her eye, well placed udder, 
yet she showed femininity and vigor. 

I said, "She'll no doubt come up on her milk as she adjusts herself to the new climate and your 
herd.  To me she's a number one cow and will prove herself to be your top animal if she's given a 
chance.  Your father's herd is mediocre and she must come from a special herd where intensive culling 
has taken place, where great pains have produced a special animal."  Scotty then replied, "Come to think 
of it the herd she comes from are all like her."  I then said, "Was she boss in the herd she came from?"  
He said, "No."  I then commented, "Then if a herd is all the same type then there is peace among them 
for they are all content--the master's eye puts the animal at rest.  After she adjusts herself with a herd 
like she came from and she gets used to her new master she'll be a great producer as the herd should 
be.  You are a good operator and in time you too will have a herd like her.  Imagine any new animal in a 
strange herd.  She must defend herself -- so give her some time and she will quiet down." 

 

I Fired an Engineer (Redmond, Oregon) 

The Area Conservationist hired a field Engineer and sent him to me.  My job was work unit 
conservationist and we needed this vacancy filled.  He reported on the job, was qualified to do the work 
and all was going well. 

As time went on the Engineer went with one of the local girls and they were married.  They lived 
at the girl's parents home about one half mile from our office.  The young lady worked at the Bank and 
would come to work at 9 a.m.  Our office started work at 8 a.m., and her husband would come to work 
one hour late each morning.  This went on for weeks and I often had to take his place when farmers 
would come in requesting Engineering assistance.  I was putting myself on the spot by doing his work 
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and jeopardizing my own and this could not continue.  I made a trip to Bend, Oregon, and my superior 
told me, "Lay off of Mayard."  There I was with a complex problem.  In our work we wrote a diary at the 
end of each day which I felt was in my favor as we started work at eight in the morning. 

The girl's father ran an oil truck wholesale business and had a good reputation in the 
community.  I told my story to him and he said:  "The two of them ride in a car together which makes 
him late for his job."  I said:  "I know that."  He said, "Give me two weeks and I'll straighten him out."  I 
said, "I'll give you two months if needs be because I have tried. 

The Engineer had been in the army for eight years and would explain, "I've been in a pickle 
before and I'll get out of this one."  His father-in-law tried but gave it up.  He could easily walk to work if 
he wanted to. 

Finally he was let out of his job as a Field Engineer in the Soil Conservation Service.  Two years 
later he came into the office with an application blank and he wanted me to recommend him for the 
work in a similar job and I filled it out for him rating him good and excellent in all aspects except 
punctuality and he did not get the job.  

This is the only man I ever fired and I did not want to do it.  I realize that the army will often lean 
over backwards in order not to give a man a dishonorable discharge. 

 

Indian Reservation 

I was asked by the Soil Conservation Service to go to the Warm Springs Indian Reservation to 
talk in the evening on Conservation of their resources to their G.I.s.  These boys were now coming back 
from the armed forces and wanted to organize a program.  This was the period after World War II.  
These boys had talked this over among themselves and each wanted to run 25 Hereford cows and a bull.  
In a two hour lecture I was to outline their program and then follow with some action to get the plan 
going. 

At the time I lived at Redmond Oregon which was 30 miles south of Warm Springs.  These 
Indians already had a large sawmill going where they could work, and also a very nice warm spring 
plunge which was used by many whites from far and near. 

The Indian area was bordered on the south by the Metolius River and on the west was Mount 
Hood.  On the east was the Deschutes River.  These two rivers were clear twelve months of the year.  
The open yellow pine timber was ample to furnish logs for years to come for their saw mill.  The 
undergrowth was mostly Idaho fescue which furnished feed for some 4000 horses the year round.  

A young reporter for the local newspaper had wanted to go with me so he rode along and we 
talked about what may be involved.  On the way home he said to me, "How dare you speak to those 
boys and call them Indians right to their face?"  I said, "They are used to that."   

We decided to get rid of nearly all the useless horses.  This would not be easy.  The old Indian 
"bucks" had old permits which gave them status.  The old bucks never rode a horse, or branded one, or 
castrated any, and they were actually not bred for anything except color. 

The job started.  The young teenage Indians like to wrangle horses and drove a good number 
into a corral.  I had several trucks lined up from the horse butchering plant from Redmond where I lived.  
This plant could handle 50 head each day.  Several trucks were soon loaded and drove off. 
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The old Indians soon got wind of this and came in their old jalopies and came onto the scene 
and opened the gates.  The horses ran out into the reservation and these Indians left again without 
saying a word.  The money from the horses that were sold was sent to the reservation.  I remember the 
sucking colts sold as cheap as eight dollars a head as they went through the sale ring where the horse 
butchering plant buyer bought most of them. 

 

Jimmy Grino 

It happened in central Oregon that Jimmy Grino was the last tramp sheepman in Oregon.  To 
legally run sheep on Government range one must have commensurability or, in other words, be able to 
take care of one's own livestock while they are off of the Federal range.  Thus must be range or feed 
from some stable source.  Jimmy owned no land or home.  He had a wife and 3 children and the family 
traveled with the sheep band each month of the year.  He had a light truck where the family lived.  His 
overhead was nil and he saved money each year. 

He had no permit on any Federal range and would often travel around the Forest boundary 
where his sheep could graze.  He was often caught on county, state, or Federal range, and was finally 
fenced out.  His last resort was to graze the highways going through the Forest in summer and desert in 
winter.  The B.L.M. and F.S. were constantly charging him for grazing without a permit.  He finally sold 
out and went back to Spain where he came from. 

 

White Top (Redmond, Oregon) 1947 

Jim Sprout, a man who made his living by spraying noxious weeds for land owners, with his 
plane, came to me for advice.  It was now 5:00 and I was closing the office.  I consented to go with him 
as he was wanting to clear up a question about a ranch. 

We got in his car and drove through Prineville and into the hills to the east where a small ranch 
was for sale.  The house was nice, modern with a beautiful view, and just 160 acres of nice reseeded 
grass. 

The owner had told him that there were no noxious weeds on the place and as Jim wanted to 
buy a place where he could retire, this looked like what he wanted.  We walked out on the gently rolling 
field and the owner did most of the talking.  As we came back to the car I pointed out to Jim the white 
top in the yard around the buildings.  Jim did not recognize this plant as he was only acquainted with it 
when it was in bloom as when he sprayed it.  Jim asked the owner what this plant was and he was told 
white top.  The owner replied that there was only a small amount of it here and a man was going to 
spray it for 100.00 dollars.  Jim said to me, "Let's go." 

As we got into the car he said, "That man lied to me.  He said there were no weeds.  I don't want 
to deal with a man that lies."  He was disgusted. 

Jim appreciated my help and now wanted to pay me but I said, "You don't owe me a cent."  Jim 
replied, "Yes I do.  You identifying that weed was worth a lot to me." 

We were driving along and I informed Jim how one can tell noxious plants throughout the 
various seasons of the year.  Jim was only acquainted with them at the time of spraying.    
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We came through Prineville and Jim stopped and bought an automatic 22 rifle and then gave it 
to me.  "Here," he said, "Take this.  I want you to have it."  I felt like I should not take it but he insisted 
and said, "It is worth it to me." 

One must spray this plant several years in succession in order to get rid of it.  Then watch for the 
seeds germinating to get the upper hand. 

 

Truck Jackknifed 

Early one winter morning I was driving an empty 1 ½ ton HSDA truck over the Ochoco National 
Forest.  I ran onto a semi-trailer that had jackknifed across the hi-way of a mountain road where there 
was an incline.  There were seven passenger cars stalled behind the truck on the downhill grade.  The 
ground was frozen and seven inches of snow on the ground.  Not one of these eight vehicles had a 
shovel or an axe to help them. 

I was No. 9 to be stopped.  I had a palaski and a shovel and I got busy right away.  The road was 
like glass with packed ice and snow.  I shoveled the snow on the hillside down to the frozen ground.  
Then I took my palaski and picked through the frozen ground until I hit the unfrozen soil.  I shoveled this 
out and placed it in front and behind the semi's power wheels, and within a half hour had the semi 
pulling out of its stalled position.  The other cars now started moving down the incline, and I now could 
go on up the road. 

 

Black Bear and Her Cubs 

Herb and his son-in-law Henry were on their way to get a load of poles on the Dry Fly Creek 
road.  As I came along, they had stopped their old truck at the base of a dead pine tree.  Up the tree 
were two black bear cubs and Henry was standing on the truck, while Herb sat on the hillside nearby.  
Henry wanted the cubs and Herb wanted no part of it, so Henry wanted me to get in the cab of the truck 
and sit and he would go up the tree for the cubs.  The mother bear stood nearby.  As Henry would climb 
the tree the mother would walk to the base of the tree and stand looking up at her cubs.  Henry wanted 
me in the cab to open the door window and he would hand me the cub as he came down the tree. 

This did not look good to me.  The mother may really bring some action as she saw her cub in 
Henry's arms.  If the cub would make a noise then what?  I couldn't see that this would work.  I've seen 
mothers before when their young were molested.  A bear has a poker face but I was afraid this wouldn't 
do.  One cannot read a bear's mind by looking into her face.  They appear unpredictable.  Henry was 
sure it would work and he wanted the cubs.  I went over and talked to Herb and he wanted no part of it.  
I soon left the scene as I had work to do anyway. 

Not one of us had a gun.  If Henry had a paper's boy paper canvas bag to put a cub in as he came 
down the tree, this may help keep a cub quiet. 

Henry and Herb were farmers in the Redmond area below and I knew them. 
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Protestant Church – Soil Stewardship Sunday (Union, Oregon) 

While living in LaGrande, Oregon, I was asked to speak in the Union Protestant church on Soil 
Stewardship.  I came to the church and was greeted by the clergyman.  He introduced me to the cloak 
room where there were 15 robes, some with white collars, others with black velvet collars and some 
were plain.  He said to me, "Take your pick."  I thanked him but decided I wouldn't wear a robe at all. 

The meeting started by the usual procedure and after this had taken place it was announced 
that Mr. Winkel from LaGrande would be the speaker. 

I spoke for 40 minutes, quoting scripture relative to soil stewardship.  I also told them what was 
going on in the SCS Districts in Oregon where much headway had taken place, and that we, as stewards 
of the land had a very basic obligation that we should be following.  I said that the day would come 
when we will have to give an account of this responsibility and also in return we would receive better 
and larger crops at harvest time. 

When the meeting was over about 40 people remained and we talked about the program.  Mike 
Asper was a rancher who came from Estonia, a Russian province, and felt he had a problem so he invited 
me to come out and discuss this with him.  I made an appointment and left. 

When I met him later he told me he had 300 head of cattle to winter and that he had just 
plowed under his hay field.  Now he was worried how he could get by for the following winter.  His 
cattle grazed on the Forest in the summer.  His problem was limited irrigation water which was only 
flood water in the spring and that was all.  The county agent told him to plant his hay field in May.  
However, Mike's ranch was on higher elevation and I told him to fertilize good in February and plant the 
first of April but plant deeper so the seeds will start germinating and setting roots, then as it warms up 
the plants will come faster with less competition.  He did this and as the flood water came the plants 
were up some five inches which gave him a good watering and he cut a good hay crop at the first of 
August and he received also ample fall feed for his stock. 

Mike was very happy when he harvested his crop as he got a good stand of hay, and had almost 
enough feed for winter, as it was only a 50 acre field. 

 

Trip to Idaho Falls Temple 

Forty five of us men from LaGrande and Baker, Oregon, left one evening to go to the Temple in 
Idaho Falls. 

We traveled all night.  In the morning we arrived at our destination and went through three 
sessions each day for three days.  We stayed at a Motel nearby the Temple.  Then we took the same bus 
back to Oregon and slept on the way home. 

We had an enjoyable time together.  I remember Brother Walch (Stake President) sleeping on 
the floor at the rear end of the bus with a blanket. 

As we finished our journey the bus driver remarked, "This is the best group of men I have ever 
taken on a trip.  There isn't a mess of empty beer bottles to clean up or any vomit on the floor." 
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Andy Gump 

One day while in the office at LaGrande Oregon, a tall slender man with his wife and four boys 
came in.  He said he had just retired from the air force, where he had put in 20 years of Service in the Air 
Force flying jets.  I remarked, "Wasn't that a dangerous occupation?"  He now ejected his teeth, jaws 
and chin which all fell on the floor.  Now he actually looked like Andy Gump.  Now pulling out of his 
pocket a clean handkerchief he picked up the hardware and wiped it clean and placed it back where it 
came from. 

He liked the Grande Round valley and had in mind to locate here and purchase a 160 acre place 
to retire on, where his boys could have some animals and be in 4H, etc.  Here he wanted to relax and 
enjoy the rest of his life and raise his family.  So I informed him as to soil, irrigation, length of growing 
season and showed him the map of the area. 

 

Barbecues 

An Indian five-day Festival was held in LaGrande, Oregon, in 1960.  I was asked to barbecue an 
Elk and a Buffalo for the occasion.  The city donated 21 acres of land for this adventure.  The Indians 
came from Alaska, Canada, the U.S., and from the Islands along the eastern seaboard.  The Indians 
placed 25 large Tepees at the north end of the area.  It was mandatory that they would all sleep in these 
wigwams.  This was fun for most of the Indian youth.  To some of the leaders it was a bore.  I remember 
Lydia Thompson who taught school in Pendleton, came to the place where I was staying and asked if she 
could take a bath.  The chairman of the whole festival was an Indian who was a coach in the Yakima High 
school in Washington.  He rode a horse most of the time which made his job stand out as he was quickly 
available when needed. 

There was a colorful Indian red-dressed 50 piece band from Window Rock, Arizona, which 
displayed exceptional talent, especially the majorette who exemplified a typical Navajo youth.  She 
really looked and acted the part. 

While I was preparing the necessary things for the barbecue, an 82 year old squaw came up to 
me and said, "You white people do not know how to barbecue.  You lose too much of the nutrients of 
the meat."  She asked if she could have some of the meat, and I consented and gave her all she wanted.  
This is how she did it.  She jerked or pulled the strips of muscle leaving the tendons on each end, which 
she then tied to rocks around the fire of red hot coals.  The meat was then stretched wide and held with 
small peeled willow sticks, which had been sharpened on each end.  The protective cover of the meat 
muscle still held the juices intact.  When it was done she cut off a piece across the grain of the meat and 
had me eat it.  I agreed with her that the Indian way was the best.  This was done over the hot coals. 

On another occasion a young African from Kenya stayed at our U.S.D.A. office for two weeks.  
He was a student with seven years of college schooling and was here to get information to take back to 
his country on agriculture   While we were together we also talked about barbecuing and again I heard 
the same statement, "You white people do not know how to barbecue."  Then he added, "You lose too 
much of the nutrients."  He explained, "we kill the animal, and barbecue it right where it drops, leaving 
the hide on, also leaving all the insides intact and while the body is still warm we pile wood fuel all over 
and around it and let it continue to burn until it is done.  Then we cut it and serve it except the hide, 
bones, and viscera which we feed to the dogs." 
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Skunks 

While living in Maupin, Oregon, we had an orchard of apricots.  The squirrels were dropping this 
fruit and then would shell them under the trees and carry the stones to their place of hibernation.  Early 
one morning I walked out and saw that our son Ken, who was trapping the squirrels, had two skunks in 
his traps.  I got him out of bed and showed him how to dispose of these animals by leading them to 
water with one foot in the trap, taking time not to hurry and then holding them above the water and 
with a stick to hold him under and then they will release the scent and it will lose its power in the 
stream. 

 

Yellowstone 

Several of our children have worked in Yellowstone.  My wife and I were visiting there seeing the 
bears, geysers, lakes, etc.  Toni worked in a restaurant in the daytime and at night she performed in the 
theater.  This was a very busy schedule for her. 

We had free tickets to the "Play Mill" and had ring side seats.  The stage was the center of the 
room and we sat on the front row which was next to the ring.  The audience actually takes part in the 
performance.  This makes the show very interesting to the tourist.  We knew some of the girls from 
Ricks College and while the cast were getting ready to perform, two of the girls came out to keep the 
people entertained.   

These two girls had a custard pie, big and heavy - ready to eat.  Anyway, those two girls came up 
to me before the show started, and asked:  "Would it be alright if we throw a pie in your face tonight?"  I 
said, "Sure."  I did not tell this to anyone, and now the show was about to begin. 

The two girls came on as "Curtain Raisers".  They would tell a joke and then toss the pie to each 
other.  The pie went back and forth and each caught the pie with both hands, then the joke was to see 
the pie "Fly" and it did and I received it in my face.  If I had of been hungry I could have had a meal.  It 
was a perfect shot.  Me, dressed in my best suit was covered with real pie filling, drowned in this mess.  
The two girls came to my rescue and gave me a clean one-half of a bed sheet to wipe the squashy stuff 
from my face and clothes. 

These college girls who worked here in the summer had a great experience and we shared a 
small part with them. 
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THE WINKELS IN MAPLETON AND PROVO, UTAH 

 

Boy Looking for Work 

It was in the spring of 1969.  A boy who had just completed his freshman year in High school 
came into the store which I was managing.  He had a purpose in mind which was to get a Service Station 
job for the summer.  He further said that he wanted this experience and that he had gone to every 
Service Station in the city and that now he was starting in the business places in the city hoping to find 
work. 

We started to talk and I told him if he really wanted to work in a gas station that he could get 
such a job.  He said, "I want to work in a good place and learn how to take care of a car and later run a 
station of my own."  "Here's what you do," I said.  "Go to the place that you like best and tell the 
manager why you want to work and continue by saying, `I've been in every gas station in Provo and you 
have the one I like best' and then tell him why.  This will make him feel good if your reason is well 
founded.  Be sure to talk to the man that owns the place." 

"Tell him that you will work for two weeks for nothing and then he will know if you are any 
good.  At the end of the two weeks he can fire you or hire you.  Is this not a good way to introduce 
yourself to him?  Naturally most people will say when you want a job, `we're all filled up', but if you are 
tops you can easily get a job and your first reputation you get will get you another job if you want one.  
No one knows you until you have proven yourself.  You are young and need experience." 

Two weeks later he came into the store where I was and said!  "Do you remember me?"  I 
replied, "I sure do."  Then he showed me a check that he had just received for his two weeks work from 
a Service Station nearby, and he has been hired for all summer plus Saturdays while he still would be in 
school next winter.  He was really happy and thanked me for helping him get some work. 

The first job I had and received man's wages was one digging trench six feet deep, and six feet 
long, then we would tunnel six feet.  This would help prevent cave-ins.  I was 15 and I was in good 
condition for the work.  I had already done shoveling, pitching hay, and hauling coal.  I could actually do 
twice this much work if needs be. 

 

BYU Student - 1973 

One day walking on the B.Y.U. campus I came upon a student who was short of stature.  He 
wore overalls that had shaggy ends on the legs which ended at the thighs.  He had a beard and 
mustache, his bare legs and shoes which also drew attention.  I stopped to talk to him which seemed to 
his liking.  I asked what he was trying to prove, he said, "This is groovy man, this is groovy."  I replied and 
said, "It looks to me that your groove is so deep that you cannot see daylight and it must be a rut 
otherwise you wouldn't be wearing such a garb."  He looked at me and didn't say a word.  I suppose he 
was trying to be noticed or to be recognized. 
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Cousins 

Nellie Van Ojen is a cousin of mine whom I met when I was in Holland on a mission.  She was a 
young teenager at the time and had four sisters.  Her father was my mother's oldest brother, Uncle Arie. 

Years later she and her husband Pete Vandenberg came over here to the United States to visit 
the ten Winkels (my brothers and sisters).  We showed them around California and Utah, gave them 
transportation, their meals and lodging, and tried to entertain them.  We had a Winkel reunion at Fish 
Lake at that time and stayed at Rose's and Bill's cabins. 

On Sunday we all took in the meetings there at the L.D.S. Branch.  Seven of us took part on the 
program and many people were there in attendance. 

After sacrament meeting Nel came up to me and said, "Tone, you folks have something that we 
don't have."  She had tears in her eyes and with her head on my shoulder said, "To think that my 
husband and I suffered financially for ten years to see one of our sons through theology school and now 
to admit that we did the wrong thing is hard to take."  (He has now left the clergy.)   

We had been warned beforehand not to talk to them about Mormonism which, as far as I know, 
was not done.  This stay they made with us was enjoyable. 

They both smoked and were very nice about this as they would both go outside to satisfy this 
urge.  They adapted themselves very well and Nel spoke very good English. 

She seemed close to me and we often talked about life, joys, hills, and she enjoyed the open 
space she found here.  Once at Francis' mountain cabin north of Fish Lake she remarked, "I could stay 
here a whole month and even if I did not meet a soul here I would enjoy it."  The view there was 
wonderful.  The elevation was 9,000 feet. 

She enjoyed the 30-day stay in the United States and adapted herself very well.  I was amazed 
how good she could express herself and understand the language. 

At the Fish Lake branch church Nel said, "Do you know all these people?"  I said, "No."  "I see 
you shaking hands with most of them."  Well," I said, "Some of them know of us possibly indirectly, but 
we often greet each other without knowing who's who." 

 

Colorado River Trip 

Ten of us from the Mapleton Lions club left for the Colorado River trip.  Smuss Allen was in 
charge as he had done it professionally for many years.  Smuss and I were in my pickup, which was 
loaded with a 33 foot rubber boat plus the bedding and grub.  We drove over together while the others 
rode in a station wagon.  We went through Vernal, then northward by the Dinosaur National Park, into 
Colorado, then on north and back into Utah to where the Yampa River came in.  It was the 20th of May 
and the river was high with muddy water.  We immediately unloaded our gear and had our evening 
meal and retired for the night.    The next morning we were up at daylight and began our work to get 
ready to shove off.  We pumped up the rubber boat which held air in four sections.  We were to wear 
lifesaving jackets but failed to put them on, although we did have them handy in the event we needed 
them.  Smuss had a small motor at the rear of the boat in case he needed to use it.  We also had oars.  
We were soon sailing along with Ferral Ogilvie carrying a movie camera. 
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The first night we stayed in a camp ground where no one had as yet stayed that year.  It was so 
fresh and clean.  We saw geese with their young and also some deer. 

The next day we stopped for the night at "Jone's Hole".  Here the clear cold creek 15 feet wide 
ran into the Yampa.  Some of the boys went fishing, and some of us took a bath in the creek.  The water 
was cold but I took it very well because I had prepared myself by taking cold showers most every 
morning.  I did not even have goose flesh.  The boys caught eleven German brown trout, two of which 
were large ones.  It was my turn to cook the next morning so we had all the fish we could eat for 
breakfast. 

The following morning we started again to drift down the river.  We soon came to some high 
walls or cliffs on the south side of the river which Smuss said were 1100 feet high.  About a 200 ton of 
the rock had fallen down into the middle of the stream which caused a huge rapid for us to go over.  
On the leeward side one could see part of the rock exposed.  We pulled to shore and Smuss had ten of 
us draw straws to see who would take the trip over the largest rapid in the river.  He wanted only four of 
us in the boat and I was one of the lucky ones.  Smuss commented that no two tries would be the same, 
but we would aim to go over the center of the crest.  The four of us got into the boat and stood in the 
bottom rear end, which caused the boat's front end to rise some 40%.  The boat was 33 feet long and six 
feet wide.  Now the front end was soon well into the air as we proceeded to steer the boat toward the 
center of the crest.  I had the 60 foot tow rope coiled in my hands.  Smuss was handling the small rudder 
of the motor in the rear center of the boat.  As we started out into the center of the stream we got into 
good position to go over the treacherous obstacle that was before us.  Well, as we started to raise the 
top end of the boat it suddenly switched ends somehow and Smuss yelled "Jump for shore."  I, realizing 
the boat was now in my hands and that I was by far the oldest or the only retired one of our crew, I 
jumped out and managed somehow to let the rope out and at the same time to hold fast to the end of 
it.  I soon found myself in swift water four or five feet deep still holding on to the rope.  The others had 
jumped out; how I don't know.  I soon worked my way to shore and managed to pull the boat into 
shore.  How I left the boat I did not know, internal impulse I suppose. 

Ferral, with the movie camera, was taking in the whole thing. 

I asked Smuss what was the worst time he ever had here on the river?  He said, "We once tipped 
over and lost three men who drifted on down the stream, two of which never came back.  One came 
back after having got out 1/2 mile down the stream." 

The rudder guard was broken off, otherwise we were alright. 

 

A Coot Story 

A coot is a short coupled 800 lb. 4 wheel drive car that can travel in mud, water or land, and 
carried four people.  It is a low topless articulated car, and cannot make short turns because of the 
swivel or movable joint being in the center of the chassis.  (An army vehicle) 

One summer day, four of us, the Thompson brothers who were sheepmen, my son-in-law Noel 
Tanner, and myself decided to go into the hills to look for summer feed for the Thompson sheep.  We 
drove to the Birdseye Ranch southeast of Provo, and unloaded the coot from the pickup, then started 
west on a secondary road up the mountain side toward Santaquin Peak.  As the road became steeper 
the roadway frequently switched back and forth and in order to make the sharp switchbacks Noel would 
have to make he would back up the stiff-bodied coot to get on to the next grade. 
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The vegetation higher up the mountain side was good and untouched by livestock and was 
succulent and palatable, because the range was too steep for livestock grazing and was only suited for 
game or watershed purposes.  The higher we went the steeper it became and was in fact as "steep as a 
cow's face". 

As we neared the top we ran out of gas.  The Thompson's and I were somewhat alarmed as it 
was a long walk back, but Noel assured us all was well.  We turned the coot around manually and 
started back hoping we could coast back down. 

Noel was an excellent operator or "skinner" so we began the trip back by gravity down the 
mountain side.  As we picked up speed we could not make the sharp turns, and in order to take 
advantage of the momentum Noel began cutting just above and across the switch-backs rounding out 
the acute angles.  Not a word was spoken.  The two of us in the back seat stood up half crouched and 
holding tightly to the bar behind the front seat to absorb the effect of the bumps as there were no 
springs in the car.  Our speed became alarming as we bumped and at times literally flew over the many 
rocks, shrubs, and we wondered where we would end up. 

But Noel, although untutored for this ride, had had many spontaneous experiences in the past 
with Jeeps, 4-wheel drives, snowmobiles, etc.  He handled the coot very well.  No one was telling the 
driver how to drive.  We just stared tensely as we neared each obstacle. 

Finally we reached the lower part of the mountain and felt lucky ending up just 200 yards from 
the place where we had left the pickup truck.  I must admit this was the most spectacular ride I have 
ever taken. 

 

A Sow with Her Litter 

I approached the BYU for a job on their 650 acre farm south of the University as I heard that the 
man in charge was resigning, and they told me to go out and look the job over.   

As I looked the place over from the map, I proceeded to walk over the place.  I met a student 
majoring in Agriculture and he was trying to drive a sow with her litter of pigs which were about two 
weeks old.  He had a small board in his hand and he said:  "She won't drive."  This student was from 
Pennsylvania. I said:  "Why don't you just drive her up the lane and she will call her little pigs."  He said, 
"She makes such a noise of resistance that I do not know what to do."  I walked up to her and she talked 
to me and I started to scratch her behind the ears.  Then I scratched her behind the front leg.  She soon 
enjoyed this and laid down.  Because of the sound she was making as she laid there her pigs 
understanding this noise came over to suckle, then she laid on her nipples.  I at this time proceeded to 
drive her up to the lane which led up to the end of the paddocks where the student wanted to take her, 
and her litter followed close behind. 

I then said to this student, "Why didn't you do what I just did?"  He said:  "I don't know."  I then 
said to him:  "A pig cannot bite you very easy.  Their necks are stiff and larger than their heads and they 
are unable to turn them.  True, a pig can make a rough noise and if you get acquainted with them first 
you will have no trouble."  The student looked at me and walked away. 
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Share Yourself 

     How often have we put ourselves in the shoes of the needy, the handicapped, the frustrated, the 
bewildered and the sick, and offer a helping hand, an encouraging word, a pat on the back? 

Do we ever walk with these people?  Do we ever visit them and cheer them in their homes?  Do 
we ever ask them to come to a social, civic activity or to church, and help them get there?  Do we ever 
comment on a job or service or good deed for community job well done?  Are we really as charitable as 
we think we are, and "love our neighbor as we love ourselves?"  Do we ever think what such deeds of 
ours would mean to these people?  Do we realize that this would rouse them to activity and job and 
happiness?  Then, how these people would help to make this a better world! 

At the Temple I saw a blind man standing alone.  I went up to him and said, "Can I help you?"  
"You sure can", was the reply.  So I asked him if he wanted to go through another session and he said:  
"Yes, I would like to." so I led him to the place where he could get a name, then on to be checked and 
put him on the escalator and took him to the chapel.  He was very appreciative and thanked me and I 
felt much better for helping him. 

As a member of the Lion's club they gave me the job of chairman of the Broom drive.  I 
distributed the brooms to each member with a map where they should go, then I started to sell brooms 
myself.  

After I had sold over 500 dollars’ worth (which broke the record).  I then checked on all the 
members and came upon one where I left 12 brooms and he had sold one broom, which he sold to his 
wife.  I then took the 11 brooms and sold them also. 

I sold more brooms that year than any other one member on record. 

 

Wild Edible Plants 

A medical doctor contacted me as he had heard that I knew something about wild edible plants.  
He said if I would take a group which belonged to his club up in the hills and teach them edible plant 
identification that each one would pay me a dollar for the trip.  I asked him how many would there be 
and he said about 40.  I said I could handle about 30 people. 

The day came and we met in the Springville City Park, and I gave them a brief lecture regarding 
the subject and then opened the subject to questions. 

They all had their lunches with them and they totaled 86 in all, but there were about 15 children 
in the group. 

We traveled east of Springville and stopped near the top of the ridge.   They came from places 
between here and Salt Lake, and this club met on the Redwood road where there was a store that sold 
natural foods such as sunflower seeds, wild dried natural berries, etc.  Also pamphlets regarding 
methods on how to prepare these items to eat were available. 

This group was really too large for one to handle properly but I tried to keep them all together, 
and also brought out how the Indians ate and prepared some of these plants.  This group already knew 
several edible plants and had bread and cookies made from natural plants as they called them.  They 
gave me at lunch time some of these foods in the form as cookies which they brought with them.  They 
claim that these foods were health foods and were the best ones to eat and I agreed that they were. 
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As we covered quite an area with such a large group a man came up to me eating a large carrot 
root and asked, "Is this good to eat?"  I said, yes it is for it is one of the large carrots and if taken in the 
spring it is quite palatable. 

As we ended the tour I took them to the bottom of the canyon and showed them the wild 
parsnip that grows along the creek, and pointed out that this plant is very poisonous, and a part of this 
root as big as a walnut would kill a horse or a cow in ten minutes.  I cut the root open and showed them 
the chambered pith which definitely was a good identification to look for as there were other plants that 
may be mistaken for wild parsnip. 

The group paid their one dollar and I had a pocket full of dollar bills. 

 

Wheat 

Why is it difficult for man to accept and endure sound Doctrine?   

Wheat is said to be the staff of life.  It contains more food in a given bulk than rice or any other 
grain.  It is now the principal breadstuff among civilized nations and is still gaining consumers rapidly.  
The United States produces twice as much wheat as any other nation.  Russia is next and Canada is third 
in production. "Wheat is for Man."  This has been proven also by science and man has used wheat for 
generations.  Scurvy resulted when rice was used without the hull.  For years we have used wheat 
successfully as part of the fattening ration for cattle. 

Wheat flour as we have it today is taken from the endosperm of the wheat kernel.  The germ of 
the wheat is taken out because it would cause the flour to become rancid.  The hull also is removed and 
used in other products.  Then a bleaching agent is used to make white four, otherwise the flour would 
be yellowish in color.  Today we eat in most of our bread a part of the wheat kernel.  However, I was in 
the Manti Temple recently and someone there had made some good whole wheat bread.  This was to 
be had in the luncheon room at the Temple.  When wheat is stored properly it will keep indefinitely.  
Our best bread is made of the whole kernel.  This fact was given to man long years ago. 

The Gospel was given to man years ago and man has so often taken that part which suited him 
best.  As we look about us we find one sect emphasizing baptism, another by grace ye are saved, still 
another by faith, etc.  Today we have the whole plan.  Can we keep it all together and really reap the 
great benefit? 

 

Swimming in Bermuda (While serving L.D.S mission there) 

 In Bermuda I was swimming in the Atlantic Ocean near the shore and an undercurrent hit my 
feet and I soon got out of the water and took this as a warning realizing who I was and what could 
happen at my age and condition.  The undercurrents are really unpredictable and they go out to sea as 
the wind drives the surface water to shore. 

 

The Killer of Bermuda  

It happened in Bermuda.  Near our apartment was a park and on a corner nearby was the 
governor's mansion.  No cars were allowed in the area.  At day break I often took a walk around on the 
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trail which surrounded the park.  One morning as I walked on the west side of this trail, not a soul was to 
be seen and behind a tree on the trail stood a colored man with a knife in his right hand which was held 
against his body.  He had no coat or sweater and his weapon was plain to see.  It had a wide ten inch 
blade with a slight curve gradually sloping up to a point, and a large hand guard protecting the hand 
making it ideal for a thrust.  This was one of the tools he had access to at the jail where he stayed. 

We lived in the center of the island and there had been three killings in the area recently.  The 
island had been a peaceful place to live.  Seventy-two percent of the population was black and already 
Scotland Yard had made an investigation and found no clues.  The charge for this investigation search 
was a half million dollars, which the island had to pay to Scotland Yard. 

Behind the tree on the trail stood the killer.  He had killed the chief of the police and also the 
governor and his aide, also their Great Dane dog.  This man was a trustee at the jail and was under 
surveillance as he had committed a minor crime.  I did not know at the time that this man was the killer. 

As I approached the tree on the trail I was unaware of what I would meet.  As I neared the tree 
in less than one second's time there stood before me a black man with a knife in hand.  We stood close 
and I immediately said, "What are you doing here?"  "Just strolling around," was the answer.  For some 
reason I was calm and defensive- - but the knife was in the way for my left hand to land at his solar 
plexus.  The ground was higher where he stood -- this gave him the advantage as the roots of the tree 
raised the surface.  I had been in the ring as a head liner and this gave me confidence, but he held the 
knife in place, where I would land my left block.  We said a few other words and then I walked by some 
40 feet, stopped and turned about.  He still stood looking at me.  Thoughts ran rapidly through my mind 
and I said to myself, "I'll not tell this to my wife for she will get too excited." 

The next day I thought it over and I reported this to police headquarters, and they were 
interested.  The Sergeant and a policeman soon came over to our apartment with four books filled with 
photographs of colored people who were on police records and wanted me to go over each one 
carefully.  This I did and I did not find his picture.  I then told my wife what had happened.  This man's 
face had high cheek bones. 

Many thoughts began to run through my mind.  The knife he held could have been jabbed into 
my body instantly.  Another thought was that maybe there were other blacks nearby to help him in the 
attack.  I did not know he was an orphan, a loner, and that he had lived in a cave.  The small crime he 
committed gave him food and shelter which he must have appreciated.  I would assume that he was in 
his early thirties.  His first killing was the chief of Police there, where he stayed.  His second was the 
governor and his aide.  The next were two grocery men in the city of Hamilton nearby. 

 

Welfare Farms 

While talking to a man who was picking fruit he said he was sorry, but his wife was working and 
couldn't come to help pick fruit today.  This man was picking cherries for the church welfare and tending 
his baby who was asleep in a crib near the tree.  Next to the crib was the second to the youngest child 
playing with small race cars.  This was exemplifying a great spirit of cooperation, I thought, of doing 
welfare work. 

On another occasion there was a boy about eight years of age.  He had on a large shirt and he 
would pick apples by kneeling down and filling his front shirt tail full of apples where the fruit was close 
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to the ground.  Then he would empty them into the bin and run back fast like as he had a favorite place 
to pick which he could easily reach and he said, "This is fun."   

We were picking cherries and I saw four boys about ten years old who were playing and I said, 
"Do you boys want to work?"  They said yes and so I told them, "See these empty cherry crates all down 
this row where they are through picking.  I want you to go down this row and pick these up and place 
them to the next row where they are now picking cause they will soon need them."  "O.K." they said and 
away they went and did a good job. 

Then I saw a father picking apples with his two teenage boys and they were settled and doing a 
good job.  The thought came to me, "One boy, half a man; two boys, no man at all."  These in-between 
years are very important.  There's lots of energy here.  I saw seven teenagers at the next tree goofing off 
and throwing apples at each other. 

There was a middle age couple picking apples.  All those that were the easiest to pick they 
would take, then they would go to the next tree and soon they found that they were all by themselves, 
and way ahead of the rest.  I approached this couple on what they were doing as they had to walk far to 
dispose of their apples and now I asked, "Can you pick those that will cause you to stoop over and also 
those that are just above your head?"  They answered, "Yes, but we like to pick the easy ones."  I said, 
"If we all did this then we'd never get the job done." 

I was a supervisor on the welfare farm and I had many experiences there.  Some I do not want to 
mention.  In Pocatello we lived in the second ward and the Bishop one Sunday asked for all those who 
could come the following Saturday to bring their lunch and work all day on the new warehouse which 
was under construction.  I left early with my lunch and was the only one there besides the man who was 
in charge. 

 

Deer Hunting 

It happened on the first day of the deer hunting season in the fall of 1980.  A large number of 
men and boys assembled together just south of Heber City, Utah, and then drove east on a secondary 
road.  It was dark and daylight had not arrived.  They gathered in a group on a terrain before getting into 
the rough road that was ahead. 

The snow was some six inches deep as they started the climb ahead.  This led up to a plateau 
where the snow was one foot deep.  This road leading up to the higher elevation was shaded with trees 
and the grade was not too steep; however, this road had been taken out of the side of the hill and was 
full of chuck holes, snow, ice, and mud.  Frost was also a factor to hinder travel. 

The four wheel drives were the first to move out.  We and Mr. X were one of the last to move 
from the sight where we had congregated.  As we started up the road we saw five four wheel drives 
stuck in the mud spinning their wheels.  We could not pass these vehicles. 

Mr. X now realized that this was a bottle neck, as he wanted to get up there on the plateau 
before the others would.  He stopped his GMC with one foot wide tires and got busy.  I remember one 
rig that had a stock rack with seven or eight boys and men in the back.  He approached the driver and 
said, "Get all your men out to walk and move over and I'll drive your truck up the road for you."  The 
man did so and Mr. X got in and backed the truck back and forth and jumped the rig out of the hole and 
then drove the four-wheel drive on up the chuck hole road, a distance of about 1/2 mile.  He then came 
back and did the same for the other similar trucks which were having the same difficulty.  This took time 
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and so he asked another man to drive his GMC (suburban) on up the difficult road, while he helped 
others with the same problems that were delaying them from their traveling.  Mr. X finally came up to 
where we were waiting and got in and drove on up onto the table top where the snow was one foot 
deep. 

The area was large and plenty of room for the hunters.  This was on private property and we did 
not see anyone that had their deer that day.  However, Mr. X got his buck after serving his fellowmen 
that morning. 

That evening as we came down through this same road, Mel, his older brother said, "Noel is the 
best four-wheel driver I have ever seen.  He amazes me every time when it comes to a deal like this." 

Mr. X is Noel Tanner.  This was certainly a service to his fellowmen and really deserves the credit 
of helping others when they are in need. 
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MORE PHOTOS 

     

                           Anton Gerrit Winkel             Geert and Anton Winkel in Holland – c. 1904                

                                                    

                Back: Henry, Thys.  Front: Geert, Anton 
                     1909 – Salt Lake City, Utah 
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                                               Rose, John, Dena, Henry, Thys, Anton, Geert 

 

              Hendrik Winkel family in front of Winkel Bakery in Richfield, Utah, 1914. Anton by rear tire. 
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                     Elder Anton G. Winkel (left) and 2 companions on mission in Holland  

                                 

       Anton G. Winkel – USAC graduate 1937                                             Anton G. Winkel 
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Everdina Cornelia van Ojen & Hendrik Winkel           Hendrik and Everdina Winkel – Holland Mission 
 Wedding photo - August 2, 1900 

                   

 Sons of Hendrik and Everdina Winkel: Left to right – Francis, Bill, John, Henry, Thys, Anton, Geert - 1965 
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 Anton Winkel - Church work crew                                   Anton G. Winkel – c. 1930’s 
  Richfield, Utah 

      

 Anton G. Winkel & prize bull              Anton carving meat from his deep-pit barbeque  
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          Anton and Clella Winkel Family – c. 1953  

  Back: Cleve, Bob, Gary.   Front: Ken, Verlene, Ron, Clella, Toni, Anton 
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                            Family of Anton and Clella Winkel – 50th Anniversary – May 1981 
             Children: Cleve, Verlene, Gary, Bob, Ken, Toni, and Ron 

            

  Anton and Clella Winkel – 50th      Anton and Clella Winkel – Provo Temple ordinance workers 


